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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
¢a
I

1,1	 Introduction

1.1.1 Purpose of the Study

Even at reduced rates of growth, the demand for electric power
is expected to more than triple between now and 1995 and to triple again
over the period 1995-2020. Without the development of new power sources
and advanced transmission technologies, it may not be possible to supply
electric energy at prices that are conducive to generalized economic welfare.
Solar power is renewable and its conversion and transmission from space
may be advantageous. The goal of this study is to assess the economic merit
of space-based photovoltaic systems for power generation and a power relay
satellite for power transmission. In this study, satellite solar power
generation and transmission systems, as represented by current configura-
tions of the Satellite Solar Power Station (SSPS) and the Power Relay Satel-
lite (PRS), are compared with current and future terrestrial power genera-
tion and transmission systems to determine their technical and economic
suitability for meeting power demands in the period of 1990 and beyond
while meeting ever-increasing environmental and social constraints.

t.1.2 Study Obl'ectives and Scope

The principal objective of this study is to achieve increased
understanding of the economic and technical aspects of space-based power
generation and transmission systems and to determine whether--or under what
circumstances--they may make significant contributions to meeting future
energy demands.

Previous studies have defined concepts for the generation and
transmission of electrical power from geosynchronous orbit and some demon-
strations (i.e., microwave) of the required technology have been made. In

funding this study, NASA required the following efforts:

o identification of operational and economic requirFments
of large, orbiting power conversion and power relay systems

a systems comparisons between synchronous orbit energy-generat-
ing systems and terrestrial systems that will be operating in
the 1990s and beyond

-	 o preliminary formulation of a framework that can be used for
future analyses of the environmental and social impacts of
orbital power systems

definition of near-term research activities which will be
required to demonstrate the feasibility and advance the
technology needed to achieve launch and operational capabili-
ties of space-based power systems in the 1990 time period.
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Of particular interest to NASA has been the identification
of key problem areas of operational power systems in orbit and the tech-
nologies required to resolve them, development of cost estimates of the
required technologies and the identification of the social and e,.viron-

'	 mental impacts a,1sing from the operation of the systems.

`-` By direction, the emphasis of the study has been on the iden-
tification and delineation of problem areas and technology requirements
rather than on in-depth problem solutions.

1.1.3 Relationship to Other NASA Efforts

Several past and current NASA efforts have been drawn upon
in the conduct of this study.

The initial SSPS study, "Feasibility Study of a Satellite
Solar Power Station," under contract (NAS3-15804) to NASA Lewis
Research Center, was conducted by the contractor team Arthur D.
Little, Inc., Grumman Aerospace Corp., The Raytheon Co. and Spectrolab,
Inc. [1] .and used as a point of departure for the description of the SSPS.

Extensive interface with the work performed under contract to
NASA Lewis Research Center (NAS3-17835), "Microwave Power Transmission
System Studies" (NASA Report CR-134885) by Raytheon and Grumman, was
important in defining transmission system technical and cost character-
istics in considerable depth. Additionally, this study served as a guide
to the technology development and test programs for the complete SSPS
system presented in this study. Cognizance was taken of work performed
to date as part of a NASA Lewis/JPL joint program to demonstrate the
feasibility of power transmission from spacw. The receiving-and-rectifying
antenna (rectenna) demonstrations by JPL at Goldstone and in the Raytheon
Laboratory [2], and the ongoing technology development of the rectenna
element into the low power density region for NASA Lewis by Raytheon, were

3	 considered for projections of future rectenna efficiencies.

Interface with the effor". conducted for NASA MSFC, under con-
tract with the Boeing Company (NAS8-31628) on "Alternate Space--based
Power Generation Systems" was important in establishing common approaches
for purposes of comparison.

The evaluation of system concepts for Space Shuttle-derived,
Heavy Lift Launch Vehicles (HLLVs), conducted under contract to NASA JSC
(NAS9--14710) by Boeing and Grumman, and the Boeing study of "Future Space
Transportation System Analysis" [3], had important bearings on transpor-
tation considerations.

The work on "Orbital Assembly and Maintenance," conducted under
contract NAS9-14379 by The Martin Company [4], has contributed to the
understanding of these: important areas.
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Coordination with parallel efforts on terrestrial power gen-
eration and transmission studies, performed for NASA by dPL, provided
additional data for comparisons with terrestrial systems [5 and G].

1.1.4 Major Study Findings

Nine major subprogram areas have been identified which need to
be resolved for the development, operation and maintenance of the SSPS.
These subprogram areas are as follows:

e Point Design Development
o Systems and Economic Studies
m Microwave Power Technology
m Solar Array Technology
o Large Structures
© Flight Mechanics and Control
m Operations, Manufacturing, Assembly and Maintenance
o Environmental and Other Impacts
o Transportation.

The major economic findings are summarized below. These find-
ings depend upon the resolution of the subprogram areas that have just
been listed:

o The SSPS may be cost-effective with respect to terrestrial
systems by 1995. Since most terrestrial concepts depend
upon nonrenewable energy sources, the economic viability
of SSPS may be enhanced relative to terrestrial systems
beyond 1995. Given the time period before SSPS may be
cost-effective (1995), a decision to enter into a develop-
ment-to-operations program or large-scale prototype is not
economically justifiable at this time. However, given the
potential economic benefits of SSPS in the 1995 period,
the many concepts that are currently being studied, the new
design approaches that are being advanced and the number
of possible approaches to development and operations, the
study results suggest that a significant study and limited
technology program is warranted over the next four-to-five
years. The purpose of this program would be to provide re-
liable information on the economic and technical viability
Of SSPS.

e SSPS may repay its total $44 billion DDT&E by CY 2013 with
less than 50 units, were alternative terrestrial systems
generation costs at least 35 mills/kWH. This result re-
quires an SSPS buildup rate that ultimately provides 10
percent or more of United States installed generation
capacity.

a The PRS energy transmission concept that has been studied
has a decisive economic disadvantage compared to terrestrial
systems up to distances of 5,630 km ,3,500 nm). Beyond this
distance, were it deemed in the national interest to engage

;_	 ^	 3
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in international transmission of power, the PRS appears
to have economic advantages over alternative concepts.

The economic results do not indlude the relative social and
environmental impacts that would be associated with the systems that were
compared. Differences between terrestrial generation systems and the SSPS
may be signigicant.

Of particular importance for the economic and technical feasib-
ility of SSP5 is a "heavy lift" launch vehicle with a payload to LEO of at

least 182,000 kg 400,000 lbs). 	 Finally, it should be noted that risk
analyses of the development programs and operations are a required step
before any "hard" conclusions may be drawn regarding the economic via-
bility of the systems.

1.2	 Summary

1.2.1 Descriptions of Orbital and Terrestrial Systems

1.2.1.1 Orbital Systems: The Satellite Solar Power Station

The baseline SSPS, illustrated in Figure 1.1, is sized to
generate 5,000 MW of rectified power at the output bus of the receiving
antenna. This power level was chosen to provide economies of scale while
keeping the peak microwave power density in the center of the rectenna
to 20 mll/cm2 , a level th^t is expected to meet anticipated environmental
standards. The 20 mW/cm value approaches the anticipated threshold level
for affecting changes in the ionsphere. It is noted, however, that the
effects of these anticipated changes are unknown.

The satellite's mass in orbit is 18,000,000 kg. An operat-
ing frequency of 2.45 Gil, was selected based on considerations of power
transmission efficiency, low susceptability to brownouts in rain and minimal
potential problems with radio frequency interference. The transmitt•ing
antenna is an active planar phased array which uses amplitrons for do to
rf power conversion. The photovoltaic power source generates 8,600 MW of
power using an advanced 50-micron thick silicon blanket that has an initial
efficiency of 13.7 percent at a solar concentration ratio of two. The over-
all efficiency from solar blanket busbar to ground station busbar is 58
percent.

The design concept has two large solar cell arrays, each approx-
imately 6 km x 5 km, inter-connected by a carry-through structure of dielec-
tri^ material. A 0.83 icm diameter microwave antenna is located on the
centerline between the two arrays and is supported by the central power
transmission bus (mast) structure that extends the full length of the
power station. The antenna is attached to the mast structure by a joint
system which rotates 360 degrees in azimuth (ease.-west) and = 8 degrees
in elevation (north-south). The solar cell blankets are laid out between
channel concentrators stretched over a supporting frame.
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t Concept Description

Collects solar power using photovoltaic
converters and transmits power to Earth
as microwave power. The microwave power
is rectified to do power at the ground
receiving station.

s Characteristics

- Power	 5000 MW

- Mass	 18.1 x 10 6 kg
- Size	 13.1 x 4.9 km
- Orbit	 Geosynchronous
- Life	 30 Years
- 9 p erating Frequency	 2.45 GHz
- do-to-dc Efficiency 	 58%
- Solar Array Efficiency 11.3% (13.7% blanket

effi ciency)

a Costs (191" Dollars)

- 10C	 1990 - 1995
- DDT&E

- Directly Related . 	$20.4B
- Support Programs	 $23.5B

- Unit Costs	 $ 7.6B
- Operatin g Costs	 $136WYear

MIRRORS & SUPPORT
STRUCTURE

F	 Figure 1.1 The 5,000 MW Satellite Solar Power Station
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A 10,000 *1 version of the SSPS is illustrated and summar-
ized in Figure 1.2 This version may have desirable scale economies.
The 5,000 MW system, however, has served as the baseline throughout
the study.

The Power Relay Satellite

The baseline PRS microwave power transmission concept, illus-
trated in Figure 1.3, is a reflector in synchronous orbit for provid-
ing power transfer from a transmitting antenna at one ground location
to a ground receiving antenna at a distant location. For reasons sim-
ilar to these influencing the sizing of the SSPS, the baseline PRS
has been sized over a power range of 5,000 to 10,000 MW at the output
bus of the ground receiving station. For economic reasons, it is not
expected that power densities as low as 20 mW/cm 2 can be maintained.

The transmitting antenna is a phased array with waveguides
and converters similar to the SSPS and the receiving ground station is
also similar to that of the SSPS. The current concept has transmitting
array an! rectenna diameters of 10 km and a reflector diameter of 1 km.

Atmospheric effects and errors at the ground-based transmitting
antenna require that it be sectored into subarrays which must be con-
trolled. Control can be accomplished by adaptive control which re-
quires a reference beam sent from the reflector.Alternatively, a sen-
sor matrix at the reflector could provide command control.

The PRS reflector configuration consists of a primary struc-
ture that is built up of 108 m x 108 m x 20 in deep bays. Each 108 m
module is spanned by a secondary structure which is an 18 m grid of 5 m
deep girders. The 18 m substructure provides support for the micro-
wave reflector system. The expected overall efficiency of the system,
from input bus of the the transmitting antenna to the output bus of the
receiving ground station, is 53 percent.

1.2.1.2 Terrestrial Systems: tower Generation Systems

For the purposes of this study, terrestrial power generation
systems have been designated as either "existing" or "future" systems.
Although the present form of existing systems may not be installed in
the time frame when SSPS could become operational, these systems pro-
vide the most reliable data base for the purposes of an economic com-
parison.

Existing systems include oil-fired and coal-fired fossil fuel
plants and light water reactor nuclear (i_WR) plants. The technical
characteristics of these systems are well--known. The major uncertain-
ties associated with these systems are in the availability and price of
fuels for the oil-fired and nuclear systems, the environmental hazards
associated with all terrestrial systems and the economic (investment)
problems resulting from the social and environmental challenges currently
being placed before nuclear systems.
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a Concept Description

Collects solar power using photovoltaic
converters and transmits power to Earth
as microwave power. The microwave power
is rectified to do power at the ground
receiving station

• Characteristics

SOLAR CELL
BLANKETS

- Power
- Mass

Size
Orbit

-- Life- Operating Frequency
- do-to-dc Efficiency

Solar Array Efficiency

e Costs (1974 Dollars)

- 10C
- DDT&E

- Directly Related
- Support Programs

- Unit Costs
- Operating Costs

10,000 taw
34.4 x 10 6 ;;g
18.4 x 7.0 km
reosynchronous
30 years
2.45 6H7
58%
11.3% (13.7% blanket

efficiency)

1990 - 1995

26.7 B
23.5 B
14.4 B
To be determined
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1 KM Transfer large amounts of power over great
REFLECTOR distances	 using	 a microwave transmitter at

a ground-based,	 remotely located power gen-

erating	 p lant and reflecting microwave power

off a	 satellite at geosynchronous. orbit to a
ground-based receiving antenna

GEO
SYNCH \ 9	 Characteristics
ORBIT

-	 Power at Rectenna Sus 10,000 MW

1 -	 Satellite Mass O,pr2 x	 10 6	kg

-	 Satellite Size 1	 km Diameter
-	 Ground Antenna Size

--	 Transmitter 10 km Diameter
Receiver 10 km Diameter

-	 Orbit Geos,yn c hron ous
-	 Life 30 Years
-	 do-to-dc Efficiency 53%

Costs	 (1974	 Dollars)

10 KrV1 RECTENNA -	 10C 1990 to 1995
10,000 M;lU POWER -	 DDT&E

-	 Directly	 Related $	 8.6B
-	 Support Programs $13.1B

-	 Unit	 Costs $	 8.2B
-	 Operating	 ;osts $106M/Year

10 W

^o

10 KM
XMIT'

Figure 1.3 The Power Relay Satellite
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The pollution problems and costs associated with the current
methods of using coal to directly fire a steam generator have led to
the development of several future approaches and processes for using
coal either directly (as in the case of fluidized-bed combustion) or
after the signi"icant am^^uunt of processing required for coal gasification
or liquefaction. For this study, enumeration of the costs and system
efficiencies associated with future coal processing plants was conducted
for: two coal liquefaction techniques (Consol Synthetic Fuel and Solvent
Refined Coal), 6 high-BTU coal gasification techniques (Lurgi, Hygas-
Electrothermal, Hygas-Steam-Oxygen, Bigas, Synthane, COZ Acceptor) and

two low-BTU processes (BOM Pressurize+, Lur i) 	 Two future advanced
nuclear fission reactor systems considered gto be representative or the
developing nuclear technology were studied (i.e., the Liquid Metal Fast
Breader Reactor [LM' :BR] and the High Temperature Ga y -Cooled Reactor
[HTGR1).

Power Transmission Systems

In order k10 compare the PRS transmission concept with terres-
trial alternatives, use has been made of availaole data on representa-
tive terrestrial systems in order to design transmission systems that
would provide a capability equal to that of the PRS. Whir. these sys-
tems provide such a capability, it is unlikely that they would in fact
be built.

The categories of terrestrial alternatives studied include
transmission via conventional circuits and super conducting transmission
lines (all of which are considered to be "existing" systems even though
some currently exist only in experimental application), and hydrogen
transmission and microwave transmission via waveguides (which are class-
ified as "future" systems).

In order to design the most economic terrestrial power deliv-
ery systems that would provide a capability eoual to that of the PRS,
it was necessary to make the following basic design assumptions;

Power input--ac electric power would be at the appro-
priate voltage level.

o Power output--ac electric power would be at the appro-
priate vf,1 t3ge level.

a All transmission systems would have the capacity
required to most economically deliver 5,000 or 10,000 Mlv1.
Additional capacity would be added at the source to
provide the capability of economically carrying that
power which would be lost along the route.

o Designs would be those which were most pconcmical
in 1974.
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Q The cost of the energy lost because of trans-
mission would be based on a 1974 cost of $0.02/	 3

kW8 = $175 x 103/MW-year.

a All transmission systems would be in use 100 percent
of the time.

s Overland circuits would range from 3,200 to 8,000 km
(2,000 to 5,000 mi) long. This is independent of the	 {
great circle distance between the transmitting and re-
ceiving points.	 ,1

o Only transmission capability would be considered.
No credit would be given for the potential benefit
of energy storage since the PRS does not provide
any energy storage option.

o Systems having a transmission efficiency of less
than 50 percent would not be considered.

1.2.2 Economic Analysis

For the economic analysis, the SSPS and PRS were compared
with terrestrial power generation and transmission systems of equal

out ut capability. Based upon this economic comparison, recommenda-
tions have been made regarding the decision to initiate an SSPS devel-
opment program.

For purposes of decision-making the following decision al-
gorithm was formulated:

e If the SSPS or PRS could be shown to be cost effec-
tive, compared with existing systems at todays re-
lative prices (while meeting environmental and social
constraints), then there should be little hesitation
to go ahead with a positive development-to-operation
decision.

g If no future conditions could be identified under
alhich the orbital systems would be cost effective,
then the decision to curtail furth?r development is
warranted.

e If the orbital systems are not cost effective at
today's relative prices but may be cost effective
under realistic future conditions, then the decision
should be made to proceed with a limited technology
program designed to acquire the knowledge for making
a later decision.
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1.2.2.1 Economic Analysis of Power Generation Systems 	
I

Table 1.1 provides an annual cost summary of an operational
5,000 MW SSPS. This summary presents only the recurring unit, operations
and maintenance costs and does not include DDT&E. Also, these costs are
for a representative operational unit after "learning" has been accomp-
lished. The " serial number" is not specified. With an assumed operation-
al life of 30 years, the busbar cost of energy.generated by a 5,000 MV
SSPS would be 26.7 mills/kWH. This includes 15.0 mills for capital re-
covery at a 7.5 percent discount rate, 3.1 mills for maintenance and 6.F
mills for taxes and insurance.

Table 1.2 contains a summary of the major 5,000 MW SSPS unit
cost elements. As seen, the satellite hardware accounts for only about
30 percent of the total cost. Transportation is the major cost elemen"
(43 percent) and the ground station accounts for 18 percent.

Table 1.3 contains a summary of the development program
required for the fabrication, assembly and deployment of a 5,000 MW SSPS.
The estimated total DDT&E is $44 billion. Three components have been
identified: direct DDT&E, related DDT&E and support programs.

Table 1.1	 Annual	 Cost of an Operational
5,000 M14 SSPS

ANNUAL COST USER CHARGE
ELEMENT millions	 (1974) mills/kWH	 (1974)

i

s	 Satellite 657 15.0

e	 Maintenance 136 3.1

a	 Taxes,	 Insurance 377 8.6

TOTAL. 1170 26.7

n

y
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The direct DDT&E programs pertain to those program ele-
ments which would not be developed were it not for the decision to
develop the SSPS. These total approximately $19.2 billion.

Of much smaller magnitude, $1.3 billion, are the develop-
ment costs referred to as "related DDT&E." These are developments
that are necessary for the realization of an SSPS but might be re-
quired by other space programs.

Table 1.2	 Five Thousand Megawatt SSPS Unit Cost Summary

ELEMEN7 COST PERCENT

billions,	 1974

o	 Solar Array 1.798 24.0

Solar	 Blankets (1.501) (20.0)
Array Support Structure (0.297) (4.0)

o	 Transmitting Antenna 0.495 6.5

o	 Propellents, etc.

a	 Fabrication and Assembly

E

0.573 7.6

Equipment

o	 Transportation 3.278 43.3

Space	 Shuttle	 Fleet (0.240) (3.2)

HLLV	 Fleet (1.074) (14.2)

Space	 Shuttle	 Flights (0.879) (11.6)

HLLV	 Flights (1.013) (13.4)
Orbit-to-Orbit Vehicles (0.072) (0.0)

o	 Personnel 0.077 1.0

e	 Receiving	 Antenna 1.345 17.8

TOTAL 7.566 100.0

Lost	 is	 negligible,	 weight	 has	 been	 accounted	 for	 in	 transportation
charges.

A



Table 1.3	 SSPS Development Program Costs

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
OST

$ millions,	 1974
PERCENT

s	 Direct SSPS	 Development 19176 43.6

Solar Array (11521) (26.2)

Structure (2782) (6.3)

Reaction	 Control (554) (1.3)

Rotary Joint (1643) (3.7)

Microwave	 Transmission (2676) (6.1)

and	 Reception

o	 Related Development 1292 2.9
i

•	 Support Development 23537 53.5

Launch	 Vehicles (11626) (26.4)

Orbit-to-Orbit Transfer (7478) (17.0)

Crew Module (319) (0.7)

LEO Space	 Station (3738) (8.5)

SO Space	 Station (376) (0.9)

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT 44005 100.0

*	 includes	 40`;	 for management	 and a	 200	 uncertainty	 factor.

The DDT&E, summarized in Table 1.3, designated "Support
Development" are required for the launch, assembly and orbital trans-
fer of the SSPS. Unlike the other technology developments, these
are likely to be required--in part or entirety---by other space pro-
grams. If the only "customer" for these systems were the SSPS, then
the latter should bear the full burden of repaying their development,
however, this is not expected to be the case.
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As described in the following chapters, at existing relative
prices, the SSPS would not be cost effective compared with terrestrial
systems but, at expected future relative prices, it may well be cost
effective. Figure 1.4 illustrates the comparative economic analysis
for an SSPS operational in 1995.

The x-axis (abscissa) contains average values for the cost
of electric generation over the 30-year period (1995-2025) in mills/
kWH. The y-axis contains the "Economically Justifiable" 5,000 MW
SSPS unit cost. The method by which this has been estimated and the

rationale for . the choice of discount rate is described in Appendix A.

The analysis compares the 5,000 MW SSPS with terrestrial
fossil fuel systems. (i.e., oil and coal-fired generation plants).

The line, R, in Figure 1.4 relates the generation cost in
mills/kWH of terrestrial coal and oil-fired systems over the period
1995-2025 as indicated on the x-axis. A range of cost estimates re-
sulting from the study performed by University of California -
Berkeley for JPL is also shown on the x-axis.

The coal and oil system values are based on three projec-
tions of the future:

1. Relative fuel prices I remain constant ( CO3 00)

2. The relative prices of coal increase by 2.6 percent
per year, and the relative price of oil increases
by 0.57 percent (CA , OA)

3. The relative prices of coal and oil increase by
5.0 percent per year (CB , 0B),

As indicated by . the suggested probability distributions, the
first projections have a very low expectation. Regarding coal, the
cost of production will rise as it becomes necessary to mine deeper
veins and provide 'he expected environmental and human safeguards. Re-
garding oil, increa;ed scarcity will no doubt raise relative prices.
In fact, new oil-fired capability may not be installed 1995.

The second projection has been adapted from the work of E.A.
Hudson and D.W. Jorgenson and is highly regarded in the economic

i	 -

9	 4

d

S

1 "Relative prices" refer to the price relationship of all goods
and services to each other. The usual practice is to consider
one good as the baseline and calculate all prices relative to
it. Obviously, generalized inflation would not affect relative
prices.
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energy literature z . These estimates were derived from their analysis
of a scenario in which the government does not intervene with respect
to energy prices.

The third projection has been derived from the Hudson-Jor-
genson scenario in which the United States government levies a "BTU"

tax of $0.05/million BTU (to.encourage fuel conservation), over the
period 1975-1980 and $1.35/million BTU over the period 1980-19853.
The goal of this action is United States energy independence by 1985.

Based upon projection of the Hudson- Jorgenson estimates of
relative price changes to 2025, the typical coal-fired plant would gen-
erate electric power at an average price of 25.1 mills/kWH over the
period 1995-2025. Were a vigorous policy of energy independence pur-
sued, the average generation price would be about 33 mills/kWH,

The same analysis for oil indicates that the projections of
the Hudson-Jorgenson estimates of "no policy change" would not effect
the relative standing of oil-fired systems. Were the "energy indepen-
dence" policy pursued, the price of electric power from oil-fired
plants might be driven off the scale.

Based upon these results, there is some expectation--the
probability of which is unknown at this time--that the SSPS will be
cost effective with respect to fossil fuel systems by 1995. Further-
more, since fossil fuel systems depend upon non-renewable sources
of energy, the economic viability of SSPS should be enhanced relative
to these beyond 1995.

While every attempt has been made to cost the systems on a
consistant basis, one major element of cost has not been addressed:
the systems' relative social and environmental impacts. Within this
study we have begun to develop a framework for evaluating these im-
pacts. This will, however, require much further study before our
level of understanding is adequate for the purpose of decision-making.

A second issue that could impact total systems cost is the
relative acceptable distance between population and industrial centers
for SSPS rectennas and conventional electric power generators. This
is an important determinant of the cost of energy transmission, and

2Hudson, E.A. and R.W. Jorgenson, "U.S. Energy Policy and Economic
Growth, 1975-2000," The Bell Journal of Economics and Management
Science, Vol. 5, fro. 2, Autumn 1974,

3 I is to be stressed that the 5 percent value is not that
of Hudson-Jorgenson. It is our protection of the constant
dollar impact estimated in their analysis.

16
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hence, the delivered cost of electric power to the user. 	 Based on
current trends in plant siting, it does not seem likely that major
energy-intensive industries--such as metals processing--would locate

near 5,000 to 10,000 MW nuclear sites. 	 The rectenna site, on the other
hand, would appear to be amenable to such activity. 	 These issues,
however, await future study.

Finally, it should be noted that the U.S, 	 Energy Research

01

-	 and Development Administration (ERDA) is currently funding research in
`	 electric generation technologies such as ocean thermal and solar power
`	 towers that are expected to produce energy in the range of 30-50 mills/ yt

kWH as well as fusion power, the cost of which is even more difficult
to estimate.

Figure 1.5 provides an economic analysis of the payback of
the $44 billion development program.	 The analysis presumes that the-Y<r,.,

total development burden is borne by the SSPS program, an assumption
which is not,	 in our opinion, justified.

"time"One x-axis (abscissa) is 	 in calendar years.	 A second
x-axis indicates the cumulative number of 5,000 MW SSPS units opera- k^
tional at the beginning of the indicated year. 	 The buildup--two per
year until	 2000, then four per year until 	 2025--would provide at least,,
.0 percent of the United States incremental generation demand.

°d
The y-axis (ordinate) is generation costs is mills/kWH of al-

`

a

ternative (terrestrial) systems.	 The range of costs resulting from
the Berkeley/JPL report is indicated.

t

The curve P--P is used to parametrically estimate the DDT&E
payback as a function of alternative electric generation costs. 	 Its
shape depends on the discount rate and the SSPS buildup rate. 	 its

rderivation is provided in Appendix A.

If alternative generating systems costs do not exceed 27

mills/kWH--the SSPS estimate--DDT&E would not be repaid. 	 indeed, the
function becomes-asymptotic to the x-axis at about 31 mills/kWH, in- Y,`
dicating that at least 4 mills/kWH difference between SSPS and terres-
trial	 systems is required to payback the DDT&E. 	 (Again, this presumes
that the total	 DDT&E bill	 accrues to SSPS.)

As indicated, were the alternative generation cost 35 mills/
kW11--point A on the y-axis--the DDT&E would be repaid by CY 2012
with 57 5,000 MW operational 	 SSPS units.

1.2.3	 Technology Subprogram Areas.

Nine subprogram areas were identified which need to be re-
solved for the development, operation and maintenance of the SSPS.
These were presented in Section 1.1,4.	 Simultaneous with this effort,
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Figure 1.5.	 Payback Analysis of SSPS Development Programs
for a Discount Rate of 7 .5 Percent
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*	 Buildup rate equals 21yr. to CY 2000, 4/yr. to CY 2025. 	 .
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NASA identified key areas for technology development of the SSPS.
Upon review of :his effort, it was found that the NASA list of
nine subprogram areas was virtually identical in substance to the
findings of our study team. It was decided, therefore, to standard-

_	 ize our reporting on the NASA subprogram areas, a listing of which
follows-

1. System Definition
2. Power Conversion
3. Microwave Power Transmission
4. Large Structures
5. Operations
6. Transportation
7. Attitude Control & stationkeeping
8. Environmental Effects
9. Orbital Technology Verification.

Selected subprogram areas summarized in this section and
the following section, contain a suggested development program for
their resolution. More detailed descriptions of these problem areas
and proposed resolutions appear in the report.

Power Conversion

@ Ravr material processes: . ; The process for producing semi-
conductor grade silicon requires three energy-intensive,
high temperature cycles. A single-step process could
result in savings cf factors from three to five over the
price paid today.

e Crystal growth: Three approaches to single-crystal
growth are being pursued today. The major problem is
to find die mcterials that can withstand the
temperatures of the process while maintaining the
efficiency of the solar cell producted. Another problem
in this area is to reduce the solar cell thickness to
50 um.

o Solar blanket processes: Current methods for fabricating
solar blankets are slow, mostly done by hand. For
solar blankets of the size required by SSPS an automated
process is required.

e Packaging: The groundrule requirement of 30-year life
in a space environment suggests that improvements in
solar cell incapsulation are required including increased
resistance to radiation damage.

o Solar cell performance: Currently available space-
qualified solar r_c•lls can achieve beginning-of-life
conversion efficiencies of 12-14 percent. For SSPS,
a beginning-of-life solar cell efficiency of 18-20
percent is desirable.



o Phase control subsystems: Projected phase front con-
trol subsystems scatter losses are significant in the
microwave transmission efficiency chain. Furthermore,
the uncertainty associated with the losses is sig-
nificant.

e Waveguide: Slotted waveguides interface with rf
generators in a high temperature environment. They
must distribute the power and emit it uniformly with
low losses. The ability to manufacture, fabricate
and assemble such waveguide- ;s not certain.

o Attitude control of the transmitting antenna: In
this study, attitude pointing control was conceived
to be accomplished by mechanical action. The pro-
blems associated with this are unprecedented. The
requirements are (1) large members of lightweight
construction that transmit Bich power across r:f1ative
motion interfaces, (2) operations in a space environ-
ment with high reliability and safety, (3) low cost,
(4) high packaging density for earth launch and then
deployment and assembly in space and (5) long life
with minimal maintenance.

'See NASA CR-134386, Section 11 for further
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v ;1 ternati ve photovoltaic devices: Although i;1,i s stiIuy
has concentrated on silicon solar cells for poser con-
version, the gallium arsenide and multi-vertical n/n	 I

junction cells should be studied further. These devices
show high performance at very high concentration ratios. 	 f ,^

Microwave Power Transmission 4

a DC-RF convertors and filters: rf convertors and
filters must convert high voltage do power to rf
power with low noise and harmonic content. The
design concept used for this study entails the most
complex set of mechanical, electrical and thermal
technology development problems in the SSPS system.
The device must also be capable of being produced
at high rates and low cost, and must provide reli-
able operation over a long period.

m Materials: The most critical and unusual require-
mdrits for materials for the SSPS stems from the
presence of the exposed cathodes of the rf gener-
ators. It is also necessary that structural thermal
strain be small . so that distortions over the large
SSPS dimensions are manageable. Additionally, the
waveguide distortions must be small to permit effi-
cient phase front formation.

r^
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Power transfer: Although the technology for performing
this function is essentially known, the large scale of
SSPS--in size and power level--is expected to present
significant new problems.

e Switch gear: The problem is to make multiple brushes
feed multiple siiprings. This will bring the individ -
ual switch gear currents close to the threshold where
the basic technology is now known. Major advances must
be made in packaging for space operations.

Large Structures

The SSPS structure is currently characterized to be thin-
walled, of low deployed density, having high surface-to-mass ratio
metallic (or possibly composite) elements which can be assembled into
open space-frame structural elements. These elements must be assem-
bled into larger space-frames which form a very large (approximately
1 km) antenna and even larger solar arrays. After materials technol-
ogy development and selection, the problems associated with low ther-
mal inertia large dimension structures, and traversing the sunlight/
shadow terminator at orbital velocities must be resolved.

Operations

a Manufacturing modules: The specific technology for
manufacturing modules in space is not known at this
time. It is believed, however, that the technology
should be relatively straightforward to develop once
the basic design and materials have been established
for the items to be manufactured in space. The major
items for manufacture are structural elements and
slotted waveguides for the subarrays.

e Remote manipulators: The specific technology for
remote manipulation modules is not known at this
time. However, some investigations have been con-
ducted in associated control systems.

Trans2ortati on

e Launch vehicles: Although early SSPS development
can be achieved with the Space Shuttle or deriva-
tives of the Shuttle, studies indicate that there
is a need, for both techiical and economic reasons,
for a so-called "Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle" with a
payload to low earth orbit (LEO) of 182,000 kg
(400,000 lbs) or more.

s Orbit-to-Orbit vehicles: A high performance stage
is required to transport the SSPS from its LEO
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(assembly) to synchronous orbit. As of now, the
most appealing candidate is ion propulsion since Use

could be made of the partially extended SSPS solar
blanket as a power source. There do exist a number
of significant issues for propulsion. These include
the development of a large diameter ion thruster,
selection of the ion engine propellent and, if it is
not desirable to use the SSPS photovoltaic power
source, selection and development of an alternative
power source.

Attitude Control and Sationkeeping

a Thermal transients: The problem of rapid thermal
transients caused by solar eclipsing will occur
throughout the life cycle of the SSPS (i.e.,
during fabrication and assembly, during orbit-to-
orbit tra r asfer and during normal operations at
synchronous orbit). The extent of the thermal
transient problem in each of these phases, however,
is not well-known at this time. Theref o re ,
computer programs and experiments for simulations
of these conditions should be developed.

a Attitude control of a highly flexible structure:
In addition to the thermal transient problems, the
problems of maintaining the required attitude con-
trol of a large, highly flexible structure such as
the SSPS are generally unknown.

a Stationkeeping control problems are expected to
grow with increased SSPS populations.

Environmental Effects

SSPS environmental factors that require investigation in-
clude the effects of emissions from the space transportation system
and possible impacts of the microwave beam. Microwave effects on
the ionosphere, RFI and long-term biological/ecological effects re-
quire additional study.

1.2.4 Development Provrams

This section contains a summarization of near-term program.3-
and long-term developments required for the SSPS. As would be expec-
ted, the near-term programs consist mostly of systems studies
and critical technology develcpments in the above-listed areas direc•'ed
toward the ultimate decision of whether to proceed with SSPS dev'^lop-
ment and, then, the selection of an SSPS configuration, materials,
method of asse&"y, launch and operations. These near-term ac'tivi-Lies
are to be condo-_ed up to the time that the Shuttle may be available for
hardware flight testin g . In addition. what were regarded to be the re-
quired near-term economic studies have been indicated.

s
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1.2.4.1 Economic Studies

a Cost model and data bank that includes total SSPS
work breakdown structure (WBS)

- Probability of costs, performance and schedule

o Identification of operational constraints: environ-
mental and social

a Risk analysis to estimate distribution of total
program costs and potential revenues

Developmental risks and uncertainties

o Critical technology paths

o SSPS size

IOC

- Operational risk analysis

o Maintenance
o Transportation
o Fabrication
o Assem. bly

o Commercial investment analysis

U.S. market
Foreign markets

1.2.4.2 System Definition

A. Select baseline configurations and refine system/
subsystem technology assessments

a Photovoltaic, solar thermal and nuclear

qo Define baselines to sufficient depth for basis
of subsystem studies

- Transportation, assembly and maintenance
-- Structure and attitude control

Power generation, distribution and processing
- Power transmission
- Power reception and reconversion
- Power conditioning for user
Study configuration alternatives, i,e.,

liiaher concentration ratios
Rotary joint alternatives
Large antenna versus nrul ti pl e antennae
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B. Establish framework and develop methods for programmatic
analysis	 3

• Define total work breakdown structure (WBS)	 f
e Develop viable alternate program schedules
e Develop cost estimating relationships
e Establish evaluation and assessment criteria
s Develop system modeling tools

C. Perform social benefits/impacts analysis

• Energy payback analysis method
• Quantify environmental impacts

1.2.4.3 Power Conversion

A. Near-term systems studies

r Selection of concentration ratio
r

- Introduce active or semi-active cooling
Introduce alternate photovoltaic devices 	 f
into tradeoffs	

#

A Concepts for annealing solar cell I-'

- Optical and/or chemical

B. Technology developments

a Improve efficiency of silicon cell to 19 percent	 .
(AMO; concentration ratio = 1)

a Reduce blanket specific mass to 0.282 kg/m 2	E

o Reduce cost to $54/m2 (£RDA goal for 1985)

- 3 to 5 reduction in cost for bringing raw
materials to semi-conductor grade silicon	

j y

- 10 to 100 reduction in crystal growth costs
- Automated blanket fabrication processes
- Improved packaging to achieve 30-year life

1.2.4.4 Microwave Transmission (ref: NAS3-17835)

® DC-RF converters and filters: Provide substantial
data related to technical feasibility, efficiency,
safety and radio frequency interference

z

e Materials: Demonstrate cost-effective use of non--
metallics in terms of meeting limited distortion re-
quirements for waveguides and structures as well
as minimizing impact of other non-metallics on open
cathode performance

e^



a Refine stationkeeping technology using low
thrust devices

o Materials life testing

o Flight Test

- Structural fabrication and deployment
technology sorties	 Y {.

- Joint and fastener technology sorties	 ^..E
- Waveguide fabrication and deployment
technology

- Electronics instalation technology
sorties

- Large subassembly-to-subassembly mating
- Antenna assembly sorties
- Rotary joint assembly sorties
- Conducting central mast assembly
- Solar array assembly
- Orbit transfer of large flexible bodies

and radiation sensitive material

P .^
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a Phase control subsystem:	 Demonstrate phase control
_..

steady state accuracy subject to error contributions
of do-rf converters and high power radio frequency r
environment

a Waveguide:	 Demonstrate capability of mass producing
low mass, distortion-free waveguides that can
efficiently operate in a harsh thermal environment

e Biological:	 Analyze the microwave frequency and pottier
densities being considered for SSPS use

0 Antenna attitude control and power transfer: 	 Dem-
onstrate the accuracy and life potential of the an-

_
tenna rotary Joint system -evaluate options in a
systems study %	 •	 -

a Ionosphere:	 Measure effects of microwave radix-;`-
tion on ionosphere and determine impacts

a Switch gear:	 Develop and demonstrate switch gear

A
 x

includin protective elements for spaceborne appii-
{.

cations	 high voltage dc);;

0 Radio frequency:	 Investigate radio frequency inter-
ference and allocate band to SSPS that would have mini-
mum impact on other users, particularly radio astron-
omers

Reliability:	 Investigate reliability considerations"
in light of the requirements for millions of ampli-
trons, billions of diodes, as well 	 as other equipment
which must operate with essentially unlimited life
or it must be provided for with appropriate redundancy
and maintenance' f

Other microwave technology requirements: 	 The re-'
maining technology requirements that have been
identified in NASA CR-134886, Section 11 are indicated
elsewhere

1.2.4.5	 Large Structures

A. Near-term systems studies

Perform configuration trade studies

-	 Integrated large structure versus station-
kept small	 structures

-	 Structural	 arrangement impact on concentration
ratio selection

1
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-	 Resign	 loads -	 launch through operational

-;±	 phase

-	 Thermal	 loads
i,

s	 Refine structural	 analysis tools r

l	
-	 Math model structure/control	 interactions

-	 Math model thermal d namic/structural 	 inter--	 Y ^.
actions

B.	 Technology development

struce Initiate program to determine long life-

tural design characteristics of metallic and
non-metallic materials

1.2.4.6	 Operations:

0	 Assembly system studies

-	 Determine cost-effective use of man-in-space"
assembly

-	 Trade off space-fabricated versus gro!md-;'abri-
•	 cated deployable structures

-	 Trade off ,joining and fastening techniques and
equipment

- Trade off LEO versus GEO assembly site

a	 Assembly concept definitions +	 Y,

-	 Design options for remote controlled assembly
aids

-	 Design options for mobility units
-	 Design options for EVA equipments
-	 Design options for materials and propellant'

storage
-	 Design concepts for mission control and data e:;

acquisition and tracking network

a	 Other supporting studies

i	
--	 Simulation:	 Manned and remote controlled assembly
_	 Analyze maintenace and repair operations

1.2.4.7	 Transportation
3

e	 Launch systems

-	 Tradeoff total system cost to achieve fully re-
1

coverable launch vehicle versus more payload and
reduced recovk-."bility
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- Evaluate impact of launch site operations on
launch vehicle size selection

- Trade off cost impacts of high packaging density
in launch vehicles and space sabrication versus
a policy to assemble low density ground-fabricated
components in orbit

s Orbit transfer vehicle

- Study high performance stage alternatives

o Propulsion systems
s Power sources
® Propellants

- Study potential of large cryogenic propellant
tugs

9 One and one - half stage
e Two stage

1.2.4.8 Attitude Control and Stationkeeping

A. Near-term systems studies

Define stationkeeping and control requirements
during phased assembly in

- Low earth orbit (LEO)
- Geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO)

r Define control requirements during transport
from LED to GEO

a Tradeoff actuator type and location

- Momentum storage
- Magnetic
- Solar
- Dispersed or centrally located impulsive

system

o Antenna mechanical pointing system

- Structural dynamics and mast compliance
- Sensor and electronics interface with

antenna phase front control system
- Alternatives to rotary joint
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B. Technology development

o High performance GIs =8000 sec) low
thrust impulsive sy em using non-corrosive
propellants

1.2.4.9 Environmental

• Quantify impact of land management factors

- Receiving antenna (10 km)
- launch complex
- Resource extraction and manufacture

a Establish safety standards for radiant power densities

At transmitting antenna
- At receiving antenna (10 or 0.1 mW/cm2)

Communications interference
- Quantify impact and benefits of waste heat at

receiving antenna (10 to 15 percent)

• Quantify safety and control

-- Beam misalignments and slews
- Re-entry of materials

a Quantify environmental modification factors

- Transportation system propellants
- Ionospheric changes

a Standardize methods for energy payback analysis

- Establish data base

1.2.4.10 Orbital Technology Verification

9 Initiate system studies to establish flight demon-
stration and verification programs

9 Refine mission plans and hardware definition for
the following Shuttle missions (see also NAS3-
17835):

- Geosynchronous high voltage technology satellite

e Test microwave converter performance
a Tast phase front control electronics
4 Evaluate high voltage anomalies at GEO

using a 20 to 40 kV array

4.

7.
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Z. STUD:fMETHODOLOGY AND PRINCIPAL ASSUlMPTlQNS 

The overall study apprCilach is presented in Figure 2.1. Two 
maj<0r pa'rts of the proj,ect have been ident; fied: the compa;ris0n of 
0rbital and terrestrial systems 1'01' (1) power generati0n a,nd (2) power 
trahsmissi0n. In order to pe.rform each maj,or. pa,rt, it has been neces
sary to d0 engineering analyses 0:f the special requirements 0f 0rbital 
systems alnd economic a,nalyses of orbital and terrestri,al systems. An 
addi ti 0na 1 studyrequi remen,t has been to provide the framework for a 
fllltlll,re social impacts a,nalysis. !Due tl'l funding Hmitatil'lns, this wc!wk 
c01!11d net be very extensive; h0wever, it sMuld p0int the directil'ln 
tlDwarcl future study acti viti es . A maj,or task 0f the econl'lmic werk 
perfQrmed has been tQ pr0vide a methl'ldol,ogy f0r analysis ltl:1at is useful 
tID this study, a'ild as well, may be used to compa,re Qther ~tudies (pres
ent a'nd futl!lre) with it. A detailed presentatil'ln Qf this meth0d010gy 
is proviGleGi in Appendix A. 

All C0Sts have been estilmateGi in CQIIstant 1974 doll airs. 
\oJlilereas tl:1e effects Qf i nfl ati·on a're certainly iml'l0rtant hr esUmati ng 
current-Gloll a'r I'lri ces 0f el ectrici ty, it is c0nstant-dlD11 a,r va ll!Ies tl:1at 
are used flDr ecenomic cempa;.risQns 0f systems.. F0r p,reseht value calcu
latilDns, CQsts have been discounted back to 1975. Tlile neminal disC0!!1nt 
rClte llIsed thr0ugh0ut is 7.5 percent. This dtsc0ll1nt rate, while s0mewhat 
10wer than the 1 (i) percent fi gUire genera lly \!Jsed by tl:1e Offi ce 0f Manage
ment a,nd Budget, is s0mewha thi'gher than commerci a lly acce!'lta,1D 1 e rlltes 
of retwrro 1'0r l'Qw-ris,k Pllblic utilities investments after the effects Qf 
i 1'11'1 a ti 0A a,re refl1ov€Q. 

A three-l!hase SSPS deve10pment proglram was assl:lrn'eGi ft'lr i niti a1 
analysis: P~gse I - a 15 ~1W (LEO) satellite with all initial 0pleratillg 
Cil:,paD1Tity (roC) i~ 1985. Phase II ~ a 1 GW (GILD) SSP:; with an roc in 
19IJr}, "rim Ph.ne II I - a ~ G\~ (GreO) SSPS with a 1995 IOC. The 10 GW 
SSP5 would be sl:lbjectel!! to a separate cost/benefit analysis. It is 
noted that tl:1is development plal'l was 1'('Jrmllllated tID be a "straw ma,n" fo,r 
ti:lis stwdy and the final SSPS clev;10pment plan is yet to be determined. 
ror the PRS an initiall'lr('Jgram develQpment plan was assumed that in
cludes: Phase I - a 1 GW dem0nstratiQn satellite with a 191B5·IOC aAd 
P'hase II ~ a lQ GW ope.ratilDnal satellite with a 1990 IOC. 

F0ur cost elements M tl:1e SSP5 a'n,;f~2 ':estrial gel1eY'ating 
systems have beer! i,dEntified a'nd estimated: capital, 'u',,], operations 
a"d maintenar!ce (O&r~) and a "catcil all" whichaccol,lnts for state and 
feder3l taxes and insurance. rhe anl1ua 1 capital recovery (Ivhi ch is 
crJnverted to the familiar mills/kWH) is a valye whic.i1l, 1f received 
eacn year by the pr0vi ders of the ori gi na 1 capita lover the payba ck 
period--assumed to be 30 years, yields a present value equal to that 
of the investment. The sinnle value, 7.5 percent, represents a ~/eig'hted 
a'lel"age IDf return to debt a'nd equity. fuel prices reflect I'lrojections 
of today's relative prices. 0&rl costs have been estimated Or;! the 
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basis of real operating experience--in the case of existing terrestrial
systems--on assumptions based on projections of experience--in the case
of future terrestrial systems--or on preliminary estimates of mean-time-
before-failure (MTBF) in the case of the SSFS. Taxes and insurance are
assumed to be 5 percent of adjusted capital investment per year. Again,
all of these issues are presented in Appendix A. .

For the terrestrial electric transmission systems, cost cate-
gories have been identified and estimated for capital (including rights-
of-way), transmission losses, 0&M and taxes and insurance.	 r

The key technical assumptions are summarized in Table 2.1.

Related assumptions include:
	 4

® Assembly operations are Shuttle-based.

s A six-man space station is required for monitoring the
satellite and"for use as a repair shop and garage for
maintenance teleoperators,

e Space station crews are rotated four times per year
using a Shuttle and a chemical tug.

ti

i
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Table 2.1	 Key Technical Assumptions

Item Assumption
q.

'	 I	 Large Solar Array
b

a-Blanket Material Silicon ^f

b-Blanket Mass 28,2 mg/cm2 f

•	 c-Beginning-of-Life Efficiency #-

at Corr- xation Ratio = I (AMO)

(Blanket protected through Van Allen belt)
d-Radiation Damage lA/yr I

e-Concentration Ratio 2

II	 Large Structure
i

a-Design Life 30 years

b- Design Loads Stationkeeping and
Gravity Gradients

}at GEO

c-Material Aluminum

d-Conducting Structure Operating Voltage 40 kV

III	 Flight Mechanics and Control o`

a .-Orbit Geosynchronous

b-Control System Specific Impulse 6,400 sec

c-Array Pointing Accuracy 1 degree

d-Antenna Mechanical Pointing Accuracy 1	 arc min. `rr"

IV	 Transporation, Assembly and Maintenance

a-15 14W Demonstration

e	 Assembly Orbit LEO r

P	 Operating Orbit LEO 1.
a	 Launch System Shuttle

b-1 GW Pilot Plant
a	 Assembly Orbit LEO

a	 Operating Orbit GEO i

a	 Launch System Shuttle Derivative

e	 Orbit Transfer Vehicle Large Cryogenic Tug

c-5 GM Operational Plant

a	 Assembly Orbit LED

e	 Operating Orbit GEO

a	 Launch System HLLV n
a	 Orbit Transfer Vehicle Advanced Ion

e	 Maintenance Dedicated GEO Space

Station

d-PRS
-	 s	 Assembly Orbit LEO

e	 Operating Orbit G'0

a	 Launch System Shuttle Derivative

o	 Orbit Transfer Vehicle Large Cryogenic Tug

a	 Maintenance Dedicated GEO =
Space Station
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A space-based power generation concept has been defined that 
uses large photovoltaic arrays for collecting solar power and transmit
ting it to Earth using radio frequency (rf) power transmission. This 
concept is compared with conventional and future Earth-based power gen
eration systems. The SSPS which has been studied since 1968 by a team 
of companies (Arthur D. Little, Grumman Aerospace, Raytheon and Spectro
lab), has been used as the point of departure for refined definition 
and subsequent compari sons. The terrestri a I techniques for baseload 
power generation used in these comparisons are: 

Fossil Fuel 

!lI Coal-fired power generation 
e Fluidized-bed coal-fired power generation 
" Low-BTU coa1-gas-fired generation 
m High-BTU coa1-gas-fired generation 
o Liquefied coal-fired generation 
o Oil-fired power generation 

Nuclear Fuel 

e Light water reactor 
8 High-temperature gas-cooled reactor 
~ Breeder reactor. 

The data generated for NASA CR-2357 were refined using the 
results of the Microwave Power Transmission System Studies (MPTS)--NAS3-
17835--and the engineering analysis of special requirements performed 
under this contract (Section 3.1.2.). Special treatment has been given 
to definition of the major system cost elements, namely, the large solar 
array, large structure, transportation, assembly, maintenance and the 
microwave transmission and conversion system. 

3.1 Space-Based Concept 

The SSPS configuration has gone through an evolution that re
sulted in the se.lection of the design concept illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
This design is used as the basis for technical and economic analysis. 
The concept is to place large photovo1taic arrays at synchronous orbit 
to collect solar energy and convert it, on orbit, to electrical power 
whi ch is then transmi tted to the ground us i ng mi cro~/aves. 

3.1.1 Concept Description 

3.1.1.1 Configuration 

The baseline SSPS 11as sized to generate 5 G\~ of rectified 
power at the output busbars of the rectenna. This output power level 
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was chosen to provide scal p economies subject to the constraint of
maintaining the peak microwave power density in the center of the ec-
tenna to 20 mtii/cm2 ,dropping to I mw/cm 2 at the edge and 0.1 mW /cm
at the guard ring. An operating frequency of 2.45 GHz was selected
based on anticipated power transmission efficiencies, low suscepti-
bility to brownouts in rain and minimal potential problems with radio
frequency interference. The transmitting antenna is an active planar
phased array that uses amplitrons for do to rf power conversion. The
photovoltaic power source generates 8.62 GW of power using advanced
50 um thick silicon solar cells that operate at 13.7 percent efficiency

(five years into life) at a solar concentration ratio of two. (See
Section 3.1.2.1 for a discussion of concentration ratio tradeoffs.)

T'ie design concept, shown in Figure 3.2, has two large photo-
voltaic solar cell arrays, each 5.92 km x 4 9:' km, interconnected by a
carry-through structure of dielectric material. 	 The 0.83 km diameter

!. microwave antenna is locater 	 on the centerline between the two arrays, 4T
and is supported by the central power transmissions bus (mast) structure"
that extends the full	 length of the power station. 	 The antenna, Fig-
ure 3.3, is attached to the mast structure by a joint system, Figure 3.4,

t>"
that rotates 360 degrees in azimuth (east-west) an y_'• +8 degrees in ele-
vation (north-south). 	 The solar cell blankets are positioned between"
channel	 concentrators, consisting of .013 mm (0.5 miIl), aluminized
Kapton stretched over a supporting frame. 	 The aluminum structure is
built up out of an assembly of +"Piangular girders with tension cross-
braces.	 Open-hat cross sections are used to reduce temperature dif-P -
ferences across the structural element. 	 Fight transverse structural
beams serve as do power buses to carry high voltage electrical current
to the central mast.	 The coaxial central mast Serves as the backbone
of the assembly and is sized to transmit power at 40 kV. 	 The micro-
wave power generators operate at 20 U requiring partitioning or
voltage stepdown at the transmitting antenna. 	 The array is stiffened ,.,.
in the region of the microwave power beam using a series of transverse
dielectric structural elements.

i

The solar cell	 blanket characteristics are summarized in
a	 ^

Figure 3.5.	 The mass-contributing components are the solar cells,
radiation shield	 (FEP Teflon or equivalent), metal 	 interconnnctors
and the substrate (FEP Teflon or Kapton film laminates). 	 The micro-
wave antenna, Figure 3.3,	 is constructed in two structural 	 layers.
An aluminum primary structure is built up in 108 m x 108 m x 35 m bays
using triangular girder members. 	 The primary structure is subdivided
on the transmission side into a secondary structure 18 m x 18 m with a
5 m depth to provide pickup points for the waveguide subarrays. 	 A
mechanical	 screw jack system is used to attach the 18 m x 18 m micro-
wave subarrays to the support structure and provides the capability
to align the system after assembly. 	 The microwave antenna size may
change as a function of relative specific costs between the orbiting y
antenna and the rectenna.	 For the purposes of this investigation, a
diameter of 0.83 km was chosen with supporting rationale provided in
NASA Report CR-134886.

l,'f
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The do-to-rf conversion device, baselined for this study, is
the amplitron. The amplitron is designed with open construction for
low weight and reliability, and with a pure Metal (platinum) cathode
operating on the principle of secondary emission, rather than a
heater, to achieve long cathode life. The tube do voltage input is
20 kV. Samarium cobalt magnets provide low specific mass and pyro-
iitic graphite radiators provide a passive means for waste heat
rejection.

The ground-based receiving antenna is approximately 11 km
in diameter, and is composed of a grid of solid state diode rectifier
elements, each combined with an individual dipole antenna and filters.
The rectenna panels are oriented normal to the incoming power beam.
The do power is collected at each element in parallel arrays and
summed in a series connection to reach voltage levels at which effi-
cient conversion and distribution can be made.

3.1.1.2 System Efficiency

System efficiency is a prime consideration in the design of
a space-based power generation plant. An efficiency budget for the
SSPS is shown in Table 3,1. Efficiencies have been broken down into
three categories: initial, nominal and goal. "Initial" efficiencies
are indicative of values appropriate for initial deployment of a
demonstration model in the mid 1980s. "Nominal" represents the ex-
pected values of efficiencies for an operational plant and the "goal"
represents the potential efficiency values for a fully matured sy>tem.

The initial solar cell blanket efficiency (9.7 percent at
N = 2) is consistent with the near-term design goals for the solar elec-
tric propulsion system. The nominal value (13.7 percent at N = 2) is a
reasonable projection of the state-of-the-art. Figure 3.6 summarizes
the performance of the advanced cell used in this study. A 19 percent
efficiency at Lhe beginning of life can be achieved by increases in
collection efficiency, decreases in base resistivity and higher doping
in the p and n regions. This beginning-of-life efficiency is reduced
to 18 percent to take into acc unt unannealed degradation, due to a
radiation fluence of 10 15 e/cm2 over a 5-year period. The total
degradation due to radiation damage over 30 years is 20 percent. Effi-
ciency is further reduced to account for the operating temperature at
concentration. No specific efficiency value is indicated for goal
because the solar cell technology field is advancing rapidly. Multi-
layer solar cell concepts, for example, combine the shortwave charac-
teristics of the silicon cell, and have theoretical efficiencies as
high as 30 percent. Such advances could be a significant breakthrough
for space-based power generation, and would alter and enhance the basic
concept design discussed in this report.

A do-to-rf conversion efficiency of 85 percent for initial
deployment is selected since amplitrons have already reached this per-
formance level. Improvement to 90 percent over the next ten to 15
years is believed to be a reasonable projection.
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MASS, ACCUNI MASS, POWER TO
ELEMENT mq/Cm2 mg/cm2 RATIO,'4V1Kg

SOLAR CELL. _O;:m 16.8 1615 1590
FEP COVER,25;tm 5.5 22.3 1270
INTERCONNECT Ag MESH 1.4 23.7 1120
SUBSTRATE, KAPTON 1.8 25.5 1050
SUBSTRATE AOHEME

I
FEP, 13 gm 2.7 26.2 450

CELL OUTPUT POWER - 26.7 WNlcm 2 AT 27 3 C. AMO
AT BEGINNING OF LIFE

f,

FEP PLAMC COVER
25Nm w.'

METAL CONTACT	 SOLAR CZLL SO .m

Il l 

m

%r
f

METAL INTERCONNECT 2=.:m

FEP PLASTIC 13 lm

KAPTON PLASTIC SUBSTRATc 13µm

Figure 3.5 Solar Cell Blanket Characteristics
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Table 3.1	 SSPS Efficiency Budget

INITIAL NOMINAL GOAL

SOLAR ARRAY
- POINTING 90 90 90
- SOLAR BLANKET 9.7* 13.7 > 13.7
- POWER DISTRIBUTION 92 92 *•*

TRANSMITTING ANTENNA
- POWER DISTRIBUTION 96 96 97
- DC-RF CONVERTER 85 87 90
-- PHASE CONTROL 95 96 97

PROPAGATION
- ATMOSPHERIC 99 99 99
- IONOSPHERIC 100 100 100

RECEIVING ANTENNA
- BEAM COLLECTION 90.950' 90.95*' 90-95
- RECTENNA 84 87 90
- POWER INTERFACE 93 94 95

TOTAL l	 4.3-4.6 6.6-6.7 > 7.7

*CONCENTRATION RATIO OF TWO
"DEPENDS ON ORBITAL ANTENNA AND GROUND RECTENNA SIZE WITH

ASSOCIATED COST, LAND USE, POWER DENSITY TRADEOFF
***SUBJECT TO TRADEOFF

ar.sz
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DEGRADATION AFTER RADIATION OF 10' s Wcm!

'.	 06 BEGINNING OF. LIFE
18' •	 SILICON
16 • PLANAR

14 • PASSIVELY COOLED ARRAY Y

SOLAR CELL 1.2
BASELINE

OPTIMUM	 10- ^-^
CONVERSION
EFF, %	 8- a

.	 8

a
z
a 3	 a

CONCENTRATION RATIO

(NOTE:—CELL CONVERSION EFFICIENCY FOR INCIDENT
IRRADIANCE VS CONCENTRATION RATIO, FILTER CONFIGURATION

"rOPTIMIZED FOR EACH RATIO, SOLQ r1nN GIVEN FOR OPERATING
= 10 is efcm2 (1 MeV)TEMPERATURE. FLUENCE

REF: SPECTROLAB `r

Figure 3.6	 Solar Cell Efficiency

The wavefront must be electronically controlled to achieve
the precision necessary to maintain high efficiency and to control
the power distribution on the Earth.	 The approach to the control of
the wavefront is to sector the antenna into numerous subarrays.	 A
study of sensor accuracy potential,.mechanical.system.alignment.aceu-
racy and selection of the beam transmitted taper (center to edge)
led to-the range of phase control efficiencies shown in Table 3.1
which are considered viable.

Beam collection efficiency is a parameter that is selected
based on land values, ecological issues and social 	 impacts.	 The rela-
tive size of the transmitting antenna and receiving rectenna, chosen
as baseline; depend on relative cost, land use and power density
tradeoffs.	 R level of 90 percent was found as a reasonable.va1ue

"	 based upon these factors.

3.1.1:3	 system. Mass

Table 3.2 summarizes the SSPS mass properties at the start
and conclusion of this effort.	 The change in mass from 11.5 x 106 kg
is due to refined estimates of the microwave subsystem,. resulting from



Table 3.2	 SSPS Bass Properties

SPS MASS PROP.
AT START OF STUDY SSPS MASS PROPER .,ES RESULTING FROM STUDY

5GW,1 1(m DIAMETER 5GW; 0.03 Kin DIAMETER 1UGW;1.18 Kin DIAMETER
ANTENNA ANTENNA MASS ANTENNA MASS

SU6S1`S/CO pJ[P. Ko x 10 6 LRM x 106 Kg x 105 LONI x 10 6 . 1(o x 10 6 LBM x 106

SOLAR ARRAY .. (9.57) (21.1) (12.30) (27.29) (23.98) (52.0)
4 BLANKETS 6.11 .13.47 7.83 17.25 15.65 34.49
s CONCENTRATORS 0.93 2.05 1.23 2.71 2.40 5A2
a NON-CONDUCTING STRUCT 1.73 3.81 2.33 5.14 4.58 1.0.09
4 BUSES, SWITCHES. 0.23 0.51 0.27 0:59 0.31 0.68
a MAST 0.57 1.26 0.64 1:37 0.97 2.12

MW ANTENNA (1.09) (4.16) (6.55) (12.22) (10.74) (23.66)
MV'd TUBES 0.63 1.39 .2.33 5.13 4.66 10:26

a	 POWER DIST' 0.03 0.07 0.54 1.19 0.72 1.69
+► 	 PIiASE CONTROL ELECT 0.20 0.61 0.13 0.29 0.2B 0.62
o WAVEGUIRES U.70 1.54 231 5.0.9 4.60 10.13
* STRUCTURE 0,25 0.55 0.14 0:31 0128 0:62
*" CONTOUR CONTROL - - 0.10 0.22 0.20 DA4

ROTARY JOINT (0.17) (0.37) (0.20) (0.43)
* MECHANISM - _ 0.050 0.14 0.093 0.20

STRUCTURE - 0,106 0.23 0.106 0.23

CONTROL SYSTEM (.02) (.04) (0.036) (.07B) . 10.055) (0.121)
ti ACTUATORS 0.012 0.026 0.015 0.033
• PROPELLANT/YR 0.024 0:053 0.040 0.080

TOTALS YSTENI 11.48 25.30 18.06 39.7.5. 34.38 77.01

MAJOR CHANGES IN CONFIGURATION .

-- HE FINED ESTIMATE OF ANTENNA rAASS FROM MPTS STUDIES NAS 3.17635

- REFINED ESTIMATE OF MICROWAVE EFFICIENCY CHAIN INCREASES POWER SOURCE SIZE

C

n

c

A
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Raytheon's MPTS studies (NA53-17835), and refined estimates of struc-
tural mass.	 The largest increases are in the microwave tubes and
waveguides.	 The refined estimates of the microwave efficiency chain
is the dominant factor in the increase of the solar array mass.	 The
array structure mass changed, due to refined structural analysis per- a
formed in this study which indicated the need for improved column
stability of the main longitudinal beams.

r

The solar array represents 67 percent of the satellite mass -
with the solar blankets the major contributor at 7.83 x 10 6 kg.	 The
transmitting antenna contributes 31 percent to the satellite mass.
The major mass elements in the antenna are the amplitrons (2.33 x
106 kg}. and the waveguides	 (2	 1 x 106 kg).

The solar cell blankets are of advanced design with an effi-
ciency cif 13.7 percent at a concentration ratio (N) of 2. 	 The specific
:mass of the array..blankets is 0.282 . kg/m2 , they are approximately 50 nm i

thick, and are made up of individual 5 cm x 8 cm cells that operate at
a Vmp voltage of 0.6 V and a current of 2.5 amp.

There are. approximately 1,4 x 10 6 .amplitrans in the trans-
mitting antenna, each having a mass of 1.618 kg and providing an rf
power added of 5,000 W.	 The major mass contributors to the dc-rf con-
vertor are the anode and cathode waste heat radiators, contributing
1.071. kg 

to 
the total	 device's mass.

The slotted waveguide subarrays are 18 m x 18 m, each of
mass 1,383 kg.	 The waveguides in this baseline design are aluminum
wi th a wall thickness of 0.5 mm.	 To keep power Toss due to thermal
deflection below 1 percent, aluminum waveguides must be less than
5 m in length;,	 Therefore, a third level of structure must be added to
shorten the span of the wave9uide.	 An alternate solution to the problem
is to use composites.

Included in Table 3.2 is a mass breakdown for a 10 GW system.
The. 10 GW SSPS mass increases 94 percent to 34,4 x 106 kg, over the
5 GW system, thus obtaining a'slight economy of scale.	 The overall
dimensions of the 10 GW satellite increase to 7.0 x 18.3 km over the

Y

5 GW version, while the antenna diameter grows from 0.83 km to 1.2 km,
The change ,i fi antenna ,size is made to limit peak power 	 at tale center;

n

3.1.2	 En ic^neering Analysis of Special Requirements for the
Satellite Solar Power Station

This section defines system requirements, alternate design
concepts to satisfy these requirements, and reports. analyses on key
performance, cost and development Issues assocEa4ed 	 jith each con-
cept in the following major areas:

m.	 Large solar arrays
@	 Large structures
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s	 Flight mechanics and control
e	 Transportation, assembly and maintenance
@	 Microwave transmission
@	 Safety of large structures.

Emphasis has been placed on identifying operational and
economic requirements for the orbiting system and defining near-term
research activities that will be required to assure feasibility., de-
velopment, launch and operational capabilities in the past 1990 time
frame.

3.1.2.1	 Large Solar Arrays

a

The solar array comprises between 60 and 70 percent of the e

satellite mass and, for a comparative analysis, it must be defined
with care to avoid highly pessimistic or optimistic results, 	 This
study has considered a broad range of performance, mass and cost
parameters.

Configuration Tradeoffs

An important system tradeoff is an evaluation of the rela-
tionships between concentration ratio, system mass, complexity and
cost.	 A preliminary analysis of the interrelationships is shown in
Figure 3.7.	 The effects of concentration and the configuration approach
on structural mass is also shown. 	 For this analysis, the efficiency of
solar cells with concentration was assumed constant. 	 (Note:	 The
added mass of . the thermal control system to provide constant cell
efficiency with concentration ratio is not included.)	 The following {
summarizes the pertinent trends of this tradeoff.

a	 A passively-cooled silicon blanked: array tends
to show minimum structural mass at a concentration
ratio of .Yc

- two to three for front-lighted designs

six to ten for a two-dimensio nal,
back-lighted design

- greater than 100 for a three-dimensional,
back--lighted design,

Other photovoltaic materials.and configuration concepts
should . be evaluated in an overall 	 stud	 of concentration ratios. 	 The

^Al•-
r

multilayer aluminum gallium arsenide 	 GaAs/naAs) cell has been given
the most attention in the past f'e;•i years, and recent laboratory data
show these cells to have high efficlehcy at high concentration ratios ..	

F

and to be less susceptible to radiation degradation.	 Estimates of
AI-GaAs/GaAs performance in air mass zero (AMO) are shown in Figure 3.8.
A comparison.with the expected silicon performance is included.

^^	 _ _4
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Figure 3.9 shows the solar array mass dependence on concen-
tration. The Ai-GaAs/GaAs configuration has the potential. to achieve
lower mass than the projected silicon blanket at concentration ratios
between six and ten. These are front-lighted designs using flat mirror
surfaces. At higher concentrations, back-lightd designs become less 	 s
massive: Therefore, a sensitivity to the assu^_. d structural mass trends
is also presented.

For purposes of comparison, Figure 3.10 shows the mass depen-
dence on concentration ratio of two front-lit silicon cell arrays for
solar cell thicknesses of 50 pm and 100 pm. These data include the	 i

effects of solar cell efficiency degradation with increased concentra-
tion, using the silicon cell performance data shown in Figure 3.9. Both
the four-mirror and two-mirror concentrator configuration exhibit minimum
mass at a concentration ratio slightly above two,
^

	

	 r

Configuration Sensitivity Studies
E

Satellite mass sensitivity to variations in solar cell effi-
ciency, microwave efficiency, solar blanket mass and system ground out—
out power is shown in Figure 3.11 for the two-dimensional front-lit de--
sign. A 10 percent variation in solar cell efficiency will vary solar
array. mass 1.2 x 10 6 kg while a 10 percent. variation 1n.microwave
efficiency varies solar array 1 x 105 kg. The 100 lim solar cell results	 ! .'M
in a solar array that is 2.2 x 10 6 kg more massive than its 50 ,gym coun-
terpart. Current . designs are between 150 and 200 um thickness. However,
laboratory-produced cells of 50 m (Spectrolaia) have been manufactured
and tested.

Figure 3.12 presents the cost trends of solar.cells in the
context of a more general solar array design/cost trade. Solar array
costs are shown plotted against variations in solar blanket costs,
solar blanket mass efficiency and transportation-assembly costs. The
solid line represents the nominal SSPS goal for efficiency. (13.7 per-
cent at N = 2), specific mass 0.282 kg/m2 and transportation-assembly
cost of $217/kg. The dashed line shows the effect of an increase in
transportation-assembly costs to $1000/kg; while the dashed-dot line
represenrts near-term technology solar blanket specific mass 0.525 kg/m2
and an efficiency of 9.7 percent at N = 2, with a transportation cost

} of $217/kg.

The estimated cost spread for theoperational. SSPS solar
blanket, shown in Figure 3.12, was compared with historical data in
Figure 3.13. A production learning  curve was established using
actual experience on the initial 2 x 2 cm cell and the . 2 x 6 cm ce.l.1.

produced for the. Apollo telescope mount (Skylab). This established[	 p	 labp	 Y
a 75 percent learning curve for solar blanket costs using conven-
tional fabrication techniques. The high-cost estimate, 5150/m2 , for
the operational. SSPS falls on this trend line.
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18

17 
SI	 r .r •"' "^ AI-GaAs/GaAs HETERDJUNCTIDN

16	 ^ .--^'	 T = 303" K CONSTANT
^rf

16	 TEST DATA ADJUSTED TO AMD
n, EFFICIENCY	 T = 370°K	 PERFORMANCE AT N = 312
%	 14	 T = 327°K, n =13.2%
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a.

a

(a1 SENSITIVITY {b} SENSITIVITY TO POWER u .
TO EFFICIENCY LEVEL & CELL THICKNESS

t?MW = 54.7%
d sc THICKNESS = 50 µm nsc = 13.7%
GROUND POWER = 5 GW

<r:
Case I	 Flsc = 12 .39oQ, 2 8 10 GW

^•19 nmw = 54.7 ,0 Case IV	
5sc	 50 µFn 1

Case II	 T1sc = 13.7%
1E nmw= 54.7% 26

Case III	 '?so= 13.790
17 F1mw ° 60.7% 24

16 Case 1 22

- MASS,
20Kg X 106	

i5
Case II

Case V	 5 GW ^

14 1g S5C = 100 um i

13
Case 111 16 e

i

14
Case 11	 5 GW j

1Z 55'	 50µm $j

11 }
12

10 10
1.2	

3 1 2	 3

CONCENTRATION FACTOR
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10 

ESTIMATED 
COST SPREAD 
INSi BLANKETS 

SKYLAB 2 x 6 em CELL 

NO NEW FABRICATION 
,-TECHNOLOGY (75% LEARNING CURVE) 

1985 GOAL FOR 
TERRESTRIAL SYSTEM" 54 S/M2 

, 19!15 GOAL FOR 
TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS, 10S!M' 

(REF: DEFINITION REPORT, ERDA·49, JUNE 1975) 

ACCUMULATED PRODUCTION, M' 

Figure 3. 13 Pr~jected Silicon Solar Cell Costs 
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Technology improvements in fabrication. techniques which would
reduce the cost of today's blankets from $7000/m 	 to $1200/m	 could be
adequate to achieve the $54/m2 goal for SSPS over the production run re-
quired.	 If SSPS were the only program contributing to the increased
blanket production, the first unit cost would be $2.5 x 109 or an average 	 s	 j

$91/m2 .	 This assumes that no substantial terrestrial solar blanket mar-
ket develops.	 However, the estimated technology expenditures to reduce 	 3

I	 solar cell costs to less than $54/m2 is $300 x 106 (See Chapter 6) up
to 1985.	 The technology path tc reduced unit cost appears to be econom-
ically more efficient than depending wholly on production increases.

Conclusions

The following points summarize the conclusions of the large
solar array engineering analysis: n

A solar blanket cost range of $54/M 2 to15O/m	 is
reasonabl e .

forTterrestriallarrayscandithe
	 the

^	 ERDA g	 y 
consistent with today's space-quali fi ed blanket fab-
rication techniques for quantity production in excess 	

6	 j

of 20 x 106 m2 of array.	 The following cost reduction
programs should be pursued:

1.	 Raw silicon to semi-conductor quality - Three 	 -
high temperature cycles are presently used
whereas one might be possible. 	 Alternatives

to the use of an expensive trichlorosilane
process in the purification step should be
sought.

2.	 Single-crystal manufacture - Cost reduction
factors of five-to-100 can be achieved using
a continuous crystal growth technique (EFC). 	

l:^

The key problem here is finding die materials
that withstand the process temperatures without
interaction with silicon.

3.	 Process technology	 Automati orb . for junctionon . .9Y	 f

formation, contacts integration, etching,
I	 encapsulating, etc., 	 in,:luding automatic{	

testing.r

between.13 andw18fpercentois$a l reasonable
efficiency
 E	 lspan forP	 p

can
e
bem achieved Swith current technology4lusingfaccell^of

150 lim-to-200 um thick.	 The upper level of efficiency
can be ach i eved with the following technology advances:

j

Increase i n collection efficiency (small effect)
I	 _	

1

r
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Decrease base resistivity to 0.01 ohm-cm

;higher doping in p and n regions

Improvement in radiation damage resistance and annealing ''
is key to SSPS feasibility.	 A problem with low resistiv-
ity cells is that they have a tendency to degrade in the
presence of radiation. 	 Annealing methods, using lithium
doped cells or optical/thermal techniques; might be
pursued.

3.1.2.2	 Large Structures

The objectives of the study of large structures were to:_

s	 evaluate the SSPS two-dimensional, front-lighted structural
design k'

s	 estimate member sizes based on design requirements for
the operational environment

a	 establish estimates for the nonconductive and conductive

e

structural masses of the array

e	 establish structural mass estimates of the antenna.

Solar Array Structure

Figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 show the general 	 structural
configuration of the SSPS vehicle. 	 The basic structure of each solar
array (5.92 km x 4.93 km) consists of 20 m-deep x 493 m-long cap: members.
Shear stiffness is provided by cross-bracing cables.	 The large diameter
(100 m) coaxial mast transmission bus which carries power to the micro-

t^

wave antenna is located on the solar array centerline.	 The mast member's
sizes are based onpower transmission requirements; the mast is also
consideredart of the primary structure and is included.in  the anal y-

y^ The primary 	chordwisestructural members are located at X630,
X2109, X3588, X4565 and X5865.	 As shown in the drawing, these members
are made up of 2446.5 m x 20 m truss girders . and 493. m and 20.m girders.
All the lower members (at -1213.5 m) of these chordwise trusses are
power conductors carrying.electrica'i power to the main bus or mast.
These members are also considered"structurally effective.	 At each
interval within the.1479 m bays; additional chordwise members are added
which reduce the column length of the longitudinal members.	 Analysis
of these members, _ for combined compressionon loads and bendi ngs moments
induced by blanket pretension loads, indicated the requirement of addi-
tional supports for the 1479 m longi l;udi.nal`s.

Each primary member (2+16,5 m x 20 m or 493 Err x 20 m)` con-
sists of three 1.5 m truss girder cap members stiffened uh f. the same . size
truss girder spaced at 30 m and cross-braced cables.	 The 1.5m truss
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Figure 3.16 SSPS Structural assembly Of 1,749 m Segment
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girder is the basic structural member; it consists of the basic struc-
tural element vee hat section, 0.025 cm thick, as shown in the -Figure.

'	 The material selected for the basic element in this study is 5052 in
the °zero".condition.and is roll formed into the vee hat section.
Since the material is work-hardenable, the estimated final condition
is 5052-H32.

Stiffness and Natural Frequency - A preliminary estimate of
the stiffness andnatural frequency of the SSPS was calculated using
beam theory. For purposes of this study, the beam simulation resulted
in a moment of inertia distribution curve as shown . in Figure 3.17.

Noncondurting Structural Weights - Figure 3.18 summarizes
the solar array structural arrangement and weights. The primary
structural element is a.truss girder built up from roll-formed modi-
fied vee hat sections with bent up stabilizing angles at the outstand-
ing legs. The basic structural member was designed as a 1.5 m deep
truss girder.

The structural members are designed for a limit control force
at each array tip of 2980 N times a factor of safety of 1.50. A peak
505 N ultimate compression load was used to size the aluminum cross-
section.

Pretension forces in the mirrors and solar blankets were
combined with the axial compression load to assess the beam column
strength of the 493 m longitudinals. The total mass of all nonconduct-
ing structures was calculated at 2.3 x 10 5 kg.

Conducting Structure -- Because of the large amount of con-
ducting material required to collect the electrical power generated
by the solar blankets and transmit it to the microwave antenna, the
bus Material has been integrated into the structure. A mass optimi-
zation computer program.was used to determine the . power distribution.
system. Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the electric current flow . for a
typical system. The efficiency is 92 percent at an operating temper-
ature of 38°C dropping to 91 percent at a temperature of 149°C

Table 3.3 summarizes the mass and cross-section of the con-
ducting structure. Switches are assumed to be 30 percent og the lateral
bus mass, yielding a total buses/switches mass of 0.27 x 10 kg.

Transmitting Antenna Structure The microwave power trans--
a	 mission system MPTS is 0.83 Rrn inin diameter x 40 m deep._ The antenna

is assembled in two rectangular grid structural la yers. The primary.
structure is built -up in 108 m x 108 m x 35 m bays:tising triangular
girder compression members 18 m long x 3 m deep. The secondary struc-
ture is used as a support point for the waveguide subarrays and is
built ,-up in 18 m x 13 m x 5 m bays. The total antenna structure/me-
chanical system mass is 412,000. kg (cf. Table 3.4) using aium',r u.111.
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ARRAY
CHORDWISE MEMBERS (ALUMINUM).(1.676 X 10" LB)

X-DIRECTION
WGT/MEMBER	 MASS

	

MEMBER	 NUMBER	 LB	 WGT LB X 30" 10" KG

	2465 in	 520	 1503	 0.782	 .355	

k ,

	

493 m	 260	 3009	 0.782	 .355

	

213.5 m	 52	 1352	 0.071	 .032

	

163.5 m	 39	 1042	 0.041	 .019

	

j	 CARRY-THRU

	

/.	 STRUCTURE

LONGITUDINAL MEMBERS (ALUMINUM) (2.383 X 1.0" LB)

493 m	 792	 .3009	 2.383	 1.082
CARRY THROUGH STRUCTURE (GLASS) (0:33 X 10" LB)
CHOROW^ ISE MEMBERS

^j	 246.5 m	 24	 1503	 0.036	 .016

	

493 m	 12	 3009	 0.036	 .016

	

213.5 m	 8	 1362	 0.011	 .005

^'^`

	
LONGITUDINALS

	493 m	 72	 3009	 0.217	 .099
f	 r	 BRACING	 0.043	 .020
^j/•, ,L r ^..	 SUBTOTAL	 4.509 2.129

101 NONOPTHVIUM FACTOR	 0.465	 0.211
TOTAL	 5.154	 2.344.

^-r	 INTERMEDIATE

LATE TIAL POWER ^ 
s,^s^ y;4•i,
	

LATERAL P11EM8ER5

BUS	 (NONCONDUCTING)

246.5 m

Figure 3.18 Solar Array Nonconducting St l-Ucture
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r Table 3.3	 Conducting Str ucture I'lass

MAST MASS

MAST SEGrAENT LENGTH CROSS-SECTION MASS,
cm x 10' cm Kg. x 106

BM1 3.0 39.6 .033
BM2+ 3.0 39.6 .033
BM2- 3.0 79.2 .066
BN13+ 3.0 118.2 .098
BM3- 3.0 79.2 .066
BM4+ 3.0 118.2 .098
BM4- 3.0 158.4 ,132
BM5+ 0.55 158.4 .024
BM5- 0.55 158.4 .024
BM5+ 0.78 158.4 .034
BM6- 0.78 158.4 .034

TOTAL	 1	 0.642 1 •.M

LATERAL BUS WEIGHT

BUS MEMBER	 LENGTH	 OPT CROSS-SECTION,	 NO. OF I MASS,
cm x 10'	 cm-	 M EME ERS x 10"

BS1	 2465	 10.3	 10	 .073--^
BS2	 2465	 21.6	 10	 -143

T()T.Ii	 I	 ^ )i

,1
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40 rn
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5 m',^

ALUMINUM
^ (2424-t6)

o TEMP, ° K 450

a MODULES OF ELASTICITY, N/cm 3 6.2x 106
* DENSITY,.	 g/cm3 2.80
a THICKNESS RANGE,cm 0.038 TO 0.102
• MASS LB (103) KG

SUBARRAY PRI. STRUCT. 247 94

SUBARRAY SEC. STRUCT. 70 32

ANT.'SUPPORT STRUCT. 233 106

YOKE & MECHANISMS 1 45 66
COATINGS 31 14
AMPLITRON SUPPORT

CONTOUR CONTROL ACTUATORS 185 84
AMPLITRON ATTACH STRUCT 16

TOTAL °B7 412
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A thermal analysis of the transmitting antenna resulted in
the following:

e A triangular open section was best suited for the beam
caps, resulting in the lowest temperature and temperature
difference (See Figure 3.21).

a The 35 m long vertical members restrict the maximum waste
heat power density at the center of the antenna to 3,800
W/m2 for aluminum construction and 8,I00 W1m2 graphite/.
polyimide construction.

The temperature difference between the upper and lower cap
members 1,35 m apart) is approximately 5+o K in the center and
16 + 3°K at the edges.

The temperature profiles along the horizontal structural
triangular girder were evaluated for various orbital positions during
the equinoxes and solstices. Figure 3.22-presents the expected vari-
ation in thermal gradients between primary and secondary structural
caps. The average primary structure thermal gradient.is approximately
5°K at the center of the antenna. The expected variation in this
difference is + i°K.

The vertical columns of the structure have the same.view.of
the antenna surface . and space and consequently, cannot be easily con-
figured with coatings, insulation or geometry selection to minimize
peak temperatures of the material. Figure 3.23 shows the maximum
waste heat flux that will be experienced by the.vertical columns for
microwave convertor efficiencies of 85 percent and 70 percent. Simi-
tations as to the taper of the distribution (e.g., the db drop of power
density at the antenna's center relative to its edge) must be imposed
depending upon.the structural material selected.. A near uniform dis-
tribution must be used if the structure is aluminum or graphite/epoxy
(70 percent converter efficiency). Because of the potential 1 mita-
tions that the structure could place on the layout of the microwave
converters, the chosen material may be graphite, polyimide; steel or
titanium. Selection of graphite/polyimide would be compatible with
a desirable 5:1 db taper for the convertor Gaussian distribution.

3.1.2.3 Flight Mechanics and Control

The objectives of the flight mechanics and control effort
have been to establish engineering requirements. for stationkeeping,
positioning and attitude control of the SSPS.

The flight mechanics and control studies were performed on
an 11.8 x I06 kg SSPS, the baseline configuration at the start.of the
study. Propellant expenditure is 2 x 10- 3 times configuration mass,
at Tsp = 8;000, sec.
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• MICROWAVE CONVERTER EFFICIENCY = 75%

• SCALE FACTOR P= 466 METERS

•
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Figure 3.23 haste Heat Flux at Center of Antenna
as Function of Scale Factor
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Analysis of SSPS stationkeeping requirements has shown the
_	 following:

0	 SSPS stationkeeping propellant req uirem,;IAts are
k

approximately 9,750 kg per year using ion propulsion
(Isp = 8,000 sec)

a	 North-South drift has more impact on overall microwave
transmission efficiency than longitudinal drift for the €	 ;,

rectenna latitude of O a N, representative of service

for the Northeast,

a	 Solar pressure is the dominant perturbing force:	 analysis

shows that this perturbing force is most economically
dealt with by continuously controlling orbital period and
by not correcting for eccentricity drift.

{

SSPS attitude control system studies have found the following:

a	 gravity gradient torques are the &,W pant attitude dis-
turbance to the spacecraft, requiring 8 x 109 N-m-sec'
momentum from the control syst-i daily

transients from the antenna rotary joint control system, r.

used for antenna poi nting, size the array roll thrusters
(40 N engines mounted at the extreme of the array)

o	 mechanical steering of the solar array to point toward the ..

sun for the entire year could result in a 10 6 kg decrease

in system mass.	 This approach, however, would result in
a complex mechanical system which could result in signi-
ficant reliability problems. i

Table 3.5 summarizes the yearly propellant expenditure for
the SSPS assuming argon-ion thrusters (Isp = 8,000 sec). 	 Two levels of

expenditure are shown. 	 The first level assumes that eccentricity drift
due to solar pressure is not corrected.	 This is reasonable if the
number of SSPSs at geosynchronous orbit servicing the United States is
less than 15.	 Beyond this number eccentricity control 	 is required

thereby increasing propellant consumption.

Orbit Keeping

There are four major -influences on the SSPS causing it to
drift from its nominal orbital 	 location.	 These are:

a	 longitudinal drift	 .the elli pti ci ty of the. earth causes
the SSPS to seek out Earths minor axis

•	 Inclination drift -- the interaction of the sun and moor's
gravitation causes the :orbit to regress so. that its inciin- 
ation changes with respect to the equator

f



Table 3.5	 SSPS Propellant Requirements,
Isp = 8,000 sec

LSMIYS KG/YR
STATIONKEEPING

o LONGITUDE DRIFT i,60fl 726
• INCLINATION DRIFT 14,700 6,673
® SOLAR PRESSURE

— ALTITUDE DRIFT 5,100 2,316
— ELLIPTICITY DRIFT 0 (32,784)* 0[74,8831'

o MICROWAVE PRESSURE 68 31

SUBTOTAL 21,470 (54,252)'' 8,745 (24,628)"
ATTITUDE CONTROL

a GRAVITY GRADIENT 30,408 13.804
• ANTENNA CONTROL 162 73.7

• SOLAR PRESSURE 870 394
MICROWAVE PRESSURE 292 134.

SUBTOTAL 31,732 14,404

TOTAL 53.202(85,986)' 24.149{39,032)`
• REQUIREMENT AFTER 15 SSPS ARE PLACED IN ORBIT TO SERVICE THE UNITED
STATES.

}
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e Major axis and eccentricity drift - solar pressure
distorts the orbit from circular to elliptical and
back again over a l-year period; in addition, there is
a change in major axis which increases the orbital
period and then restores it nominally over the same
elapsed time

a Microwave pressure - the electromagnetic field at
the aperture of the slotted array causes a "rebound"
pressure on the antenna.

The stationkeeping propellant required to continuously correct
longitudinal drift is shown in Figure 3.24 for . an 11.4 x 106 kg SSPS.
The worst-case SSPS positions, 106 014, 75 ,1 W, 15 ,, E and 105°E longitude,
can be maintained with approximately 681 kg/yr of propellant. The usq
of a cold gas system, isp = 200 sec, would require about 27,240 kg/yr.
A continuous engine thrust level of approximately 2.2 N would be required
to maintain l ongitude.

Figure 3.25 shows the time history of inclination drift for
various initial orbit conditions. A unique set of orbital parameters
with an inclination of --7.5 degrees results in a stable orbit that does
not require propellants for orbit maintenance. This orbit, however, pro-
duces a figure- eight ground track causing a 16-degree variation in the
rectenna-to-satellite line-of -sight for a rectenna located in the North-
east. Angular motions of this type have two undesirable effects when
the satellite is in the southern half of its orbital swing:

y	 ^li

t,

yt`

r.
;t

^s

.

the path through the atmosphere is increased, decreasing
efficiency by 1.5 Percent tl

9 the ground pattern of the microwave beam elongates in they
north-south direction, requiring a larger rectenna to
capture an equivalent amount of power (e.g., 15 percent
in area to account for beam variations if the --7-5-degree
inclination orbit is used).

Figure 3 . 26 shows the SSPS propellant requirements for contin-
uous correction of inclination drift. A propellant expenditure of about
6,674 kg/yr is required to maintain an equatorial orbit using ion propul-
sion at a specific impulse of 8,000 sec-

The Effect of solar pressure is twofold. First, it changes the
major axis, hence, orbital period and, second, it changes eccentri-
if the change in period goes unchecked, the SSPS will precess at a rate
of approximately 3.5 degrees per day. A propellant expenditure of 2,135
kg/yr is required to offset this satellite motion. The propellant re-
quired to correct the ellipticity has been calculated at 1.59 x 10 5 kg/yr.
This propellant quantity assumes that an opposing force of 200-to-300.N.
is continuously applied.to offset.the solar force.. The effect of -el.l p
ticity on overall system perforiaance, however, is not significant., provided
the 24-hour orbit period is maintained 	 Ellipticity causes an apparent

s
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longitudinal drift to an observer on the ground. 	 The satelli te will
1

"lead" or "lag" the rectenna location by 3.5 degrees during the course

of one day.

A constant radial microwave pressure force of 17.8 N (4 lbs)
-	 is Exerted on the transmitting antenna.	 This force is for 10 GW of power

t	 into the microwave convertors. 	 A radial acceleration affects orbit
+	 eccentrici ty with only small perturbations to the orbit period. 	 A force

of 17.8 N will cause +1.8 km altitude perturbation over a period of 80
days.	 The economical approach to controlling this pe, •turbation is to per-

a

-Form an apogee/perigee correction every two months, rather than applying
a continuous, opposing, radial thrust of 17.8 N (4 lbs). 	 The yearly pro-
pellant requirement performing periodic horizontal thrust correction would
be 31	 kg.

-^

Spacecraft Attitude Control

The groundrules and assumptions are:

SSPS is in equatorial synchronous orbit 14

e	 The solar array vector normal is pointed to within 6.
+1 degree of the projection of.the sum vector on the
equatorial plane.

Figure 3.27 defines the axis system used in calculati ,-j dis-
turbance torques.	 The spacecraft's longitudinal axis, the x--ax:s is nor-
mal to the orbital plane.	 The y- and z-axes lie in the orbital plane

.	 (equatorial plane).	 The sun line is in the x-z plane with a yearly oscil-
lation about the y-axis of +23.5 degrees.

Disturbance Torques

Torques on the satellite result from the following sources:

e	 aerodynamic I

9	 gravity gradient

a solar pressure .. ... j:

a	 magnetic
i

c	 microwave. pressure

o	 rotary joint friction.

At an altitude-of 35,800 km (.19,33a nm) the atmospheric 	 ensit
is equivalent to the plasma proton density, 3.46 x 10- 24 kg m	 (32x 10x2 a
slag/ft ), whi ch res ults i n a dynamic pressure of 7. 3 x 10- 4 N/m .	 The 1
resulting aerodynamic force.on the SSPS is only . 22.4 x I0- 6N. (5 x I0-6.
lbf) which . produces an insignificantly small disturbance torque on the
nearly symmetric SSPS shape.

y
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Solar radiation pressures have a much larger effect. The
cg-to-cp distance for y-axis-induced torque is 25 m, due to the offset
of the microwave antenna. The x-axis torque is induced by off-nominal
steering angles which cause a slightly different force on the corru-
gated mirror system.

Careful design of the solar blanket power distribution sys-
temwill minimize the effects of magnetic-induced torques. If each
unit of the magnetic field has opposite polarity to an adjacent cur-
rent loop, the net magnetic torque is relatively small, i.e., 4.5 x
10- 6 N.

An estimate of the force created by the radiation of electro-
magnetic power from theicrowave antenna has been computed assuming a
total input power of i0A w. The total force normal to the antenna
is not expected to exceed 17.8 N. This force produces a sinusoidal
y- and z-axes torque, with a peak.amplitude of 2,955 N-m at a period
of 24 hours.

The gravity gradient torques acting on the SSPS will be at
least an order of magnitude larger than the torques discussed above.
These torque magnitudes are:

Ty = 33,200 N-m/deg offset

Tz = 29,700 N-m/deg offset

Tx = 1J..x 10' sin wot, N-m two = orbital rate, rad/sec;

t = time, sec)

A rotary joint is used to mechanically point the microwave
antenna at the ground-based rectenna. The antenna--to-array relative
notion requires 360 degrees of travel each day. Sliprings are used to
transfer power across the joint. Contact pressures between the brushes
and rotary joint ring , will.vary between 27,500 N/m 2 and 68,940 N/m2
(4 and 10 psi) for optimum power transfer. At an assumed system vol-
tage of 29 kV and a brush current rate of 7.75 x 10 4 A/m2 a brush area
of 6.45 m is required to transfer 10 OW of power. The total normal force
of 4.45 x 10. 5 N is exerted on the slipring.. At a. coefficient of roll-
ing friction of 0.1 and a central mast diameter of 50 m, 1.02 x 10 6 N-m
of torque is induced on the spacecraft.

Table 3.6 summarizes the disturbance torque discussed above,
The largest torques are induced by the slipring, antenna control sys-
tem and gravity gradients All other induced torques are small and
can be neglected.

3.1.2.4 Transportation, Assembly and Maintenance

The cast of transportation, assembly and maintenance is the
most significant variable in establishing the economic competitiveness
of the SSPS. The objective of this section is to outline approaches
to SSPS transportation and assembl y and to bound expected costs,

x
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Table 3.6 Control System Performance

CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

* DAMPING = 0.5
a FREQUENCY = STRUCT FREQ110

AXIS TORQUE (N`m)

(ROLL) (PITCH) (YAW)
TORQUE D ISTURBANCE X Y z

SOLAR PRESSURE 136 5,500 0

MW PRESSURE (PEAK) 0 2,955 2,955

GRAVITY GRADIENT 140,000 33,900 29,700
ANTENNA CONTROL 1,020,000 0 0

SUM 1,130,136 41,655 32,655
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If SSPS electrical unit charge rates are to be kept low enough
to be competitive with ground-based power generation the.increment of
the unit charge rate attributed to the transportation of materials to
low earth orbit (LEO) should not exceed 20 to 30 percent of the total
or approximately 4 to 5 mills/kWH. Using 4 to 5 mills/kWH as a cost
target, the study has identified the following trends:

a An operations cost betweer, $10 and $20 million per flight
is considered viable and adequate to achieve cost-competi-
tive space-based pouter, provided payload capability
to LEO of greater than 180,000 kg can be achieved in an
advanced launch system.

a Launch site operations may be a key issue in selectinn
launch system size. The larger the vehicle the fewer
launches per day, and requirement for fewer launch
opportunities.

Cost of transporting the SSPS from LEO to geosynchronous
altitude is a strong driver in the selection of the assembly altitude.
Candidate orbit- to-orbit transportation systems have been evaluated
and indicate an incremental unit charge rate of 0.9 mills/kWH ($26/kg)
can be achieved if major assemblies are fabricated in LEO and ion pro-
pulsion is used to transport the assemblies (or major subassemblies) to
geosynchronous orbit.

Assessment of assembly operations performed in this study have
indicated the following:

v Assembly using ground-based remote control tends to be
lower in.cost than manned space-based control of assembly
operations.

@ Assembly rates of better than 14 kg/H, costs for space
stations to accomodate assembly crews of less than $10
million/man (amortized over five SSPS units) and low-
cost approach for resupply and recycling of crews are
required if manned space-based control of assembly is
to be cost-effective.

o Assembly at geosynchronous orbit using remote controlled
techniques would be cost-effective at assembly rates
greater than 5 kg/H.

Preliminary analysis of SSPS maintenance requirements have
identified the following key issues:

A detailed study which trades off the cost of repair
versus the loss of revenue, if no repair is performed,
is needed to establish reliability goals and maintenance
suppnrt approaches.
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s The major maintenance cost-driver tends to be the
control system (electric propulsion units).

a Proper layout of the solar blanket circuitry and
microwave tube feed system could result in a near
maintenance-free design.

a A maintenance approach which shares man-rated equip-
ment between many power stations is needed to reduce
the impact of initial investment for maintenance
support equipment.

Transportation to Low Earth Orbit

The matrix of potential launch systems is shown in
Figure 3.28. These launch systems span a range of design approaches
which vary from the use of the current Shuttle to the development of
a fully reusable LOX/Hydrogen, Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV).with.
-a 182,000 kg payload capacity to LEO.

The candidate launch systems have been compared in terms of
their contribution to the unit charge rate to power users following a
methodology developed for this study. A discount rate of 7.5 percent was
used in this assessment., Costs include those required for operations,
initial fleet purchase and fleet replacement.

The effects of launch system cost and payload potential on
unit charge rate are shown parametrically in Figure 3.29. Superim-
posed on the figure are the four launch system options. Included is
the span of operating costs which reflect the potential level of
recoverability of hardware on the Space Shuttle derivative, Flyback
Shuttle/Saturn Derivative and Flyback HLLV second stage. It becomes
apparent that recoverability--specifically the feasibility of second
stage propulsion and avionics reuse---is as strong a cost-driver as
payload performance.

The combined effect of operations cost and fleet cost reflect
the same trend as shown in Figure 3.30. The uncertainty of reuse of
second stage components could preclude achieving the highly.desirable.
$40 to $100/kg launch system costs for SSPS.

Orbit-to-Orbit Transportation

The cost of transporting the SSPS from LEO to geosynchronous
altitude is a strong driver in the selection .if the assembly altitude.
This section addresses candidate orbt't-to--orbit transportation system
approaches, assuming that assembly is performed at the following
altitudes:

a low earth orbit 463 km (250 n.m.)

a 12,970 km (7,000 n.m.)

a

r, -I

r• '
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a Geosynchronous orbit.

The assessment of these options (Figure 3.31) indicate s that an in-
cremental charge rate of 0.9 mills /kWh can be achie ,> ed if assembly is
performed in LEO and ion.propulsion (solar or nuclear) is.: used to . trans-
pert the assembled SSPS to geosynchronous orbit. This corresponds to a
$26/kg for orbit -to-orbit transportation. If assembly is performed at
13 x 103 km (7,000 n.m.) using large chemical stages to transport mate-
rials from LEO. and ion propulsion to transport the assembled SSPS to
geosynchronous altitude, the orbit-to-orbit transportation cost would
run $246/kg. The use of a large nuclear stage to transport materials
from LEO to a geosynchronous assembly site would result in a cost of
$280/kg.

Assembly r ..

Fabrication and Packaging - A key to obtaining.cost-competi-
tive space-generated power is to optimize the level of ground prefabri-
cation versus the corresponding level of orbital assembly for each major ,.
component of the SSPS. 	 Two methods were investigated for assembling the
SSPS antenna structure. 	 In Method I. prefabricated beams are assumed
to be manufactured on the ground, tightly packaged.in the Shuttle pay"
load bay and deployed in orbit. 	 Method II assumes that ground person- -„
nel.prepare flat stock with appropriate coatings for processing in an.
automatic manufacturing module in space.

Of the total 521,364 kg (1,147,000 lb) of antenna mechanical
elements, 310,000 kg (682;000 lb) were structure built up from basic.
.triangular girders.	 The available Shuttle payload volume used in these
preliminary studies was the full 4.5 m diameter by the 18.3 m length.	 The
payload capability assumed was 29,510 kg to an assembly site located in
28.5. degrees. inclined orbit at.. an altitude not greater than 463 km
A packaging density greater than 97.8 kg/m3 had to be.achieved to take;
full advantage of the Shuttle ( higher packaging density would be requ r-_
ed if pallets and payload attachment factors were considered).

Assembly of structural members on the ground (Method I ) , re-
quired that these members be stowed in a folded or compressed manner -	 a
to achieve as high a density as possi bl e.	 A survey.of existing stow- i	 v

able structural members was made and indicated that these devices can
be categorized into three broad areas.. 	 One was the folded girder
designs and the others were the telescoping and STEM-type tubular
designs..	 An. analysis,of :-the.STEM-type versus the girder indicated
that the girder construction is significantly lighter than..the larger
diameter STEM-type tubular.	 The STEM devices were dropped, from;fur-
ther consideration in the Method I assembly plan.

Typical astromast characteristics are shown in Table 3.`6.
Packaging densities ( without . deployment cannister) vary from 64 to q
257 kg/m .	 A check of the beam design effi ciency, (weight of deploy-
able structure/mass of an ideal structure with same end loads)
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indicates that these devices are overdesi geed by a factor of two-to-
three, due to mechanism mass and, perhaps, geometry constraints.imposed
on the packaging arrangement. 	 A packaging study of these (astromast)
devices for the microwave antenna indicated a significant reduction
in packaging density.	 For the beam geometrics used in the antenna,

n	 packaging densities of only about-2M4 kg/m 3 could be achieved:	 There-
fore, a range in equivalent packaging densities (accounting for a
nonoptimization factor for mass and orbiter packaging) of from eight

-	 to 80 kg/m3 appeared feasible and was used for the Method I structural .
concept in the comparison analysis.

Complete fabrication and assembly of the members in orbit,
Method II, could achieve 100 percent Shuttle load factor by transporting. a'
flat stock to.the fabrication/assembly site.	 This concept requires 'a
free-flying or space station supported "factory."	 A preliminary opera-
tions analysis of this process has tentatively established a rate of
assembly of 190 kg/hr.	 The operations include: 	 1.) feed and roll-form
three longeron sections between intercostals, 2) feed and roll-form
intercostals, 3) clamp and spot weld, 4) weave tension wire, and 5)
align members using tension wires and collimator.

Table 3.7 is a comparison of the two methods studied for the
w

antenna.	 The manufacture of the triangular girder in space, Methoe' II,
>'esulted in fewer Siuttle flights.	 The support equipment required for

,y

both methods was found to be similar.	 Both required mechanisms in
orbit.	 The prepackaged beams would require a deployment cannister

i
while the manufacturing module:is required in Method II,	 -

Method of.Assembly

The major issue to be answered, before cost-effective SSPS
assembly can be achieved, involves determining the degree of on--orbit

-	 manned participation in the assembly operation.	 In an effort to bound
the problem, the following extremes in basic approach to assembly have
been considered:

a	 remote assembly using teleoperators controlled from
the.ground

o	 PVA assembly.

The first requirement	 n this assessment is to establish
an estimate for production rate.' 	 The asser.;bly of a common component
of the antenna structure using remote controlled operations was
-analyzed, and it was estimated that the structure could be assembled
at a rate of between 3.2 and 5,9 kg/r using teleoperators._ A sim i -
lar assessment of assembly using men in an EVA mode was made. 	 Struc-
tural assembly rates using the EVA.approach were estimated to be
somewhat higher, between 8.1 and 11.4 kg/m-r.
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Table

VARIABLE

3.7 State-of-Art Astromast Characteristics

A	 B	 C	 D	 E

MAST DIAM (IN.) (M) 13.4 (0.34) 4 '	 (0,11 6 (0.15) 10	 (0.25) 20 (0.51) 8 (0.21
MAST LENGTH (FT) (M) 40 (12.2) 15 .	(4.51) 8 (2.4) 100	 (30-5) 84 (25.5) 1. 0 (3-05)
APPROX. WEIGHT

MAST (LB) (KG) 46 (21) 0.30 {0.14) 2.p (0.91) 20	 (9.1) 214 (97) .1.3 (0.59)
CANISTER (LB) (KG) 128 (56.21 20 (9.1) 0	 30	 (13-5) 186 (84.5)
PACKAGE DENSITY

(LBIFT3) (KGIM3 ) 3.7 (59.41 6.1	 (97,5) 4.5 (72) 8.7 (139) 15.7(252) 9.6 (158)
BENDING STIFFNESS

(LS-IN 2 x 10-6 (K G/M2) 77 (262) 0.12 (0.4) 0.70 (2.371 5,5 ('18.71 280 (955) 2.02 (6.95}
BODING STRENGTH

(IN-LP) (N-M1 17,800 (881.4) 1 25	 (2.83)1 190 (1 -0) . 1. 460	 (52) 1 36,000 (4,068) 200 (22.6)

Table 3.8	 Structural Fabrication Ontion Comoarison

METHOD METHOD 11

ro OPERATION
ON-GROUND ASSEMBLE ARTICULATED BEAMS PRE-PROCESS FLAT STOCK
IN-ORBIT DEPLOY AUTO MANUFACTURE

PACKAGING DENSITY 1 TO 5 LB1F. T3 (16 TO 80 KGIM3 1. >0 LB/FT3 (96..KG1M3)
NUMBER SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS TO DELIVER 6TO12 10
STRUCTURE
MAJOR SUPPORT. • NONE TO 1 SPACE STATION OTO 1 SPACE STATION
EQUIPMENT IN-ORBIT (6 MAN) (6-MAN)

I FAB MODULE
FLIGHTS 

TO 
DEPLOY • DEPLOYMENT DEVICE 0 TO 12(2)

EQUIPMENT 070 11.(21
FLIGHTS TO SUPPORT OT01 oTol
EQUI PMENT & MEN.0)

NOTES:	 1. RECYCLE CREW& CONSUMABLES
2. REQUIRED IF SPACE.STATION IS INCLUDED IN SCENARIO
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Assessment of the entire SSPS assembly would require signi-
.ficantly more depth of definition of each -satellite..component to detail
assembly flows and operations. Therefore, a parametric analysis was
performed an the driver elements in the two basic assembly approaches.
The major cost drivers for remote controlled assembly, shown in Fig-
ure 3.32, are assembly rate,.teleoperator consumables rate and the
number of manned maintenance/monitor facilities required. A remote
controlled assembly approach can achieve acceptable costs (2 to 4
mills/kWH) at a production rate of 2 kg/H if consumables usage is kept
low.

Figure 3.33 relates the major cost-driver for space-based,
man-controlled assembly operations to the contribution that final.
assembly makes to the unit charge rate.	 The major drivers are
assembly rate, the cost of space stations (assumes 10-year life) and
the cost to recycle crews. 	 'To achieve reasonable cost levels, pro-
duction rates in excess of 11 kg/H are required along with low cost
space stations % $16 million/man) and transport modes that can recycle large
numbers of crew members in one flight.

Figure 3.34 presents a comparison of cost between assembly
at low altitude and at geusynchronous altiOde for a remote controlled
approach.	 The Shuttle, used as the manned maintenance/monitor facility
in low orbit, is replaced by a six-man geosynchronous orbit space sta-

I

tion...The appropriate manned tug was added to the geosynchronous
assembly site scenario.	 Assembly at geosynchronous orbit tends to
double assembly cost, though at assembly rates greater than 4.5 kg/H
acceptable '. I.-Ost can be achieved.

A
Maintenance

As assessment of the SSPS wasperformed to determine the need
for-maintenance and to identify the subsystems requiring major technol.-
ogy efforts to enhance reliability.

SSPS Recurring Costs	 Tables..3.9 through 3.11. list . the
definitionof the Lowest Replaceable Unit(LRU) for the solar array,
the microwave antenna, the rotary joint and the array control system.

..Includedare estimates . of the....failure rates and . the corre-
sponding number 

of 
LRUS replaced over Ue power station's 30-year

life.	 The recurring maintenance cost for the array is estimated at
$3.99 miTlion/yr while the cost to maintain the antenna is $0.99
million/H.	 The control	 system, mainly the ion-engines .for.pointing
of the.array and antenna rotary joint, requires .

the most maintenance,
$39.10 million/H.

Maintenan.ce-Support. Costs	 The nonrecrring	 cludingu	 (ex
development costs) and the recurring costs for maintenance support
have been analyzedassuming the following scenario:
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Figure 3.32	 Assembly Cost, Remote Control From Ground
(Low Altitude Assembly Site)

SPACE STATION
UNIT COST:

40 961301LB.($1320/KG) 	 CREW ROTATED EVERY 60 DAYS

S64 MIMAN	
554011-8 (517801KG)	 6 MENISHUTTLE FLT

\	 $480/LB ($1060/K G)
3.2

`	
,	 --	 — -- 24 MEN/SHUTTLE FLT$32 M MAN	 ^.	 $420/LB (5925/KG)

24 S360/L13($790%KG)
UNIT

S16 MIMAN

CHARGE I   $3001LB ($660/KQ
RATE, _^ ^......	 ^ ^	 $240/LB'(S530/KG)
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KWH 1$x30/KG}	 `	 ^-	 5180/LB (3535/KG)

$180/LB ( SSNG}

84
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Figure 3.33	 Assembly Cost, Planned Operations in . Orbit
(Low Altitude Assembly Si te) +
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Table 3.9	 SO1 ar- Arra.y . Maintenance Cast

LRU COST AVG
FAILURES OVER PEA

LRU OVEN 30 YRS, YR,
ELEMENT LRU DESCRIPTION WT, Kg. 30''r'R5

"
5M. SM

1. BLANKET 80-1670 x 207M MODULES 97,484 i 41.90 1.40
2. CONCENTRATOR 160-1670 x 207m MODULES 768 1 0.23 0.01
3. NONCONDUCTSTRUCT. TO DESIGN — — — —
4. BUSES 400 +n 26,000. 1 8.29 0.28
5. SWITCHES 59 BLOCKING D10 DES/BLANKET LRU 97,484 1 41.90 1.40
6. MAST 6(+),6(-) BUSES/PANEL 85,000 1 27.12 0.9

TOTAL 33,99 m	
,.

MILLS/KWH- 9.1/YR

ASSUMPTIONS:
I. BLANKET — CELL OPEN CIRCUIT FAILURE 	 2.6 x 10 4 /YR. THE PROBABILITY OF 5.6:s LRU POWER LOSS OVER

SO YRS IS LESS THAN 10774 . ONE LRU REPLACEMENT ASSUMED OVER 30 YRS.
2. CONCENTRATOR —MIRROR FAILURE LESS LIKELY THAN BLANKET FAILURE. ONE LRU REPLACEMENT AS-

SUMED OVER 30 YRS.
3. NONCONDUCTING STRUCTURE — ASSUMED NOT TO FAIL.

4. BUSES — BUSICONNECTOR FAILURE RATE (GAO) = 10- FIYR. ONE LRU REPLACEMENT ASSUMED OVER 30
YEARS.

5. SWITCHES — BLOCKING DIODE FAILURE RATE (OA01 	 10-' F1YR. ASSUMES ONE BLANKET LRU REPLACED
BECAUSE OF DIODE FAILURE.

6 .. MAST -» SAME AS FOR BUSES.

{

a

ti -
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Table 3.10	 Microwave Antenna Maintenance Cost

LRU COST AVG
FAILURES OVER PER

LRU OVER 30 YRS. YR,
ELEMENT. LRU DESCRIPTION KG 30 YRS. SM SM

1 MW TUBE 1670- 18 x 1B m SUBARRAY 3017 4 533 0.19
2 POWER DIST 18 x 18 m SUBARRAY 3017 1 1.93 0.05
3 COMMAND ELECTRONICS 1670 . UNITS 467 .3010 20.56 0.6i
4 TRANS. ANTENNA

(EXCLUDE TUBES) 1670 -- 18 x i8 m SUBARRAY 3107 1 1.43 0.05
5 STRUCTU-:E TO DESIGN - -- - -
6 CONTOUR CONTROL 8680 UNITS 22 1404 ,2.35 0.01

TOTALS 0.99
MILLSIKWH 0.021YR

i ASSUMPTIONS-

i. MW TUBE - MTBF	 1.14 x 10" HRS PROJECTED ( NO MOVING PARTS, NO SEALS & LOW TEMPERATURE CATHODE(.

2. POWER DIST .- . HIGHLY REDUNDANT SYSTEM EXPECTED TOl41EET30•KR LIFE REG MT. ONE SUBARRAY FAILURE
ASSUMED.

3. COMMAND ELECTRONICS - 30 YR LIFE ACHIEVED WITH HIGH LEVEL OF REDUNDANCY Wo FAILURE ASSUMED.

4. TRANS. ANTENNA - WAVEGUIDES CONSIDERED STRUCTURE WITH LOW FAILURE RATE. ONE SUBARRAY FAILURE
ASSUMED.

5. STRUCTURE - ASSUMED NOT TO FAIL.
6. CONTOUR CONTROL - FAILURE RATE = 0.8 F110" 11 11. DUTY FACTOR) FOR BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR OPERATING AT

500'C.

it

Table 3.11	 Rotary .hint & Array Contras SvstQrrt

LRU COST AVG
FAILURES OVER COST

LRU OVER 30 YRS, YR.
ELEMENT LRU DESCRIPTION KG 30 YRS, SM $M

ROTARY JOINT ,
• SLIPRING 24 BRUSHES, 4 SLIPRINGS

-- BRUSH 10 72 0.24 0.01
- SLIPRING 63 12 0,26 j	 0.01

a DRIVE. B BRUSHLESS MOTORSIGEAR TRAIN
UNITS (4 ACTIVE, 4 STANDBY)

E

- MOTOR/GEARS 1,367 24 11.0 0.37
- LIM 1.086

CONTROLSYSTEM,

e .ACTUATORS 64 ELECTRIC ENGINES 203 640 1,010 33	
f• PROPELLANT 24,000 Kg1YR - - - I 5.7

TOTAL t	 38.09
MILLSIKVNH 0.g/YR

ASSUMPTIONS.. +
1. 1. SLIPRING - PREVIOUS SPACE STATION STUDIES INDICATE NITSF = 10 YRS WITHIN REACH. !^

2. DRIVE-SAME AS SLIPRING.

3. ACTUATORS .-. CURRENT ESTIMATES PLACE ION ENGINE FAILURE RATE AT 3800 F/106 HR. ASSUME ORDER	 I
MAGNITUDE IMPROVEMENT AND A 10 °.'o DUTY FACTOR. COST ASSUMES $7500 /KG. FOR ENGINE & POWER
CONDITIONING.

a
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® A six-man space station is required for monitoring the
satellite and for use as a repair shop and garage for
maintenance teleoperators

o Maintenance is performed using ground controlled
teleoperators

	

- a	 o Space station crews are rotated four times per year,
using the Shuttle and a chemical tug

o A HLLV/Ion stage (Payload = 181,600 kg to LEO) is used
to initially place the space station and to resupply the
station once each year.

Table 3.12 summarizes the cost impact of using the assumed maintenance
support scenario.

3.1.2.5 Microwaye.Transmissi on

The MPTS for the SSPS has been studied and reported on in
detail by Raytheon in NAS CR-134886, under contractNAS3-17835 to Lewis
Research Center. In the current study, information was generated on
the development program beyond early flight testing and available tech-
nical information was summarized in a'form useful for the comparisons 	 r
with ground-based systems. Most of the following information is taken
from that report and presented here for ready reference.

The transmitting antenna for a 5 GW SSPS is an active planar
	s	 phased array of 0.83 km minimum diameter and with a mass of 5.7 x 106 Kg

when constructed of aluminum and when using amplitrons for do-to-rf
power Conversion. Graphite composites are alternate choices for mate-
rial and klystrons are an alternate choice for convertors. The trans-
mitting antenna consists of 18 m x 18 m slotted waveguide sub-arrays that
are electronically controlled to direct the power beam at the ground re-
celving antenna with an rms error of only 10 m.. The sub-arrays use
groups of 5 kw amp1itrons in series to convert input do power to micro-
wave power. The receiving and rectifying antenna (rectenna) is an array
about 11 km in diameter, consisting of dipole elements each connected to
a solid state diode that converts microwave power back to do power.

An operating frequency of 2.45 GHz in the United States indus-
trial band results in near pptimum.efficiency, avoids brownouts in rain
and should have minimal problems in radio frequency interference and allo
cation. A 5 GW ground power output keeps the peak microwave power den-
city in the center of the beam on Earth at 17 mW/cm 2 for a 0.33 km'trans-
mitting antenna.

High efficiency requirements dictate the band of microwave
frequencies that can be considered. The effect of molecular absorp-

..tion., shown in Figure.3.35.,jimits frequencies. to. , less than 10 GHz.
This limit reduces further if brownouts in light rain (5 rim/hr)

I
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are to be excluded, and the avoidance of brownouts in heavy rain and
severe thunderstorms, for which attenuations are shown in Figure 3.36,.
would place an upper limit not far above 3 GHz_. 	 Severe rain conditions
are experienced, even in desert locations that are prime candidates for
the ground receiving antenna.

It was concluded that the MATS should operate at a frequency
of 2.45 GHz,in-the United States-industrial-band, and recommended that
a ground.output power level of 5 GW be selected fora nominal design..
The reasons for this are that economy of scale is essentially reached at i
this level and peak ground power density is maintained at a relatively
low level.	 The amplitron-aluminum configuration is selected for cost
estimates although a graphite composite material selection remains a
candidate, and a klystron is a potential candidate for the do-rf con- ,.
vector.	 These options are shown in Table 3.13. •

.	 The maximum power density at the center of the receiving
rectenna may be the factor that limits the maximum power generation
capacity of the SSPS.	 Figure 3.37 is a comparison of microwave ;.
transmission . characteristics for a 5 GW and 10 GW system and two.trans-
mitter diameters.	 The amplitrons on the transmitting antenna are layed
out in a stepped approximation to a Gaussian distribution on the antenna
surface.	 The taper ratio between the peak power density at the center e..
and the edge is. indicative. of the shape of this layout.	 The 5 db.taper
is less densely packaged.at the center than the 10 db taper design, 	 The
resulting maximum power density on the ground indicates that a 5 GW sy-
tem may be more acceptable than the 10 GW option. 	 A value of 20 mW/cm
was estimated to be a threshold above which ionospheric changes could
be expected at the 2.45 GHz operating frequency. 	 This factorand the y
fact that the biological level limit in the United States is 10 mW/cm2
makes it prudent to anticipate the 5 GW SSPS option..

Efficiency and safety needs dictate that a closed loop form
of control be implemented for phase front or beam formation. 	 Two
approaches, adaptive and command, have.been formulated and are iglus-
trated.in Figure 3.88.. The command system uses a matrix of sensors
at the ground antenna to determine the received potter beam center
and shape.	 A processor then develops commands which are routed to
the sub-arrays over the telecommunications link.. 	 This approach has
limited resolution, but nevertheless, it is ahtieipated that antenna
thermal distortions, a major,,source of error, can be accurately-
modeled and suitable command algorithms developed.	 In any event,
i t . will serve as a system . moni for and as a . safety override function .

A potentially more accurate scheme calls for a reference
beam to be transmitted from the center of the ground antenna.	 This
is sensed at each sub-array and at a reference sub--array in:the
antenna center.	 The latter transmits the reference to the sub-array
over a calibrated coaxial cable at which point it is compared with
the incoming beam.	 A difference.in phase between,these signals is
'interpreted as a displacement of the sub-arrays from the nominal

y
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Table 3.13 Comparison of 5 GW Systems

POWER SOUk.CE.- 1.5 kg/kw

i	 TAPER 5 d6 -500$/Efg

Beam Efficiency = 90% Transportation Assembly-300$/kg

Transmitting
Structure & DC-RF Converter Antenna

Wavecguide Mass Total Mass MPTS SPS

DC : PF Converter Material x 104.. kg x 104 kg $/):w $/kw

Amplitron Alwinum 2.6 6.2 7.00 2300
Graphite 2.6 5.0 700 2300

Klystro p Al umi num 7.3. 12.5 1100 2800
f Graphite 7.3. 10.8	 - 1100 2800

H
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reference plane due, for example, to thermal distortion of the structure.
A shift is applied to.the phase of that part of the transmitted beam
so that the total phase front results in efficient beam launching to
point toward and focus on the rectenna.

The rectenna, covering an area of about 100 km2 , is com-
posed of inclined panels which are tilted to normality with the incoming
power beam.	 The accuracy of construction is not critical since the in-
dividual rectenna elements have broad dipole gain patterns.	 For the
same rea:sun 	 tne pfiase" ^rcint can be distorted by the atmosphere or
ionosphere without appreciably affecting efficiency.	 The ground plane 44
is open metal construction for low cost and low wind resistance. 	 Seal-
ing of the rectenna elements within a protective tube is suggested as
a means to achieve economical environment compatibility. 	 Principal
concern regarding weather phenomena is the potential damage from large
hailstones.	 This factor must be considered-in site selection.

3.1.2.6	 Safety of Large Structure

A safety analysis has been performed for the mission phases
associated with constructing and servicing the SSPS.	 Phases range
from Earth launch to the final salvage efforts at the termination
of expected service life.	 Potentially hazardous situations were
identified in virtually all phases.	 Of the aDximately 30 natural,pro
and induced hazards which can conceivably influence project success,
eight were examined to a depth commensurate with a preliminary analy-
sis.	 Of major significance, design of the existing astronaut pressure
suit may seriously limit his external activities . unless design changes
are considered.

The analysis was performed assuming assembly operations are
Shuttle-based.	 Future studies should include assessment of the impact
of space station and the HLLV.	 Further studies are required to resolve
questions which evolved during the course of this analysis, as well as
those natural and induced hazards which were not examined. 	 Table 3.14
provides An overview of astronaut participation in each of the.15
mission/task phases.

The examination was limited to the following natural and
induced hazards,:	 temperature,, sun. light/darkness, collision with
structural members, electrical shock, rotating machinery, structural
failure, pressure suit design and fragmentation of pressure vessels.
Meteorite damage, ambient radiation and solar events require in-depth
investigation.

3.1.3	 Program Planning and Cost

3.1,3.1. Wor k Breakdown Structure. and Program Schedule.

^ , -A preliminary SSPS Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and program
schedule have been compiled to establish a "strawman" for programmatic
analysis.	 A 3^stepdevelopment program,- Figure . 3.39, was utilized.



Table 3.14	 Overview of Manned Participation

SPACE-BASED SOLAR POWER

.._SUPPORT: :: SPECtA
CREW POTENTIAL SAFETY SIM. EQUIP. PCDp's

PHASE FUNCTION INVOLVEMENT HAZARDS RECD P.EQD REOD
LAUNCH RESTRAIN NONE PACKAGING FAILURES

SUPPORT NONE CAUSE COMPONENT DAM'G
MONITOR .. MONITOR.. DOUBLE FAIL: E.G.

COMM.LOSS.& SYS. FA I LU R E

ORBITAL PIL DOORS OPEN INITIATE JAMMED DOOR x
C/O RMS DEPLOY OPERATE NONE

REMOVE PROTECT, OPERATE TIGHT SPACE DURING
SHELL/DEPLOY - REMOVAL FROM P/L.BAY

Sg ROUD-HIGH DAMAGE
POTENTIAL X

P/L INSTALL/RETURN MONITOR/ EVA COLLISION x X
ORBITAL ITEMS VERIFY
RETRIEVAL, P/.L DOORS INITIATE . JAMMED DOOR x

CLOSED'

SEGMENT UNFOLD INITIATE CONTACT SHUTTLEISHROUD x
ASSEMBLY RIGIDIZE NONE
(EARTH STABILIZE INITIATE FAILED JET(S), FUEL. X
NIFR'D.) FREE INITIATE LOSS, TUMBLING, CON-

TACT VEHICLE EVA X X.

ORBITAL STOCK LOAD MONITOR PACKAGING FAILURE X x X
FABRI-	 - CAUSES EQUIP. DAMAGE/
CATION EVA CONTACT

FABRICATE MONITOR MATERIAL BREAKAGE/EVA X X X
CONTACT .

REMOVE ASS'Y OPERATE JAMMED MANIPULATOR X X X

STRUCT. TEST MONITOR NONE x
STOCK UNLOAD MONITOR NONE x	 ,.

ASSEMBLY RMS DEPLOY OPERATEIEVA COLLISIONIHIGH DAMAGE X X
STORAGE POTENTIAL DUE TO X X

JETISI FAILURE TO CUTOFF
RMS REMOVE OPERATEIEVA EVA CONTACT X X

STORAGE RMS`INSTALLI EVA CONTACT HIGH DAM- X X ` X
RETRIEVAL FREE/ OPERATE/EVA AGE POTENTIAL

STABILIZE

FAILED JET($), FUEL x
LOSS AND SYSTEM FAI LURE

SUNLIGHT/DARKNESS X
ERRORS

TRANSPORT STABILIZE NONE FAILED JETISI, FUEL X
SEGMENTS THRUST LOSS

INITIATE ..' THRUST. EARLYILATE X
CONTACT OTHER VEIIiCLE X



Table 3.14	 Overview of Manned Participation ( Con- ' d)

SPACE BASED SOLAR POWER

SUPPORT SPECIAL
CREW POTENTIAL SAFETY SIM-, EQUIP. PCDR's

PHASE FUNCTION INVOLVEMENT HAZARDS READ. REOb. REQO.

ROTARY ORIENT OPERATE/EVA EVA/STRUCTURE COLLI- X X X
40INT SECURE 51ON-HIGH DAMAGE
ASSEMBLY POTENTIAL

OPERATE INITIATE EVA IRRADIATION X X X
EVATETHER BREAKS

ANTENNA STABILIZE NONE: FAILED JET(S),FUEL
SEGMENT TO LOSS
SEGMENT ORIENT OPERATE19VA EVA TETHER BREAKS X X X
ASSEMBLY

DOCK OPERATEIEVA EVA CRUSHED BETWEEN X X X
SEGMENTS

LATCH AUTOIVERIFY PREMATURE LATCH & NEED X X X
FOR REDOCK
SUNLIGHT/DARKNESS
EXTREMES

RIGGING MONITOR CABLE OVERLOAD X X

ACTIVATE CHECKOUT NONE
ASSEMBLIES INITIATE NONE
INDIVIDUALLY OPERATE INITIATE. EVA IRRADIATION X X X

PRE. FINAL MONITOR EVA COLLISION COMM. X X X
OPERATION ALIGNMENT AUTOIVERIFY LOSS

CLEAR EQUIP. AUTOIVERIFY EVA COLLISION
ACTIVATE CHECKOUT MONITOR ELECTRICAL SHORTS X
ANTENNA -

OPERATE INITITAE MICROWAVE LEAKAGE
SCHEDULED R/R ARRAY OPIERATEIEVA EVA TETHER SNEAKS X
MAINTENANCE: COMPONENTS ELECTRICAL SHORTS XCYCLE

ORBITAL TEMPERATURE, SUNLIGHT/ X
DECAY COR. DARKNESS EXTREMES
RECTION

UNSCHEDULED RIR ARRAY EVA STRUCTURAL FAILURE X X X
MAINTENANCE COMPONENTS. MICROWAVE LEAKAGE. X X:

ELECTRICAL SHORTS X

R/R DAMAGED EVA -ELECTRICAL SHORTS
GIRDER(S) SUNLIGHT/DARKNESS X

EXTREMES ..	
.

E
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A small LEO process development and test facility was planned for de-
ployment •gin 1985.	 A geosynchronous-stationed, I GW pilot plant option
was scheduled with a 1994 IOC and a full capability plant (5 GW) sche-
duled for 1998.	 The I GW plant decision would be based on its economic
merit, i.e., the total development cost with it opposed to without it.
This special analysis will be done as part of additional work to be
performed by the study team.

Figure 3.40 is the WBS used as the roadmap for cost account-
ing and program planning... There are 11	 Level-2.elements.identified.: '

it	 project management	 - l

e	 system engineering and integration

#	 transportation
A

0	 assembly

a	 on-orbit assembly support equipment

0	 transportation and assembly ground support equipment .-

I	 LEO development and test satellite program

a	 pilot plant [optional]

{

a	 operational plant

e	 system maintenance

a	 facilities.
`+

Appendix B delineates the definition of each WBS element in the form
of a dictionary.	 Included! in Appendix B are the program schedules
and cost estimates for each WBS element.

3.1.3.2	 Cost Analysis
a

This section is comprised of two parts. 	 The first provides
the nominal costs of an operational 5 GW'SSRS	 Tie secon..d.part
provides the QOT&E programs necessary for the system's development. .
All 'costs,are based upon the SSPS progran plan presented in Section
3.1.3.1 and the cost-element details presented in.Appendix B.

3.1.3.2.1	 Satellite Solar Rower Station P

Table 3.15 . provides a nominal. cost summary.o .f . an operational_
a:GW SSRS.	 With an assumed operationai:Iife of 30 years the power cost
wciul d be 26.7 mil l s/kWH.	 This includes 15.0 mi l I s,_ for capital _recov-
ery at 7.5 percent rate of return, 3.1 mills for maintenance and
.8.6 mills for taxes and insurance,
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Table 3.16 contains a summary of the 5 OW SSPS Satellite
nominal cost elements. As seen, the satellite's hardware accounts for
only about 30 percent of its cost. Transportation is the major cost
element (43.2 percent), and the rectenna acrounts for 18 percent.

Table 3.17 contains the detailed cost summary of the elements
that comprise the capital investment component (satellite and receiving
antenna) of the 5 GW SSPS. As noted above, a relatively minor proportion
of the total cost is represented by "space hardware" (31 percent), the
rest consisting of the equi pment required for orbital fabrication and
assembly, transportation and the rectenna..:

The costs of fabrication and assembly equipment as well as
high energy stages (for transport of equipment and personnel from LEO
to SEO have been amortized over five SSPS units. It has been assumed
that five SSPS units can be fabricated and assembled over a 10-year
period, and the amortization formula repays the origi nal capital with
interest (7.5 percent) with equal annual payments. The launch vehicle
fleet, space shuttles and HLLV have been costed in a similar manner but
in these cases the amortization is based upon use-life of 100 flights
and a 2-week turn-around. Assuming that the launch vehicle fleet will
be dedicated to the SSPS program, there exists a "cushion" of extra
flights that would incur only operations costs. The three HLLVs are
capable of 156 flights in a 2-year period and the two space shuttles are
capable of 104 flights. One hundred twelve HLLV flights and 75 shuttle
flights are estimated to be required for each SSPS, or 56 and 38 per
year, respectively. With 2-week turn-around the fleets are capable of
78 and 52 flights annually, respectively, allowing 22 and 14 additional
flights, respectivel y. This result allows for sizeabl e growth in the
activity.level of launches or reduction in the average launch vehicle
load factor (to 75 percent) without significant cost impact.

As given above, the fleet was costed assuming a 100-use life
and this resulted in $1,:31 billion (2.6 mills/kwh).. Were the use life
150 flights, the charges would be $0.94 billion, were the use-life
200 flights, $0.75 billion were the use-life 500 flights, $0.43 billion.

3..1.3..2.2 SSPS DDT&E Programs

Tables 3.18 and 3.19 contain cost estimates of the develop-
ment program required for the fabrication, assembly and deployment of
a 5 G14 SSPS. Three components have been identified. Direct DDT&E;
related DDT&E and suvuort Qroarams.

The direct DDTH programs pertain to those program elements
which would not be developed were it not for the decision to develop
the SSPS. These total approximately $19.3 billion, and the costs are
distributed over the three phases of the program plan. The heaviest
funding requirements occur.:over-the . period 198.6 through. 1 90	 The
development costs in this period could provide for the installation

b
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Table 3.15	 Annual ROM Cost of an Operational 5 GW SSPS

Annual	 Cast; riser Charge
Element $Millions,	 (1974) Mills/kWH (1974)

0	 Satellite 657 15.0

o	 Maintenance 136 3.1

Taxes, Insurance 377 8.6

TOTAL 1156 26..7

p

Table 3.16	 Five Gtr SSPS Unit Cost Summary, Satellite

Cost
Element Millions,	 (1974) Percent;

e	 Solar Array I.826 24.0
Solar Blankets (1.529) -	 (20.1)

e . Transmitting Antenna 0.495 6.5

e	 Propellants and Misc. Supplies'

o	 Fabrication and Assembly Equip. : 0.573 7.5

m	 Transportation 3.27$ 43,2
Space Shuttle Fleet (0.240) (3.2}

HLLV Fleet (1.074) (14,1)
Space Shuttle Flights (0.879) (11.6)
HLLV Flights ( 1.013) (13.3)
Other. (0.072): (0.9)

s	 Personnel 0.077 1.0

s..	 Receiving Antenna .1.345. 17;7

TOTAL 7.594 100.0

*	 Cost is negligible, weight has been accounted for in
Transportation Charges.



Table 3.17	 Five GW Operational SSAS Unit Cost

Unit Cost
Mass Design Specific Cost Millions

System Components x 106 kg Variable (Dollars, 1974) 1974)

Satellite 2.293
e	 Solar Array

•	 Blankets
12.3
7.83)

2 2 1.826
1.501

#1.23)
27.8 km2 54/m2

.067e	 Concentrators 61.1	 km' 1.1 /m
e	 Structure 2.23 2.23 x 105 kg 81/kg ,180
4i	 Mast 0.64 0.64 x 10	 kg 81/kg .050
s	 Buses., Switches (0,27)

5 x 106 kw^' 2e	 Transmitting antenna 5.72 99/kw .495
e	 Power Distribution 0.54) (18/kw) .090
e	 Phase Front Control 0.13) ((26/kw) .130
s	 Naveguide 2,31) (141icw)	 ) .070
e	 DC-RF Convertors.. (2.33) (26/kw) 1130
e. Structure (0.41) (15/kw) .075

Supplies 2.53
•	 Cryo Propellants ((	 981) NEG
e	 Ion Propellants (.772). NEG
a	 S/S Resupply (.772) NEG

Equipment
e	 12 LEO Space Stations

3
(.920)

.573

.217
•	 1 SEO Space S'•atio (,076) .062
e	 Assembly Equipment .

-	 Manned Manipulators {{ 023) .038
-	 Teleoperators (.039)
-	 EVA Equipment

3
(,018) .089

Fabrication Module (.016) .015
9	 Crew Module 3
e	 Orbit Maintenance, Module3

(.012) .007
(.002) .005

Transportation4 3.278
•	 Launch Vehicle Fleet 1.314

e	 Space Shuttles 2 for 2 years $60 x 106/yr .240
•	 HLLV's 3 far 2 years $179 x 10 /yr

: 
1.074

•	 Large CRYO Tp .. .009	 .
e	 Support Tugs

3
.008

e	 Advanced IOC( Stage
$9 x 106/fit

.055
1.013e	 HLLV Flights

•	 Satellite 99 .891
e	 Supplies 13 .117.
e	 Equipment3 17	 .. 5

$1.2 x	 /flt
,005

0.879•	 Shuttle Flights In
•	 Crew Rotation 72 .864
•	 Teleoperator Equipment 3 .011
e	 Crew Module 1 .004

Personnel 1711.Plaa Yr5 545 x. 1n3lyr .077

Receiving Antenna 5 x 105 kw I' 2 1.345
•	 heal Estate .095
v	 Site Preparation .040
r	 Support Structure .570.
s ' RF-Dr, 5u q=arrays :380
s	 Power fnterfaee .235
•	 Phase Front Control .025

TOTAL SSPS Mass/Cost 1 (5)

Net power output at the bulbar.	 4100 flight use-life was assumed.

2Efficiency losses have been accounted for.	 SEquivaient to S1513/kw or 15.04 mills/kwh.

3Amor:ized :wer five SSPS . units.	 5sateilite mass..

i
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Table 3.18	 SSPS Direct and Related Development Programs, $Millions (1974)

EXPENDITURE PERIOD

Development; Item 1981--1985 1986-1990 1991-1995 Total

DIRECT
e	 Solar Array 1108 2453 3104 6665
s	 Rotary Joint 383 446 149 978
0	 Transmitting.Antenna 616 464 260 1340
e	 Receiving Antenna 75 1610 403 2088
6	 15 MW Demo Sat 427 427

Subtotal 2609 4973 3916 11071
r	 Management, S&I (@ 401) 1044. 1989 1566 4566

Subtotal 3653 6962 5482 15981
6	 20% Uncertainty Factor 731 1392 1096 3196

Subtotal Oi reef 4384 8354 6579 .19319

RELATED
a	 Assembly Equipment 410
s	 Logistics Equipment. 44
a	 Maintenance Equipment 4.4
a	 Fabrication Module 271

Subtotal 725 44 769
a	 Management,. S&I (@ 40%) 290 18 308

Subtotal 1015 62 1077
r+	 20°6 Uncertainty Factor 203 12 215

Subtotal Related 1218 74 1292

TOTAL 5602 .8428 6579 20609
(3394) (3557) (1931) (8882)

NOTE:	 (	 }	 I ndi cat.es: 1975 present value', 	 r . =  7.5%.
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Table 3.19	 Support Programs, $Millions (1974)

-. IOC Year

1986 1992Technology Development TOTAL

o	 LED Transport-
Shuttle Derivative 380 380
Heavy Lift Launch

Vehicle 6540 6540	 .

•	 SO Transport
-	 Large Cryo Tug 166 166
-	 Advanced Ion Stage 3847 3847
-	 Propellant Depot 223 223.	 .
-	 Tug for Depot 215 215

+	 SO Crew Training Module 190 190

a	 LEO Space Station 2225 2225

a	 SO Space Station 224 224

Subtotal 3623. 10387 14010

•	 Management, 5&I
(0 4DV') 1449 4155 5604

Subtotal 5072 14542 19614

s	 20' Uncertainty 1014 BOB 3993

TOTAL 6086 17450 23536
(2570) (5-130) (7701)

NOTE:	 O Indicates 1975 present value, r =7.51;.
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of a 1 GW pilot plant in synchronous orbit. The purpose of this plant

would be to provide a final decision point on the technical and eco-
nomic.feasibility of an operational plant. The unit cost, of this pilot

j	 plant aright be approximately. $16 billion; allowing for managament and
uncertainty as provided in Tables 3.18 and 3.19. A ma jor component of
thepilot plant's cost would he transportation. This is because the
HLLV a. nd ion. orbit-transfer stages are not.expected to be developed
until 1990. The plant would not be strictly a development item since
it is expected that some of the unit cost could be offset by revenues
from the sale of power. The decision to install the 1 GW plant should
be based `upon

. its
 economic merit. This is a task that will be performed,:

:
in continued efforts of the study tear.
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of a 1 GW pilot plant in synchronous orbit. The purpose of this plant
would be to provide a final decision point on the technical and eco-
nomic feasibility of an operational plant. The unit cost of this pilot
plant might be approximately $16 billion, allowing for mana gement and
uncertainty as provided in Tables 3.18 and 3,19. A major component of
the pilot plant's cost would be transportation. This is because the
HLLV and ion orbit-transfer.stages are not expected to be developed
until 1990. The plant would not be strictly a development item since
it is expected that some of the unit cost could be offset by revenues
from the sale of power. The decision to install the l GW plant should
be based upon its economic merit. This is a task that will be performed
in continued efforts of the study teat.

Of smaller magnitude are the development costs referred to
as, " .related WE." These are developments that are necessary for
the realization of an SSPS but might. be required by other space pro-
grams as well. It is not unreasonable.to  anticipate that other pro -
grams will require the development of assembly, logistics and mainte-
nance equipment. These developments require relatively small funding
amounting to approximately $1.1 billion through the first operational
SSPS unit. In total, the direct and related costs are equal to $20.5
billion,

f

a.

The DDT&E designated "support programs" are required for the
launch, assembly and orbital transfer of the SSPS. Unlike the other
technology developments, these are likely to be required-- .i : n part. or.
entirety--by other space programs. If the only "customer" for these
systems were the SSPS, then the latter should bear the full burden of
repaying their development but one would not expect this to be the
cas e..

It is more likely that other space programs will -require.
these systems but that the SSPS will have specific requirements of a
technical. or programmatic nature. In..this case,. the SSPS should bear
the economic burden caused by its specific requirements:

3.2	 Terrestrial Power Generation System

Studies of the economic feasibility of the SSPS concept must
be made in com~arison with terrestrial power generation systems cur -
rently in use o likely to be in use before the year 2000. This
section provides, -first, a description of the : nine systems used for
this comparison and second, a summary of their cost and operation
characteristics.

3.2.1 System Descriptions

Oil-fired, coal'-fired and light water reactor power genera-
tion systems produce most of the electrical energy currently . consumed:
The tharacteriW cs`of these systems are well known, with the only major	 ^



revisions anticipated being the addition of pollution control equipment.
For the purposes of this.study these systems have been classified "ex
isting systems."

In addition, six systems (for which experimental or prototype s
data exist in the literature) have been included representing power
generation approache. 5 which might be employed during the next 25 years j
and these have been classified "future systems."	 They include fluidized-
bed coal consumption, coal gasification and liquefaction, the breeder -
reactor and the gas -cooled reactor.

i

-Other	 otentlall	 competitive systems would Include thepotentially 	 p	 y
ki

i

several approaches to fusion; however,.they are not . yet feasible and f
their economic factors are not understood.	 The void associated with
difficulties in their development, and with material, as well as social
limitations associated with those listed above, is the market in which
the space-based systems must compete.

3.2.1.1	 Fxistinc S_ ystems

Goal-Fired Power Generation a

While coal is the most abundant fossil fuel in the United
Staves, it is difficult to transport and causes considerable waste <„
disposal and pollution control problems.	 In fact, the:waste disposal_
problem is increased with increasing pollution control: 	 in addition
to a somewhat larger volute of fly ash, the lime slurry used to remove
sulfur emissions from the flue gas must also be disposed of, posting a
significant pollution problem.

Although environmentally unregulated coal -fired plants are
not likely to exist after 1985, the characteristics for both regulated
and unregulated plants have been summarized in the Section 3.2.2,

Oil-Fired Power Generation
I

The uncertain future cost of and availability of low-sulfur
oil makes it unlikely that oil-fired generation will be as common. in
the time frame 19852000 as it is''now.	 For completeness, it was
necessary to consider the costs of..oil-fired generation in this. study.
The environmentally unregulated plant uses and discharges heated water
directly into the water source.. The environmentally regulated plant
uses a dry cooling tower to remove the waste neat, and therefore
avoids. thermal. pollution

Light Water Reactor
s	 ;

In thi.s'study., the term Light-Water Reactor (L14R).refers to
both the boiling water reactor (BWR) and the pressurized water reactor
(PWR) systems.	 The cost and the 	 efficiencies associated with these
two systems are very similar and have been combined in Section 3.2,2.
The only difference between the environmentally regulated and unreg-
ula-ed units is the inclusion of dry cooling towers.

1
3Ft
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3.2.1.2	 Future Systems

The pollution problems and costs associated with using coal
to.directly fire a steam generator have led to the development of sev-
eral entirely different approaches and processes for using coal either
directly (fluidized-bed combustion) or after a significant amount of
processing.	 Extensive processing is.required for coal gasification'or

s	 liquefaction; a detailed consideration of the costs and inefficiencies
associated with processing plants was conducted for the following pro-
cesses:	 two Iiquefaction processes (Consol Synthetic Fuel and Solvent Re- t
lined Coal); six.high-BTU coal 	 (Lurgi, Hygas-Electrothermal,.gasification
Hygas-Steam-Oxygen; Bigas, Synthane and CO2 Acceptor); and two low-BTU pro-
cesses (BOM Pressurized and Lurgi).	 Conservative cost estimates were
drawn from these data for use in Section 3.2.2.

Also, the efficiencies and amount of solid wastes associated r
with each process will vary with the type of coal. 	 The values presented x

are those for a national average type of coal with average characteris-
tics.

Two other nuclear reactor systems are considered as represen-
tative of the developing nuclear technology: 	 the:Liquid.Metal-Fast
Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) and the High temperature Gas Cooled Reactor.
(HTGR).

ar.

Fluidized-Bed Combustion

In fluidized-bed combustion, sulfur and pollutants are re-
3

Moved during the combustion process by burning coal in the presence
of a sulfur acceptor such as limestone.

Both atmospheric and pressurized fluidized-bed combustion
power plants are being developed.	 The atmospheric systems would be F	 ,r

used primarily for intermediate-load plants and for retrofitting
existing coal-fired generators.	 The pressurized fluidized-bed boiler
system could be used very effectively to meet baseload requirements.

The amount of so. l . id. wastes . associated with this type. of
plant is significantly less than . the solid wastes associated with
the environmentally controlled coal unit.	 This is because of the
use of a regenerative sulfur-control system. +	 .

Low-BTU Coal Gasification

The . low-BTU coal gasifi . cation/power generation system involves
a two-stage process in which coal is converted to a low--BTU ( 	 200. BTU/
scf) gas close to themine and then shipped via pipeline to the power' w
plant where it can be used to power a highly efficient (=40 percent),
combined,cycle.generator (waste heat from the gas turbine is used as
the.heat source for a steam cycle).
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No costs or efficiencies have been estimated for transporting
the gas via pipeline because of the uncertainty about the required trans-
mission distance.

High-BTU Coal Gasification

The high-BTU coal gasification/power generation system it a
two-stage process in which coal is converted to a high-BTU (=- 900 BTU/
scf) gas close to the coal mine and then shipped via pipeline to a com-
bined cycle power plant.

Coal Liquefaction

The coal liquefaction/power generation system. is a two-
stage process in which coal is converted to a liquid close 	 to the

f	 '

coal mine and then shipped by pipeline to the power plant type nor- €
mally fueled by oil.	 No costs or efficiencies have .been estimated
for transporting the liquid because of uncertainty in the transmis- ^•
sion distance. r

Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR)

l	 The basic difference. between the LMFBR and the LWR is that the I	 ^"
LMFBR can potentially generate all its fuel requirements from U-238 and
eventually require no U-235. 	 A greater . amount of the energy potentially
available in the U-235 in the original breeder fuel can be used because
much more of the U--238 is converted to plutonium, itself a fuel. 	 How-
ever, the environmental 'concerns surrounding the use of and the possible
effects of a nuclear accident have raised some serious questions about
the future of the LMFBR program. ,.

High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR)_

The HTGR is a helium-cooled advanced reactor whi ch operates
on the uranium-thorium fuel cycle. 	 Highly enriched uranium (93,5_
percent U-235) is usad in combination with .Thorium 232 in a graphite

a

matrix core.	 Uranium 233 is formed when the Thorium 232 captures a
neutron.	 The thorium and the U-233 can be easily separated by chem-
i cal means, and the U-233 can be used to fabricate new fuel elements.

{	 Much less plutonium is formed.

3.2.2	 Costs of Terrestrial Systems

The operating characteristics and capital cost estimates

L

summarized in Table 3.20 have been derived from the 'literature on each
of the generation systems used here for comparison. 	 They are "repre-
sentative" numbers for each type of system, acknowledging that signi-
ficant cost. variations occur from one site.to.another,

The components of the total "cost at the bulbar
„
 include the

4

costs oft	 capital; operation and maintenance; fuel; and taxes, insur-
ance and depreciation Can annual charge of 5 percent of the cap! tai

l



Table 3.70	 Cost tstixiales (m • Terrestrlal Power 0enerat.lon Plants
(19145; Discount pate	 7.5%1

f IeiirlEzed- Iligh-
Direct Direct 0 e Lox-Dill lllgh-01U Liquefied- Light Temperature Liquid Hetal
Coal- Oil..	 ' Caal- teal-Gas Con I- ran s Goal Hater Gas-Cooled Fast Breeder

Plant Tyne Fired Fired rlred Fired r1red Fired Reactor Reactor Reactor

Nature Plank Availability.
(actor .75 .75 .75 ,0 .0 ,75 .8 .75 15

Lead Tlme (1) 	..

PrecoostrucOun 2.5 7.5	 .. 2.5 - - - 5 5 5

Construction.. 4 3.5 3 4(5) 4(5) 4{5) 6 4 6

Beat Rate(2)
Envirouaentally Unregulated 8,960 0.%2 - - - - 10.200

tnvlrormentally Regulated 9.550. 9,053 4414 11,590 15,Da0 13,798 10.300 8,740 11.650

(803 Pres) (Synthane) {average)

Solid Was

EnvlrorrnrnkallY Unregulated
(lbs./kWll) t}A91 - - - .. ..1.94 -

Enrtrontrentally Regulated.
(Ills./kiln) .' 0.279 .ills .120 .157 .116 1.94 1.09 -

Capital Cost
(19745/hW)

Cnvlrormentilly Unregulated 274 770

Envlromcataliy Regulated 330 253 25n 236 34C., 445 36356 inn 477

Cost or Capi tai {4}
(average)

(1914 M114MIl) 4.8` 3.6 3.5 3.2 4.G 6.6 5.3 5.5 7.4

'O and 11 Cust{4)
(1974 M1 .115/kW1I) 2.'i 0.7 i,3 2.4 2.3 3.6 1.2 1.3 1.9

Fuel Cost (4) b.I 14.5 6.1 7.6 10.4 910 2,9 5.0 -

Taxes and lnstirdncd
(1974 mills/kH11) 2.5 1.9 2.1 117 2.4 3•F 2.6 2.9 3,6

MPAR cost
(1974 ad l l s/kWl l) 15.1 70.7 MI 14.9 19.7 22.7 12.0 14.7 12.9

(1) Caplta>; . Expenditures assumed to occur In uniform IurrMneliLs daring construction phase {See [connmic !lrrtlmdology).
(2)Cost or 'uperatting pollution cont r ol equilrmrat reflected In h7at rate, nit 0 " and H cost.
(3}Cost or sa11d waste disposal not lnrftnied In total OUSPAR'cost.
(4)tar onAronmentally regulated plants duly {See Apprnaix A, SoctioH A.21:

(5) 03ta not avallablel conservative asstanptlon 41(11a far' pHrprz;es nr ecminm . IC analysis.

NO III e metim of analysis Used by utillfy trx c p.ntles (61 lrflal lun, IDL discmu,l rates) yields an uqulvalent cost rf
f951 1W. for this plant 16 1905 dot Tars (Son Aigtrn lix A).
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investment).	 The fuel and 0&M costs are taken from the literature; the
method for determining the cost of capstal.as a user charge is described
in Appendix A (to wit, determining the equivalent annuity over the 30-.
year plant lifetime at a 7.5 percent discount rate to repay the capital
expenditures made in equal increments. during the construction phase).. x
All cost estimates are expressed in 1974 dollars.

3.3	 Economic Analysis_of_SSPS and Development Programs

3.3..1	 Comparative Economic Analysis

The purpose of this section i s to economically compare the Lf
current estimate .for an operational 5 GW SSPS with terrestrial systems R
generating an equivalent output. 	 This comparison is performed to de-
termine the potential economic viability of the SSPS concept. 	 Based ;.
upon this analysis, recommendations may be made regarding the decision_
to enter into an SSPS.development program.... 	 .(cf.	 Section 1.1.4.)

For purposes of decision-making the following decision w,
algorithm was formulated:

•	 If the SSPS could be shown to be cost effective, compared
with existing systems at today's relative prices (while
meeting_ environmental and social constraints), then there
should he little hesitation to go ahead with a positive
development-to-operation decision. `-

a	 If no future conditions could be identified under which
the ^rbital system would be cost effective	 then the
decision to curtail further development is warranted..

a.	If the SSPS is not cost effective at today's relative
prices but «ia

.
 be cost effective under realistic future

conditions, then the decision should be made to proceed
with a limited technology program designed to acquire
the knowledge for making a.. Eater decision.:

The analysis compares the a GW SSPS with existing terrestrial
fossil fuel systems, i.e., oil- and coal-fired generation plants. 	 Of
the terrestrial systems; the most realistic alternative. is believed. 1.o.
be the "coal option," for which supply is known to exist in large
quantity.

Figure 3.41 :provides a framework for an ecomonic comparisorj
of a 5 GW SSPS withterrestrial electric generation systems, were the
SSPS installed.in 1975.

`This: is the first economic-comparison.to be made, and :it,
asks the question:	 How do the power generation systems compare now,
based.on projections of 1974 constant , dollar prices over 30 years?

{
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The x-axis shows average values for the cost of electric
generation over the 30-year period, 1975-2005 in 1974 mills/kwh. 	 The
y-axis contains the "Economically Justifiable" 5GW SSPS unit cost,
evaluated at a 7.5 percent discount rate.	 The methodology by which
this has been estimated is documented.in .Appendix A.

The line, R, in Figure 3.41 relates the generation-cost
values on the x-axis to justifiable unit cost on the y-axis using the
approach described in.Appendix A.	 The estimated.average electric gen-
eration cost in mills/kWH of two terrestrial systems, coal- and oil- i
fired, over the period 1975-2005 is indicated on the x- axis.	 lie curves
that are associated with each of the systems are suggested.probability

-	 distribution functions (pdf).	 These express the likelihood that the
cost values for each of the fossil fuel systems are attained. y	 .

These . values are based on three projections of the future:	 _.

1. Relative fuel prices remain constant over the 30-year
period beginni ng i n 1975, (Cc, Oo) ^..

2. The relative price of coal increases by 2.6 percent
per year over the 30-year period and the relative
price of oil increased by 0.67 percent (CA, OA)

3, The relative prices of coal and all increase 5.0 per-
cent per year.(CS, 08).

As indicated by the assigned probability values, the first
projection, constant relative pri ces , i s viewed to be most unlikely.
Regarding coal, the cost of production will rise as it becomes nec-
essary  to mine deeper veins and provide the expected environmental
and human . siNfeguards.	 Regarding oil, increased . scarcity will no
doubt raise relative prices..

The second projection has been taken from the work.of E.A.
Hudson and D.W. Jorgenson, which is regarded with esteem ̀i in the energy
economic literature. l	These estimates were derived from their analysis
of a scenario in which the government does not intervene with respect
to energy prices.

The third projection has been derived from the.Hbdon- y
Jorgenson scenario in which the U.S. government Ievies a "BTU" tax
of.$.:05/mi ll ion BTU over the period 1975-1980,:and. $1.35/million.BTU

1 Hudson, E.A.. and D. V. Jorgenson, "U.S. 	 Energy Policy and Economic
Growth, 1975-2000," The Bell Journal of Economics and .Management
Science (Vol. 5, No. 2) Autumn 1974.
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over the period 1980-1985. 2 The goal of this action is United States
energy independence by the year 1985.

Figure 3.42 illustrates the history of the relative price
changes in (1) all fuels and related products and power, (2) coal, and
(3) crude petroleum with respect to the wholesale price index.(WPI.).
As shown, from World War II to 1973, these indices--with the exception
of coal aftL-r 1969--maintained constant relative prices. Coal prices
ruse sharply due to increased costs necessitated by new environmental
standards. After zero relative price change they jumped sharply
upward, no doubt in response to the precipitous rise in oil prices.
The future trend of relative fuel prices is not expected to follow
the experience of 1973-1975. Rather it is expected that they will
fall within the range covered by the above three cases, i.e., 0-5
percent per year, with the exception that the higher end of the range
is more likely.	

`	 r.

Figure 3.41 compares the SSPS with the: terrestrial systems	 r
if the SSPS were to be operational in 1975. The average generation
prices over the operational life (30 years) of the coal ?n!d oil-fired
plants are given as a function of the growth rate in fuel prices. If
relative prices of coal were . to remain constant throughout the period,
the average generation price would be 15,7 mills/kWfl. This is repre-
sented by the point Co on the x--axis. The case of 2.6 percent per 	 •a
year increase in coal prices . (resulting in an average of 18.8 mi1,ls/kWH)
is indicated. by 'CA; and the 5 percent per annum increase in fuel prices
(an average of 23,4 mills/kWH) is indicated by C . As indicated by the
suggested-but--not estimated probability distributions in Figure 3.41
the "no-growth in relative prices" case is expected to be unlikely;
and the expectation is that the government will undertake a rational	 M
energy policy. Whether this takes the exact form of a "BTU tax," is
not known. in any event the impact of a rational policy will serve
to raise the relative prices of fuels.

The corresponding values for oil are indicated by Oo (20.7
mills/kWH), OA (22.2 mills/kWH) and Og (38.3 mills/kWH).

As illustrated in Figure 3.41, were a 5 GW SSPS to be installed
today, it would not be competitive with fossil fuel plants, especially
the coal-fired systems. There exists some expectation,. however, that
were an ".Energy Independence" policy pursued by federal government, oil
prices might rise such that SSPS would break even with oil-fired systems.

The above analysis was . . repeated for the i nstal I ati on :of: a 5 GUJ
SSPS in .7995 1 : the nominal IOC used for this study. This is presented in
Figure 3.43.

It is to be stressed that the 5 percent value is not that of
Hudson and ,lord- nson. It is an approximation of the constant
dollar impact_ their analyzed policy..

.y.
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Based upon projection of the Hudson-Jorgenson estimates of
relative price changes to the year 2025, the coal-fired plant would
generate electric power at an average price of 25.1 mills/kWH at the
busbar over the period 1995-2025. 	 Were a vigorous policy of energy
independence pursued the average generation price would be about
33 mills/ M.

The same analysis for oil indicates that the projections
of the Hudson-Jorgenson estimates of "no policy change" would not
affect the relative standing of oil-fired systems. 	 Were the "cnergy

4

independence". policy pursued, the price of electric power from oil- r
fired pants might be driven off the scale. L'

Based upon these results, the SSPS is expected to be cost-
effective with respect to fossil fuel systems by 1995. 	 Furthermore,
since fossil fuel systems depend upon nonrenewable sources of energy; :•
the economic viability of SSPS may be enhanced relative to these
beyond 1995.

While every attempt has been made to cost the systems on
a consistent basis, one major element of cost has not been addressed:
the systems' relative social and envir onmental impacts.	 Within this M"

study we have begun to develop a framework for evaluating these impacts.
This will, however, require much further study before our level of un-
derstandng is adequate for the purpose of decision-making.

A second.issue that could impact total systems' cost .is the
relative permissable distance from population and industrial centers
for SSPS rectennas and conventional electric power generators. 	 This
is an important determinant of the cost of energy transmission.
Whereas it does not seem likely that major energy-intensive indus-
tries--such as metals processing--would locate near 5-10 GW nuclear ,•.	

f.
sites, the rectenna site would appear to be amenable to such activity.
These issues, however, await future study.

Finally it should be noted that.the U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration (ERDA) is currently funding research in
electric generation technologies such as ocean thermal and solar
power towers that wound produce energy in the range of 30-50 mills/kWH
as well as fusion power, the cost of which is even more difficult to
estimate.

9

3.3.2	 Economic Analysis of SSPS Technology Development
Pro rams

It is useful for an economic analysis to view the SSPS as  j
chain of efficiency conversions, from solar power conversion to deli-
ery of 5 GW of electric power at the busbar.	 Table 3.21 below provides
this efficiency chain with the nominal efficiencies that have been
used throughout the study.' By "nominal" efficien.gies we mean those
that are believed to be achievable for the 5.GW SSPS with a. 1995. IOC,
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As shown in the table, about 8.6 million kW of electric power must be
produced by the solar array (with a concentration ratio of two) in order
to provide 5 million kW at the ground busbar. 	 For the purpose of
economic analysis, the specific costs of the individual SSPS subsystems
have been estimated as a function of the $/kid actual output. j	 ti

Table 3.22 contains values representing 10 percent reductions. t
-	 from the nominal efficiencies provided in Table 3.21, and the efficiency

values if their potential is eventually realized. 	 Table 3.23 contains -
estimates of the cost impact on a 5 GW SSPS if either the 10 percent
reductions in the subsystem efficiency values or the .realization of
the potential efficiency values occurs.	 It was assumed that if there
were a reduction in efficiency it would not be offset by gains in k

efficiencies elsewhere in the system but by increased size of all of
the SSPS elements upstream of the offending element, i...

As might be expected, the greatest cast sensitivity to
efficiency variations is to potential efficiency losses at the re-
ceiving antenna.. Were the efficiency of the rectenna or power in-

€terface. reduced, the power level of the enure SSPS would have to be
raised in order to maintain 5 GW at the busbar.	 As shown in Table 3.23
a 10 percent reduction in the nominal efficiency of the power interface
would.increase the SSPS unit cost $728 million which is equivalent to
1.4 mills/kWH. fro

As shown there are benefits to the realization of the . "paten-
tial efficiencies," but these are not as potentially significant as the
impacts of reduced efficiency.	 It should be emphasized however, that
we do not presume that the realization of the indicated values.for j
efficiency losses and gains are equally probable.	 Estimates of these
values and their distribution require more extensive analysis than
has been possible in this study.

Not included in Table 3.23, 	 but very important to the eco-
nomics of SSPS, is the sensitivity to the s pecific costs of the solar

..blanket.	 For this.s.tudy.we have used $541m , this is equivalent.to
almost 3 mills/M.	 Every 10 percent increase in the specific cost of
the solar blanket will have a .3 mill/kWH impact, which is less than
the cost impact due to the 10 percent subsystem efficiency reductions
in Table 3.23.	 By another calculation it may be . estimated that the
cost impact of a 10 percent increase in the mass of the solar blanket P
would increase the SSPS unit cosh about .1 mill /M.	 Given these
results, it is suggested that in the near term, concern should be
Focused on the problems of subsystem efficiencies as well as solar
blanket specific.cost and mass.

i
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Table 3.22 Data for Sensitivity Analyses

Efficiencies l

..Nominal 10% Reduction Potential.SSP5 Subsystem

Solar Blanket .137 .12.3 (3)

Power Distribution .920 .828 (3):

Ant. Power Distribution .960 .864 .970

DC-RF Convertor .870. ..783 .900

Phase Control ..960 .864 .970

Propagation .990 .990(1) :9900

Beam Collection .900 -	 .950 .810(2) .900(2)

Rectenna .870 .783 .900

Power Interface .940 .846 .950

)Constant.

.Low value assumed initially- -prior to required in-depth analysis 
of environmental and land--use impact.

(3) To be determined.



Table 3,23	 SSPS Subsystem Sensitivity Analysis

Cost Sensitivity ($Millions, 1974)

SSPS Subsystem 10% Reduction Goal*

Solar Blanket 269 (.52)*

Power Distribution 269 (.52)

Ant. Power Distribution 286 (.55} 26	 (.05)

DC-RF Conversion 392-(.76) 101	 (:20)

Phase Control 409 (.79) 35 (.07)

Beam Collection 580	 (1.12) 178 (.35)***

Rectenna 685	 (1.32) 154	 (.30)

Power.Interface 728 (1.4) 51	 (.10)

If "Coals" were realized throughout (nominal Beam . Collection)
savings are equal to $365 x 10 ,	 or 0.71 mills/kWH. If 10%
reduction in efficiencies were realized throughout SSPS unit
cost rise use by more than $30 x 109.

**	 Goal is to be determined.

***	 Depending on acceptance environmental. and land use.determination..
Equivalent additional 	 land rental equal to $1 .5 x 106/year for
30 years.

DOTE:	 () Indicates equivalence an mills/kWN.
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Figure 3.44 provides an ecgnomic analysis of the payback of
the $44 billion development program.	 The analysis presumes that the
total development burden is borne by the SSPS program, an assumption
which is not,	 in our opinion,.justified.

One x-axis (abscissa) is "time" in calendar years.	 A second
x-axis indicates the cumulative number of 5,000 MW SSPS units opera-
tional at the beginning of the indicated year.	 The buildup- -two per
year until 2000, then four per year until 2025---would provide at least
lO percent of the United States -incremental generation demand.

The y-axis (ordinate) is generation costs in mills/kWH of !	 ,
alternative (terrestrial) systems. 	 The range of cross resulting from }''
the .Berkley/JPL report is indicated. }

The curve P-P is used to parametrically estimate the DDS'&E.
payback as a function of alternative electric generation costs. 	 Its ,.
shape depends on the discount rate and the SSPS buildup rate.	 Its
derivation is provided in Appendix A.

Were alternative generating systems' cost not to exceed 27
mills/kWH---the SSPS estimate=-DDT&E would not be repaid.	 Indeed, the
function becomes asymptotic to the x--axis at about 31 mills/kwh, indi-
cating that at . least 4 mills./kWH difference between'.SSPS and terrestrial
systems is required to payback the DDT&E (again, this presumes that the
total	 DDT&E bill accrues to SSPS).

.As indicated, were the alternative generation cost 35 mills/
kWH--point A on the y-axis-the DDT&E would be,repaid by CY 2012 with
57 5,000 megawatt operational SSPS units.

_	 3
The $44 billion does not include  the unit' cost	 t ' I :GWpilot plant:-- 
which could, be $lb billion.	 The technology development required
for the 1 GW pilotpl ant, however, ` is -included in the $44 billion
estimate.	 These or similar developments would be required even if
the decision were rude not to install the l GW pilot plant. 	 The
pilot plant would be GApected to offset some of its cost with i
revenues from the sale of power. 	 Its net costs and benefits will
be. subject to . a . separate analysis.	 -
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4. POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The Power Relay Satellite (PRS) has been proposed as a me-
thod for . transmitting large amounts of electric . power 3,200 km or more
across land and up to 1I,500 km across water.	 To assess the viabili-
ty of the PRS concept, ,a comparison has been made with the following
terrestrial power transmission system alternates:

a	 Electric power transmission via conventional circuits
e	 Super conducting power transmission lines
a	 Hydroden.transmission
e .Microwave transmission via waveguide.

4.1	 The Power Relay Satellite

4.1.1	 Concept Description

w
..

4.1.1.1	 Configuration

The Power Relay.Satellite (PRS) Microwave Power Transmission#
concept, as shown in f=igure 4.1	 , consists of a reflector in synchronous
orbit to provide power transfer from a.transmitting antenna at one
ground location to	 a ground receiving antenna.at a distant location. I
The transmitting ante-iia is a phased array with slotted waveguides and
converters similar to the SSPS but larger, and operating in the terres-
trial environment.	 The receiving antenna is a rectenna similar to that .
used in the SSPS.	 If ground : power densitites are to be in.the vicinity
of 20 mW!cmz , the transmitting array and rectenna should be 10 km in di-
ameter and the reflector should be 1 km in diameter for 5 GW to 10 GW
systems.

Atmospheri c effects and. errors at the ground-based transmitting
array require that it be sectored into-subarrays with each phase con--
trolled as in the SSPS. 	 Adaptive control techniques to correct this pro-
blem require a reference beam sent from.the reflector at:a frequency-dis -
placed from the power Frequency.	 A sensor matrix at the reflector could
provide the necessary command control capability.

.:The_ dispersive effects of the atmosphere cause a relative loss
in gain and, hence, efficiency, of a ground antenna as its dimensions
increase.	 However, time constants for atmospheric turbulence are vela-
tively long, so that sectoring of the antenna into subarrays with command
or adaptive phase control 	 'us i`ng the reflector satellite :reference, can q
reduce this effect to some degree, depending upon subarray dimensions.:
The maximum subarray dimension for this purpose is approximately 100 m

The PRS reflector configuration, shown i n Figure 4.2 consists
of a primary structure approximately I km in diameter -constructed of 25
meter deep truss girders spaced at 108 m.	 Each 1 103 m	 module is spanned

by an l	 m grid of 5 i^ depth girders.	 Electrically driven screw acks are
mounted at the four corners of the reflector subarray.	 The primary
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structure is built up of 08 m x 108 m x 20 m deep bays. The upper cap
is a triangular truss girder 108 m.long by 3 m deep. The material used
is a graphite epoxy composite. The secondary structure, which forms the
lower cap of the primary bending structure, is 5 m deep with bays of 18 m
x I8 M. This 18 m square substructure spans the 108 m bays and provides
supports for the microwave reflector system.

	

4.1.1.2	 System Efficiency

The PRS efficiency budget in Table 4.1 reflects the additional
efficiency losses (relative to an SSPS) due to the path from the reflec-
tor to the receiving antenna The SSPS requires transmission only from
the satellite to the receiving ground station. A 95 percent beam collec-
tion was used for the up-and down-legs. Ionos pheric loss of 2 percent
for the two-way path is due to diurnal Faraday rotation effects using a
linearly polarized rectenna. This 'could be eliminated with a dual polar-
ized rectenna if shown to be economical. As derived in Table 4.1, a 53
percent efficiency is taken to be the nominal PRS value.

Transmission.losses increase with lower elevation angles. The
effect is greater for rain conditions, as shown for a one-way (up or down
fink) path in Figure 4.3	 Elevation angles below 20 degrees should be
avoided since land area use becomes excessive at small elevation angles.

! This limits SSPS to about 60 degrees latitude for the rectenna, and limits
the PRS ground installations to lower latitudes depending upon the long-
itudinal difference between rectenna and transmitter. Maximum PRS trans-
mission.distance with one. satellite would be 7,200 km due to the earth's
curvature.

	

4.1.1.3	 Hass Properties

Table 4.2 summarizes the PRS on-orbit mass properties. The
structure accounts for 64 percent of the total mass and the control sub-
system contributes the remaining 36 percent. The major single mass con-
tributor is the phase control electronics (0.131x70. kg ).. This subsystem
includes the rate gyros, interferometers and interface electronics to
point and stabilize each reflector subarray, i n addition to generating an
integrated attitude and stabilization signal to the overall satellite con-
trol..system: The breakdown is. at. follows for each 18 m x I8 m subarray:

Item	 Mass

Digital Subsystem	 1.0 kg
Instrumentation Subsystem	 10
Interferameter Subsystem	 -	 34

.54 kg

Equipment is dual redundant for reliability. The Di gital Sub-
system accepts, commands and controls the subarray. The Instrumentation
Subsystem measures and reports temperatures .stra.in, status, etc.. The
Interferometer Subsystem determines attitude for the angular positioning
of the subarra ys_ This is needed i n addition for nnsition control to
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Table 4.2	 PRS Mass Properties

SUBSYSTEWCOMPONENT MASS

kg x 10.. LBM x.10

STRUCTURE (0.270)

a	 Primary Structure 0..0935. 0.206

e	 Secondary Structure 0.0298 0.062

a	 Coatings & Insulation 0.0220 0.048

i	 Frame Structure 0.0793 0.175

a	 Wire Mesh 0.0466 0.100

CONTROL (0.149)

a	 Contour Control 0.0122 0.027

a	 Phase.Control
Electronics 0. 1310 0.289

v	 Altitude Control 0.0060 0.013

TOTAL 0.4194 0.920

-1

1
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iysis of Special__Requirements for
System

This section summarizes the analysis of engineering require-
inents for the PRS in the following areas:

a Antennas and.Rectennas
s Reflectors
© Flight Mechanics and Control
a Microwave Power Generation
9 Ground Safety

4.1.2.1 Antennas and Rectennas

The Power Relay..Satell to (PRS) Microwave Power Transmission
concept uses a reflector in synchronous orbit to provide power trans-.
fer from a transmitting antenna at one ground location to -a ground re
calving and rectifying antenna at a distant location. The 'transmitting
antenna is a phased. array radiating through slotted waveguides and the
receiving antenna is a rectenna similar to that used for SSPS.

Examples.of transmission links are.an  Arizona-Japan for over-
seas power relay and Arizona-Pennsylvania for domestic power relay. Co
ordinates and elevation angles are given in Table 4.3. It is seen that
an Arizona-Japan link for PRS represents a near maximum transmission dis-
.tance with low elevation angles. The ,satellite is located midway to keep
both elevation angles.above 20 degrees. The comparable link in the east-
ward direction would be.Arizona-Spain. A contrasting link with much
shorter ground distance and higher elevation angles is Arizona-Pennsylvania.

Figure '4.4 illustrates how the transmitting antenna size
(and reflector size) is determined by the power-density of its center,
aperture illumination taper and-total power transmitted. The latter
depends upon receiving antenna. output power and system efficiency.
For the evaluation of environmental/biological effects, the key par-
ameter is peak power density at the transmitting antenna. This is
due to the receiving antenna's having the same diameter but lower pow-
'er because of system efficiency Iosses The beam taper of 10.dB is
a goad first choice for a 95 percent beam collection efficiency since

k	 it results in relatively small reflector dimensions.
ii

The cost trends for the PRS, illustrated in Figure 4.5. for a
5 G14 case (plotted as functions of peak power density at the transmit-
tina antenna), confirm what could be expected from Figure 4.4 There is a
tradeoff between the transmitting antenna cost and the reflector cost...
The totals for a range of ground power outputs in Figure 4.6 show that
capital cost decreases . with increasing total.power output and, depending
upon the power output, decrease with peak ground power density.

The environmental/bi'ological levels shown in Figure 4.6 make
,i	 it clear that the economics ofthe PRS drive the ,acceptance of greater

environmental risk in going to higher power densities than the SSPS.

1

4.1.2
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Table 4.3	 PRS Site Examples

Satellite
Ground Transmitter Longitude Rectenna

PRS--I Latitude 33°OO t N 1670001W Latitude 360001N
(Arizona-Japan) Longitude 113 030'W Longitude 22000'W

Elev. Angle 200 Elev. Angle 200

PRS-2
(Arizona-Penna) Elev. Angle 520 1I3030'W Latitude 4I030'N

Longitude 78030'4!
Elev. Angle 310
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s 4. 7	 4.8 and 4.9 il lustrate that the basic cost trendsFigure	 n	 it	 ^
noted above are relatively insensitive to assumptions on equipment manufac-
turing cost, orbital transportation and assembly costs, and system efficiency.
The transportation and assembly cost is a relatively minor factor in this ex-
ample.

A PRS design point was selected at a peak power, density of

50 MW/cm2 for 5 GW and 10 GW systems because this is at the "knee" of the total 	 f_

cost curve.	 Lower power densities imply great risk of cost escalation due to
the steepness of the cost curve in that area; and higher power densities in-
crease the biological/environmental risk without a commensurate reduction incost...

4.1. 2.2 	 Reflectors

Reflector surface distortion and attitude control errors greater
than 0.5-arc sec are corrected by mechanical adjustment of subreflectors anal-
ogous to the subarrays of the transmitter, as shown in Figure 4.10.	 The sum
of phases of the uplink power beam and a ground reference signal launched
fro^ni the rectenna is determined, and this is compared with a sum reference	 ,-
signal sensed at the center of the reflector and sent to the subrefiector.
Command control capability is based on a ground sensor power matrix as for the
SSPS.	 The reference signal is at frequency f 2 to distinguish it from the
power beam at frequency f1 and from the reflector-to-transmitter reference
signal f3 , noted in Figure 4.18. 	 M

The structural,concept for the SSPS transmitting antenna is a. rec-

tangular grid-g irder with aluminum or graphite composite materials. and the
basic subarray building block is 18 in x 18 m. 	 The same concept could be used
for the PRS reflector. 	 Subarrays can be taken as 18 m x 18 m, as in the case	 ,., ..
of the SSPS, on the assumption that. the sizing cost tradeoff is comparable to.
the SSPS, i.e., reflector mechanical errors have doubled the effect, but do-rf 	 r
converter-produced errors are absent (taken into account at the ground trans-
mitting antenna)..

The 18 m x 18 m reflector modules, 	 (Fi gure 4.11), Consist of a frame-
work supported by screwjacks at the corners and a wire mesh reflector surface
attached by springs to the framework. 	 The frame is fabricated using graphite
composite:	 The wire mesh reflector is 0:15 mm diameter aluminum wire with a
spacing between wires of 2 mm	 The' re	 h h	 '	 1	 Iwi	 m	 tes	 as an equ^va en un axia this-
ness of 0.0088 mm.

To achieve a.surface roughness of less than 5 mm across the reflec-
for subarray (for efficient microwave performance) the wire mesh is pretensioned
to compensate for a continuous microwave radiation pressure of 55 N and a tem-

	

perature variation between 366 0K.and 116°K• The subarray support. frame is 	 t
fabricated in graphite composite and can maintain a deflection . of less than 5 mm
over the 18 m length for temperature difference between caps of less than 25oK.
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The. relative vertical displacement of all reflector subarrays
must be maintained to within a fraction of a wavelength. This may be accom-

plished through the use of the mechanical screws ack control system. The
feasibility of achieving this fine a mechanical control over the entire sat-
elute is suspect and requires considerable dynamic/control analysis depth
to determine concept feasibility.

.4.1.2.3 Fli,ght.Mechanics and Control

An assessment of PRS stationkeeping requirements indicates that
yearly propellant requirements are modest, 812 kg/yr using electric propul-
sion and 29,000 kg/yr using a cold gas system.. Satellite orbit position

ishould be maintained to within + 10 km of the nominal location n order
to keep transmitted beam steering tolerance below 1 arc minute.

The dominant attitude disturbance torque is gravity gradient re-
gUiring 73 kg/yr (I	 = 8,000 sec) for correction. Unlike the SSPS which
be placed in a favoMble orientation to minimize gravity gradient effects,
the PRS continually points in such a direction as to cause an offset of
principal axes relative to the vertical.

A major PRS stationkeeping and control issue is the selection of
a power source for eieccric propulsion control units. A tradeoff is required
to determine if it would be more cost-effective to Use a cold gas system
(Isp = 200 sec) which uses 31,940 kg/yr of propellant. 'Hie costs of
the power source, electric engines, etc., could be more than those associated
with the yearly resupply of propellants using the lower.performance.systems.

A dynamics analysis which couples the spacecraft attitude and
stationkeeping control system with the structure and reflector contour con-	 )
trot is needed to determine concept feasibility. :Unlike. the SSPS transmitting
antenna where active electronic phase control can compensate for structural/
mechanical control system errors, the PRS system must be maintained to ex-
tremely tight alignment thrcugh mechanical means only, with electronic phase
control. techniques Limited to indications of error.

Stationkeeping Requirements

Table. 4.4 summarizes the PRS stationkeeping requirements for trio
locations, 1670W and 113.50W longitude. The first location is used for trans-
mitting :power :from a source in the southwest to a receiver in Japan. The
second location transmits from the southwest to transmission to the conti.n-
ental United States Northeast.

The most severe perturbation is the microwave pressure The 15 N
force requires 118 m/sec delta-V_for correction daily with an apogee/perigee
ma. Heaver The next dominant perturbation is from sun/moon gravity, 46 m/sec-yr.
Solar pressure perturbations require 0.24 m/sec for attitude control and 18 m/sec
per year for eccentricity control; 4.5 m/sec per year is required for longitud-
inal control at the.mid-pacific . location and 2.4 . m/sec per year at . the. southe's.t..
location, 113.5014 longitude.
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Pro ep l l an L Reou irements

Table 4.5 summarizes the PRS stationkeeping propellant require- 4,,

ments for two orbit positions (1670W and 113.50W) and two propulsion system.
specific impulses (8,000 sec and 200 -sec). 	 The difference in propellant re-

n	
;

quicement for the two orbit positions is small, indicating that the PRS will
not be constrained from servicing any ground locations due to propellant
factors.	 The difference in propellant for an ion propulsion system (8,000 7
sec 1sp) is better than an order of magnitude lower than a cold gas system.
However, 29,000 kg for the cold gas system is not unreasonable and should
be considered further.

Impact of Stationkeeping Accuracy on microwave Performance

The factors covering the interrelationships between stationkeepingL
<<	 accuracy and. microwave (MW). transmission efficiency for SSPS. apply . to the sat-

ellite-to-ground leg of the PRS mission. 	 North-south drift (inclination drift)
was found to have a significant impact on system efficiency and, therefore, is
to be controlled.	 On the other hand, the longitudinal cyclic motion resulting
from uncontrolled eccentricity drift would not seriously effect MW performance. b
In analyzing PRS stationkeeping propellant requirements, Table 4.5, the quantity E^
allocated to eccentricity control, can be removed based on the down-leg MW
performance sensitivities.

^a

Theimpact of eccentricity drift on MW performance from the trans--
;	 mitting antenna on the around to the satellite is 	 not clear-cut.	 This assess--
i	 ment requires analysis of the MW performance degrada-Cion.with increased elec-

tronic steering angles to the transmitted beam needed to track the satellite..
We do know, however, from the Raytheon MPTS studies "Chat MW performance
drops off considerably beyond a ste ering angle of 1 arc minute (equivalent
to an orbit position accuracy of 10 km. 	 The PRS eccentricity drift caused by
solar pressure would require at least 1 arc minute of transmitted beam steer-
ing.	 Therefore, it is recommended that eccentrici ty drift be controlled on f:

the PRS.
a

Attitude Control
u

The .dominant disturbance torque which contributes to the PRS pro-,I

pellant requirements is gravity gradient (Tabl e 4.6).	 Unlike the SSPS, the c
PRS must remain at a fixed attitude off set from the local vertical causing
a continuous torque bias on the system. 	 This offset requires approximately -
.0.18:N (0.04 lb) of . eontinuous thrust . for attitude control.. 	 ..The effects of
microwave and solar pressure on attitude control requirements are signifi-
cantly lower than that of gravity gradients.

4.1:2,.4	 Microwave Power Generati ons

The dc-rf converters discussed in Sectiv., 3.1. 2.b are candidates,
to meet the requirements for the ground transmitting antenna for the PRS.
The appropriate	 5 kW amplitron and the.48 kW klystroh parameters are given in
Tables 4.7 (a and b) and 4.8 	 (a and b)	 in which it i:; seen that the amplitran

f
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Table 4.4	 PRS Stationkeeping Delta-V m/sec,(ft/sec)

LONGITUDE .
167°W 113.5°W

LONGITUDINAL 0131FT 4.7 (15.5) 2.5 (8.2)
INCLINATION DRIFT 46.0 4151 .0 46.0 (151:.)
ALTITUDE DRIFT 0,3 (0.849) 0.3 (0.849)
ECCENTRICITY DRIFT '17.9 (58.7) 17.9 (58.7)

MW PRESSURE 117.8 (386.5) 117.8 (386.5)

TOTAL 186:8 (613) 18.4.6(605.7)

Table.4.5 Annual PRS Stationkeeping Propellant, kg/,yr (lb/yr)

LONGITUDE
167'W 53W

TERM ISP SEC ISP _ SEC

8,000 200 8,000 200
LONGITUDINAL 20.5 (45.3) .	 820 (1,808) 10,3 (23.9) 434 (957)
INCLINATION 200.8 (442.3) 7,940 (17,490) 200.8 (442.3) 7,940 (17,490)
ALTITUDE 1.1 (2.5) 45(99) 111(2-5) 45(90)
ECCENTRICITY 77.8 (171 .4) 310 ( 623) 77,8 (171.4) 310 I6831
MW PRESSURE 511.7 (1,127 19.893 (43 ,818) 511.7 ( 1,127) 13.U93 (43,818)

TOTAL 81.1.9 {1,788.5} 29 ,009 {63,998} 802	 (1,767«1) 28,623(6 3,047)

Table 4.6	 Total Annual PRS Propellant Requirements,
(Including Attitude Control) kglyr (lblYr)
a t

STATION KEEPING ISp = 8,000 SEC 1Sp = 200 SEC
LONGITUDINAL DRIFT. 20,5 (45.3) 320, (1,808)
INCLINATION DRIFT 200.8 (442.3) 7,940 (17,490)
SOLAR PRESSURE

- ALTITUDE 7.1 42.5 45(99).
-- ECCENTRICITY 77.8 (171.4) 310'(683)

MICROWAVE PRESSURE 511.7 (1,127) 19,893 (43,318)

ATTITUDE CONTROL	 SUBTOTAL 811.9 ( 1,788 . 5) 29,009 ( 63,898)
GRAVITY GRADIENT 73	 ( 161.4) 2,932 ( 6,457.6)

TOTAL-	 885.3 (1949.9)	 31,941 (70,355.6)
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j	 cost and efficiency advantages over the klystron recommend it for in- I.

.clusion in the PRS system.

The amplitron may be cooled by air or icy liquid but it is
assumed the net cost per tube will be similar to that given in Table
4.7a.	 It must be closed in the conventional mannier to retain high
vacuum in this application, whereas, the SSPS version can be off-jack-
eted to save mass and enhance reliability. 	 The MIS must be designed u
for tube replacement recognizing that failures in t;1e seal will occur. -

R replacement rate of l percent per year was assu:ac: in the operations
and maintenance estimate.

The amplitrons are arranged in series sections, and in each g

of the subarrays their !chase is controlled by the adaptive or command ^	 `t

approaches.	 Noise output is reduced by the filter which produces some
loss in efficiency as noted in Table 4.7b.

4.1.2.5	 Ground Safety

The two concerns for ground safety relative to the MPTS are
(1) the high voltage used for power. distribution Ind (2) the microwave.
power density.	 The voltages at the receiving antenna reach a level of `,..

66 kJ at about 5,000 inverter points in the 100 km area. 	 The rectenna
element voltages are small, but these are subsequently collected to
a 1 kV level for inversion to ac at the 66 kV level for either distribution
to a power grid or conversion to a higher voltage for ground power trans-
mission.	 The 1 kV level can be dangerous to maintenance personnel.	 The

situation would be similar at the transmitting antenna where high vol-
tage is distributed and converted to dc at a minimum level of 20 kV for .

the amplitron converters.	 The safety measures for protection against
medium and high voltage are relatively common in the power industry, and
application to the PRS should be straightforward. ,,..

The safety aspects of the microwave power beam are different #2
from SSPS.	 The nominal peak level at the transmitting antenna has been
selected for PRS at 50 mW/cm2. 	 This is to be compared with the United
States' standard of 7O m^J/cm2 for continuous exposure.	 The density at
the receiving antenna is 20 mW/cm 2 ,	 Other nations have set lower con-

- tinuous exposure limits.

safetymeasures would include: 	 shielding of maintenance per
sonnet; e;,cluding air space and/or providing aircraft with warning de-
vices to insure a fly-through of minimal duration; and providing for a
safety ring around . the receiving antenna. .In the case of the receiving
antennae, the cost model	 in.cluges.purchase of land out to a distance where
the power density is 0.1 mW/cm .	 This occurs at about twice the normal
radius and, therefore, requires about four times the area. 	 Yet, this
consideration is a small factor in the total PRS cost.	 Continuous sites
would not require this extra land. 1-	 1



Table 4.7a	 MPTS 5kW Ampiitrcn
Parameters

ANODE 108 GRAMS
ANODE RADIATOROR I000
CATHODE 9
CATHODE RADIATOR 71
MAGNET 260
POLES 100

INPUT AND OUTPUT 40
MOTOR AND DRIVE 30

1618 GRAMS — 3:56 LB
SPECIFIC MASS 0.33 91W

SPECIFIC COST 01018 S/W

Table 4.7b	 MPTS 5kW Amplitron
Power Budget

RF POWER ADDED 50Q0 WATTS
ANODE ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT 371
ANODE CIRCUIT LOSSES 177
CATHODE DISSIPATION 199

DC INPUT P(PNER 5747WATTS
GROSS EFFICIENCY 87%

OUTPUT F 1 ,LTER DISSIPATION ' 1.25 WA#s
NET EFFICIENCY 85%

JA

r

r

Table 4.8b	 MPTS 48 1G Uf Ylystron

Power Budge.

OUTPUT POWER 48362 WATTS
OUTPUT CAVITY LOSSES

SKIN LOSSES 2058 .
INTERCEPTION 384

OTHER INTERCEPTION 461
HEATER POWER 60
SOLENOID 1000
COLLE61(On UISSIPATION, 0755

TOTAL BEAM POWER 60000 WATTS
OTHER POWER 1060

TOTAL INPUT 61o1i0 WATTS
NET EFFICIENCY .79.2%.

J^
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The probability of beam wander can be kept negligible using

the command control scheme. Also, it is not possible to produce high-
er power densities elsewhere as a result of failures. Failures can
increase the sidelobe levels substantially, but simulation of failures
on the SSPS showed the level would probably increase to no greater than m

1/10 to 1/100 of the mid-beam intensity. There is a natural safety
feature in that failures tend to both defocus the beam and reduce the
avai'labi e power.. Thus, the principal concern should be movement of a
well-focused beam outside of the protected area for substantial amounts 	 - ^u

of time.

4.2	 _Terrestrial Power Transmission Systems
w	 `_

4.2.1 System Description

The Power Relay Satellite (PRS) has been proposed as a method'
for transmitting large amounts of electric power 3,200 km or more across
land and up to 11,500 km across water.. To assess the economic.viability
of the PRS concept, it is necessary to know the minimum costs associated
with transmitting this power using terrestrial alternatives. This section
provides basic descriptions of the terrestrial alternatives. Their costs
are summarized in the following section.

It should be kept 4 n mind that the type of power transmission
represented by the PRS is unlike any type of power transmission system
An use or envisioned by the electric power utilities today. The trans-
mission would be over extremely long distances, with no possibility of
tapping off power at an intermediate point, should it be economically
desirable. The system would. deliver its . power 100 percent of the time
and would have extremely high losses with no possibility of changing
the losses by changing the load. The PRS would be a "one-way" trans-
mission system which could deliver power from one point to another point
without being able to reverse the power flow, because the receiving and
transmitting antennas would be quite different.

In order to compare the PRS system with terrestrial alterna-
tives, use has been made of available data on representative terres^
trial alternatives to design transmission systems which would perform
in a like manner, but which would never be built under any forseeable
circumstances.

The categories of alternatives considered include electric
power transmission via conventional circuits and super conducting trans-
mission lines tall of the above will be considered.as "existing systems,"
even though.some exist currently only in.experimental application); and
hydrogen transmission and microwave transmission via waveguide (which
will be cl assified as "future systems")
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In order to design the most economical terrestrial oo^c>
delivery systems that wet.iid perform in a manner similar to that of the
PRS, it was necessary to i ►iake the following basic design assumptions:

e	 power input-ac electric power would be at the
appropriate voltage level.

i-	
-

o	 Power output--ac electric power would be at the
appropriate voltage level. 1,

a	 All transmission systems would have the capacity re- !	 k1
quired to most economically deliver 5 or 10 GW.
Additional capacitywould be added at the source to !t
provided the capability of economically carrying that ..
power which would be lost along the route.

e	 Designs would be those which.were most economical
in 1974. -

.o	 The cost of the energy lost because of transmission
would be based on a 1974 cost of $0,02/ kWH = k-
$175 x 103 /MW-year. s

v	 All transmission systems would be.in use 100p ercent
of the time.

o	 Overland circuits would be anywhere from 3,200 km
to 8,500 km l ong.	 This is independent of the .=
great circle distance between the transmitting
and receiving points.

d

Q	 Only tr-4nsmission systems would be considered. 	 No
r

cred-:	 __, l d be given for the potential benefit
of energy storage,- The PRS does not provide any
energy.storage option in and.of itself.

v	 Systems having a transmission efficiency of less
than 50 percent would not be considered. y

The power into and delivered by all systems was taken to be
ac electric power at the appropriate voltage. 	 It is necessary to.ex-
plicitly state this assumption because many of the terrestrial systems
do have energy in some other form . along some part of the transmission
path.	 W"lie some of these other energy forms (e.g., hydrogen gas) may
be more desirable than the ac electr=ic power to meet other energy mar-
kets, the PRS will be delivering ac power. M	 ;

The systems presented and designed in this study are one-way

a

a

transmission systems.	 It is inherent in the transmission process that
power wi11. be lost along the way. and the . magn i tudq. of these.. losses
must be included in the system design.` 	 In order to minimize the capital "`
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costs of the equipment, each portion of each system has been designed
to have only the required economic capacity at that particular location. a

.	 The output capacity has been assumed to be 5 GW or 70 GW for all sys-
tems.

The costs developed in this study apply only to power trans-
mission in one direction.	 The costs of transmission in the other
direction, when this is physically possible, wi ll	 be significantly

i
E

different.
jw

The maximum power capacity of any conventional circuit is A

,

determined primarily by the voltage and conductor heating; heating
caused by the resistive losses in each conductor. 	 For overhead lines,
the conductors are bare and the surrounding air is both the coolant
and the insulator.	 The maximum allowable conductor tem perature is

^ 3determined by thermal expansion of the conductor and the resulting sag
of the ca tenary.	 This maximum temperature determiner the maximum conduc-
tor current and the power transmission capacity of the circuit.	 The
capacity of underground cables it more strictly limited, as they must
rely on the thermal characteristics of the surrounding soil to remove the
waste heat..	 An underground cable can be destroyed if run in an overloaded =:r'
condition' because the soil's thermal capacity can decrease if the soil ,	 ti
temperature increases.

The capacityp	 ity of conventional circuits can be increased.by
increasing the diameter of the conductor; this reduces the resistance -
and thereby reduces the losses. 	 However, there is a practical 	 limit to

athe effectiveness of this approach. 	 This limit is determined by the -	 -
conductor density and mechanical strength, tower spacing, etc.	 For both
overhead and underground Iines, the penalty paid for increasing capacity
in this manner is increased capital cost.

A	 a	 h.t at can b	 d for increasing the capacity ofAn	 pproac	 h	 e use	 r	 g	 p	 y
underground cables is to provide a method of dissipating the heat other
than the natural thermal conduction of the surrounding soil. 	 If a fluid

.

or gas is circulated past the cable and then mechanically cooled, the re-
quired thermal conduction. in the soil	 is significantly reduced. 	 The pen-
alty that must be paid is a small 	 increase in the capital costs and a
large increase in the operating cos ts .	 These are the forced-cooled cables.
One example of a forced-cooled system has been included as part of this

'	 study.

When conventional circuits are used over short transmission
distances, the voltage variation along the line is small and the cir-
cuits are designed to :accommodate .voltages some-what higher than the
nominal level.	 When transmission ` losses of 50% are allowed,. the voltage

`	 variations along the route are very high. 	 To prevent_ the voltage from

'	 exceeding the circuit maximum, the analysis was done by fixing the
voltage at the sending end and the powerat the receiving end.. The vol-
tage at the receiving end was assumed to fall as much as necessary,
given the other parameters.

Regarding the ac ci rcui ts , whenever it was necessary to in-
terrupt the circuits	 (i.e., to remove an unnecessary circuit) a trans-
farmer was used to boost the voltage backup to the design level on al l

circuits.	 This was not possible with do circuits.
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4.2.1.1	 Existi ng Systems

AC Power Transmission

The reactive elements in transmission lines have limited the
usefulness of ac power transmission for transmittin g power over really
long distances.	 Unless reactive compensation is added to the circuit
along the way, the power factorl at the point of delivery will decrease

.	 and. approach zero.	 When the power delivered is assumed to be fixed,
and the voltage allowed to drop, the current in each conductor must in-
crease as the power factor decreases ( transmission distances increase) f
and the losses in the line would increase inordinately. 	 Ac power trans-
mission systems could not be used for transmitting power over 3,200 km r

with less than 50 percent losses if it were not possible to keep the
4,,

power factor close to 1.

The primary reactive component in overhead lines is inductance.. €

In order to control the effect of this i nductance, it is necessary to add
large capacitors in series with the line. 	 Since the i nductance is dis-
tributed evenly along the line, adding capacitance evenly along the line
could maintain a constant power factor ideally set atone,	 lhhs approach,

however, is	 uneconomical.	 For this study, therefore, the compensating

capacitors were assumed to be lumped together every 850 km and to be
capable of keeping the power factor at any one point between 0.85 and
one.

The usefulness of do power transmission compared to ac is p=
limited by the ease .with which high - voltage ac power can be produced ^_	 1
and transmitted using low-cost, efficient transformers. 	 While the
cost of do lines is considerably lower than that of ac lines with
the same capacity, the cost of producing the high-voltage do power by r

connecting do generators i n series is	 prohibitive.	 Direct current

transmission, therefore, has had to await the development of high-
voltage ac /dc rectification and inversion equipment.

The first rectifier system was installed in . Sw.eden in 1954.
Twenty years later, only 10 do transmission systems are in operation, in
all probability because of the high cost of converter stations.	 For

transmission distances on the order of 3 , 200 km, however, the cost of ,.

converter stations could be easily balanc,ed.by the . significantl :y reduced

cost of the transmission line (overhead and und;:rground).

DC-Superconducting Cable s

The reduction and eventual disappearance of the electrical
resistance of a metal as its temperature is reduced appears to offer a
means of reducing the operating costs for transmission lines and increas-
ing the capacity. 	 A superconducting metal	 is one in.which . the electrical

1 Power factor - ( power in the line) /( I x V) in the line.

_

l

l
- J
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resistance becomes zero below a certain transition temperature.	 The

energy losses due to transmission in these materials would result pri-
marily from the energy required to refrigerate and keep the system be- 1'

'	 iow the transition temperature.

The cost estimates for a do superconducting cable that were
used in this study are those estimates produced by General Electric for
the Los	 Alamos Scientific Laboratory, adjusted to 1974 prices. 	 Of all
the cost estimates available for these types of systems, only those pro-
vided by General Electric were consistant with the detailed engineering
cost estimates done for the Linde Corporation for comparable portions of
an ac superconductin g system. }^{

4,2.1.2	 Future Systems

Microwave Ti7ansmission by Closed Waveguide

One of the methods considered as an alternative to conven-
tional transmission lines for purposes of comparison to the PRS is
microwave transmission. 	 This approach-involves the conversion of the

powerplant generator output into radio Frequency 	 (rf) power, the trans-
mission of thisrf power along an appropriate waveguide system, and fi-
nally, its reconversion into ac power for distribution.

The most practical technique for transmission along the Earths
surface relies on closed waveguides, i.e., hollow tubes in which the
electromagnetic field is completely enclosed by conducting walls.	 The
most important design parameters are the following: 	 waveguide dimensions,
operating frequency ., power-handling capability, transmission losses;
and mode situation, $

Designs using four different modes were examined; the char-
1

acteristics of the resulting transmission lines are summarized in Table
k

4.9.	 Of particular importance is the calculation of the distance by
"3which a 50 percent loss has occurred (dB loss length"). 	 As one of

ithe criteria to be applied in this portion of the study indicates that
no system is to be considered which has losses greater than 50 percent,
terrestrial microwave transmission via closed waveguide cannot be con-
si dered competitive with other.transmission systems discussed in this
section over the specified distances of 3,200 to 8,000 km.	 (2,000 to
5,000 mi).

Another alternative means of transmitting electric power in-
volves the use of hydrogen as a link between an. electric power.:s,ource
and an electric distribution system.	 Whereas a thorough review was made µ

during this study of hydrogen transmission both ,by;pipeline over nand
and by supertanker over oceans, it rapidly became clear that the use of
hydrogen for electrical transmission would not`.be economically attractive.
The principal reason is due to the high cost and inefficiencies of the
systems needed to convert electrici ty to hydrogen and hydrogen to el ec-
trici ty.
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cable 4.9	 Transmission Line Oesiin Comparison

Power
Waveguide Dimension Operating Capacity Loss (W/m. 3-dB toss

Mode Size (m) Tolerance (cm)* Frequency f"We at 1 Grie) Length (km)

FE 1 0 35.2 x 17.5 ±	 ^.1 E,9 MHz :,Do 374 1235

TE10 60 X	 6.1 1.3 37 MHz 154 1.473 195

7E 01 1 GHz 30 374 133:3.0(dian) $: =	 .01

D&E: +	 2.3

TE;, 1J 1.8(dian) S:	 .01 3 GHz 10 374 !96

ME: +	 .93

Straightness Tolerance(s) is per 30.3 m.	 Diameter and Ellipticity (DSE) Tolerances
are per 15.2 m.

For an electricity T hydrogen - electricity system, the hydro-
gen would probably be produced by utilizing the out put of a nuclear	

..+

powerplant with a water electrolyzing system. Small plants currently.,
run at 75-80 percent efficiency at approximately $157/ kW, and are projec-
ted to achieve 100 percent efficiency by 1990 at $70/kW.

Alternative methods of producing hydrogen exist, and these in-
clude thermolysis of waterat 3000 00 and the reforming of hydrocarbons.
Only the latter seems to be practicable within the 1990 time-frame. 	 ry

The other crucial link in the electrici ty 	hydrogen	 elec--	 ► `
tricity chain is the reconversion of hydrogen to electricity. If the
hydrogen is burned as fuel in a conventional power station, the overall
efficiency is at best 40 percent. The only alter n ative currently avail-
able is the fuel cell which exhibits typical efficiencies from 43-49 percent 	

i

and a capital cost of $350/kW. Anticipated advancements are expected to
improve the efficiency.to . 52-59 percent.and reduce the capital.eost to
$375/kW. Even if conversion is assumed to have an efficiency of 50 per-
cent, the cost of the delivered energy will be at least double the cost
of energy at the input. In addition, the capital costs of the fuel cell
the electrolyzes and the converter stations.have to be borne by the
system for an economic evaluation.

A similar cycle for transportation of.liquid hydrogen by.tanker,
Figure 4. 12, suffers from >he same problems as transportation of hydrogen
gas by pipeline: it is inefficient and expensive. This approach to
electric power transportation could be seriously considered only if no
other fuel could be transported and used.for on-site generation.
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Electrolyzer

A 1719 MW	 BOX

- _ $160/klf in ut
Eiectrol y2eC	 Liquefaction	 Fuel Ce11

5000& 13713750M106; eff.	 137'.30	 751 eff.	 10310 iiW BTU ti a 10000h14 	 U21 eff.
570,'k 'ri in ut	 3]14/Y,11(yTU111	 transport	 6TU/11	 $250AW	 PIW

69. output))

	

	 97% eff.
$420/kW (1JTU/ti eq. input)

Figure 4.72 Transport of Liquified Hydrogen by Tanker San 0iego to Tokyo

4.2.2 Economics of Terrestrial Systems

The costs of the trans.mission.systems described in the pre
vi ous section have been i ai cul a ed i n a consi stem mi 1 l s/ fc4JH user
charge format (as a function of transmission distance) for comparison
with the PRS.

Conventional Transmission Systems

There is no single cost per circuit or single effective re-
..si.stance/circuit-km for any particular system.. The resistance/circuit
km can be reduced (within limits), but only with a corresponding in-
crease in capital costs. Designing the optimum system requires knowing
the detailed relationship between the capital costs and resistance and

l	 a specific transmission.route. Since these data are not generally.avail-
able, it was necessary to use a representative capital cost and re-

i	 presentative effective resistance per circuit-km for each system con-
sidered.

The capital costs and effective resistances/circuit-km that

x	 ^

were used in this part of the study have been garnered from a variety 	 ?^

of sources published in various years. The. costs have a]1 been adjusted	 N^
to 1974 dollars using the Handy Whitman Index and the resulting values
then compared to each other to make sure they were reasonable and con -
sistent. These values represent the best estimate of the costs that can

t

be made given the limitations of this study.

The total transmission costs for all the terrestrial systems are
not sensi ti ve to the cost of the . 1 and . requi red for the r.i ght- of- way. (ROW)
The ROW costs have been included as part of the capital costs of the
various conventional transmission systems and assumed to average $1000/
acre--low for flat land near cities and high for moun tainous or desert ter-
rain. This is equivalent to about $11,200/circuit-km for the 765-kV:-ac
overhead line, just 3.6 percent of the . total costs of the circuit.

The cost of delivering energy is the sum of the fixed costs of
and the operating costs of the system used.. The systems. had to be de-
signed to minimize this sum. However, the operating costs and the fixed
costs are related. The higher the ,loading of each transmission circuit,
the fewer the circuits required to deliver the same amount of . power and
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the lower the capital costs and thereby the fixed costs. On the other
hand, the higher the loading of the circuit (except the superconducting
Power transmission line), the higher the Percentage of power that is lost
and this loss must be paid for (2c/k'wH)

Each transmission system was designed to achieve minimum
total cost, while not exceeding a 50 percent transmission loss. It was
necessary to do this type of economic analysis for each of the candidate
transmission systems. However, as a result of the high capital costs for
underground systems, the minimums for the naturally-cooled underground
systems always occur when the circuit is loaded above the thermal limit.
For that reason, extra underground circuits are added only when it is
necessary to carry more power than the existing circuit can physicall y.
accommodate. A minimum does exist for the forced-cooled conventiona l

underground systems. The fixed cost rate assumed for the purposes of
thi s calculation was 0.15.

Transmission costs for nine conventional systems have been
estimated by ECON and are summarized in Figure 4.13. This figure will
serve as the basis for comparison to the FRS (Section 4.3).

9	 ^^

i
I,

i^

4's

t _:

Hydrogen Transmission

The cost of transmission by pipeline compares unfavorably with
the	 400 kV do overhead line. In addition, one of the basic design
parameters was that no system would be considered if the transmission
losses were greater than.100 percent of the delivered energy.. Hydrogen
transmission clearly does not qualify for overland transmission; however,
cost estimates for L11 2 transport by tanker have been included in Figure
4.12 for the purpose of comparison of international energy transfer costs,

4.3	 Comparative Economic Analysis of Orbital and Terrestrial
Electric Transmission Systems

4

The FRS system in its current configuration has been compared
with terrestrial electric transmission systems that currently exist or
that might exist in the 1990-2020 time-frame. Transmission costs for
PRS s ystems with output powers ranging from 5 to 10 GW have been compared.
with terrestrial systems delivering comparable outputs 	 This comparison
is summarized in Figure 4.12

The PRS would provide less costly energy.transmission than
current or projected underground cables; and would be less costly after
5,600 km than the current 765 kV ac overheadlines.. It offers higher
costs than currently existing ± 400 kV do overhead lines or several other
systems already in Limited application (such as the..dc.superconductinq
cable) or those expected to be utilized (such as the ± 800 kV do over-
head line). The relatively higher costs of the PRS is the result of both
high capital costs and unavoidably high transmission losses. Spec ificall,^,
at an output level. of .10 GW the cost of the PRS transmission losses, cut-
culated at a representative generation cost of 20 mills/kWH, are almost
50 percent greater than the capital costs.
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LEGEND FOR POWER TRANSMISSION COST COMPARISONS

765 kV AC = 765 kV AC overhead transmission line
(either 5 V or 10 G 'd power delivered)

ioo / 1100 kV AC = 1300 W AC overhead transmission line

gs
/

AC GIC	 ^	 AC GiC/FC 400 kV CC =	 400 kV CC overhead transmission line

! 890 kY CC = #9CD kV DC overhead transmission line

/ 600 kV DC/DC PIC = +500 kV OC Paper Insulated Cable
so

AC GIC = AC-Gas Insulted Cable r'

!

AC GEC/FC = AC-Gas Insulated Cable -Forced Cooled
as

I
CC GIC = OC-Gas Insulated Cable .400 kU ^s

/ CC SCC = DC superconducting Cable {

PRS = Power Relay Satellite

/J LH	 Casts
LHZ a Transport of Liquefied Hydrogen - San Diego to

75 i	
Z Tokyo!

70 "-

/ I	 ^^ WGIC "*
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600 kV DC -	 5 GW
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Figure 4.12	 Power Transmission Cost Comparisons
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5. SOCIAL IMPACTS 

5.1 Environmental Impact Anal¥sis 

The actual impact assessment task performed under this study 
was very modest and is viewed as a preliminary examination of data needs 
for a future impact assessment. The objective of the task was to identify 
the type of data in terms of input system variables and environmental con
siderations which must be developed and provided for the conduct of a 
future impact assessment. The primary factors requiring study were: 

• Land Management Factors 

- Receiving Antenna 
- Launch Complex 
- Resource Extraction and Manufacturing 

@ Radiant Energy Densities 

II Haste Heat 

II Sahcy and Control 

8 Environmental Modification Factors 

5.1 .1 Land Management Factors 

5.1.1.1 The Receiving Antenna 

The receiving antenna is expected to be the largest (in area 
occupied) subsystem Qf ~SPS from a terrestrial point of view. The actu~l 
antenna itself, the receiving control station, the conversion system, a 
part of the transmission system and enough land area for protective pur
poses will require a land area of over three hU2dred square kilometers for 
a 5 GH station. (The rectenna itself is 100 km). This area constitutes a 
substantial committment of land area that :ni4ilt otherwise be deployed for 
alternate uses. The extent to which part of the rectenna site might be 
shared with other users should be studied. Competing (or joint) demands 
for the chosen receiving antenna' site may include the use of the land for 
farming, recreational purposes, industrial development, conservation, 
ma i ntenance of dra i nage p1 anes or other weather control purposes, urban 
development anc residential housing. 

Other land management impacts which may result from the re
ceiving antenna location include indirect effects such as increased indus
trialization in the vicinity of the site and the associated shifts in 
demographic patterns. These impacts will have to be examined in relation 
to the capability of the surroundings to sustain such growth. 

c,L_. _,~~ .1. 

',' -.:.I..-:-''';~ 

!' -, , 
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Finally, whereas tidal marshes and coastal wetlands are not
suitable for antenna siting because of their importance in the ecological
chain of sea life including offshore fisheries, offshore siting on the
ocean surface appears to be a feasible alternative. The impacts of con-
fining a small percent of ocean surface areas solely for the antenna do not
appear prohibitive.

	

5.1.1.2	 The Launch Complex

Many of the factors that control land management impacts associ-
ated with the receiving antenna are also pertinent to an analysis of the
impacts associated with the launch complex siting. It is expected that the
launch complex will occupy a land area much smaller than a receiving antenna
site and whereas the receiving antenna is mated with only one satellite
power station, the launch complex, if properly planned, will service several
SSPS systems. In attempting to choose the location for the launch complex
factors needing evaluation will include alternate land uses, location of
land with respect to transportation systems location with respect to
proximity to source of SSPS components, the effect of land use on develop-
ment of nearby land.(i.e..,..growth of communities and industries to support
the complex), and the ability of the surrounding natural resources to sup-
port the expected population growth attributable to the complex.

	

5.1.1.3	 Resource Extraction and Manufacturing

Aside from the launch complex and the receiving antenna sites,
the production and.maintenance of the SSPS will require substantial com-
mittmeni. of land resource in terms of mining, extraction, fabrica-tion,.
manufacture and transportation of components that comprise the SSPS system.
Each system will require certain resources (such as aluminum) 	 Whenever
an irreversible or irretrievable committment. of resources is projected a
detailed anlaysis of availability and competitive uses of the resources
should proceed any final decision regarding the resource use.

5.1.2	 Radiant Power Densities

The microwave beam and its impacts need careful evaluation.
The orbital transmitting and the ground receiving antennae parameters dew
termine.the power density distribution in the microwave beam. The impacts
assoriu, ted with this power transmission are those due to the interaction
of the beam with the ionosphere, atmosphere and the receiving antenna. In
the lower atmosphere and in the vicinity of the receiving.antenna the
prime environmental impacts will be caused by the effect of the beam . on
human organisms, plants, birds, aircraft, weather patterns and disturbances
i n communi cati ons.

In the close vicinity of the satellite the peak microwave power
density may exceed 2170 rr,,A/cm2 . More work is needed in assessing the effect
of prolonged radiation at such densities Pt CEO altitudes. Within the
ionosphere itself some emission . in the radio frequency range is passible and
the microwave baam could adverse1v affect high frequency communication sys
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tams locally as well as low frequency navigational systems currently `3n use.
Communication systems utilizing frequencies below that utilized by the SSPS !!,
(2,450 MHz) will have to utilize filters to screen out disturbances whereasI	
systems operating as frequencies greater than that utilized.by the SSPSwill''
need to filter the harmonics generated by the microwave beam.	 Some consid-
eration will have to be given8to the problem facing radio-astronomers.
They will effectively be prevented from "pointing „ toward the satellite.
Fortunately, the H2. and OR radiation lines will not be interfered with and
will be available to the astronomers. 	 A detailed impact assessment will
require more information than is currently available on the effects of pro-
longed microwave radiation through the Earth's upper and lower atmosphere.

The impact of radiant power densities can only be approximately,.
estimated at this time. 	 The effects on birds exposed to microwave power
flux densities within the beam at the receivi ng antenna and the effects on «,_
aircraft flying through the beam are projected to be a potential concern
and should be determined experimentally. 	 Radio frequency interference by the
fundamental microwave frequency and its harmoni cs turn on and shutdown Se-
quences, random background power, and other superfluous signals.resulting
from specific design approaches are also a potential concern and a detailed .-p

impact evaluation will require that rf interference with other communica-
tion channels be carefully controlled.

5.1.3	 Waste Meat

Waste heat will be generated by the SSPS system during launch 3	 "`

operations, orbital energy collection and conversion	 and at the receiving
antenna.- The primary ttirrestrial impact will be due to waste heat gener-
ation at the receiving antenna where, due to the inefficien,:y of dipole
rectification, about 10 -15 percent of the rectified microwave power
could be released as waste heat. 	 This is substantially less than the
waste heat released from conventional power production methods based on
thermodynamic cycles.

In evaluating the potential adverse impacts of waste heat gen-
eration at the receiving antenna, considerations must be given to the

Zeffects of waste heat on the local flora and fauna and on local weather°
modification due to.."heat island" effects. 	 Although albedo control of the ^.

receiving antenna components and structure would have the effect of.rejecting,
on the average, a larger fraction of the incoming solar radiation as com-

pared. with.the incoming microwave radiation--thereby permitting control
over the net energy interchange--a potential problem does exist.. Solar
radiation is cyclical with a 24-hour period and the microwave radiation j

i	 would be continuous.	 The effects of continuous heat rejection on the local
flora and fauna as well.as weather conditions may vary greatly from those
due to cyclical heat rejection even though the average energy in each case
may be equivalent.

;, k



5.1.4 Safes and Control

In recent years, safety has become a major issue in determining
the fate of several energy-related projects. Typical examples of this are
conventional nuclear reactors, fast breeder reactors and liquefied natural
gas.storage projects. Such projects, as.the ones mentioned above, are de- 	 a.

signed and built with safety as one of the prime objectives in mind. On a
probabilistic basis, the chances of a major accident involving say a nu-
clear reactor are very remote. However, although the chances are remote, a
'rare accident may result in consequences of catastrophic proportions. the 	 ,
public at large does not fully appreciate the many subtleties of safety
systems, construction techniques and control systems but can fully compre-
hend an analysis dealing with the consequences of an accident. 	

jE

It would appear that the SSPS will be closely scrutinized for
safety by the public and that safety and risks may emerge as the most im-
portant impact issues. The SSPS will have to be carefully designed with
sufficient redundancy in.the.key safety related-systems that it can be
quantitatively shown that the probability of a major accident (loss of con-
trol) are extremely remote and that the failure modes are essentially
"fail-safe" and will not result in catastrophic consequences.

The current design philosophy of the SSPS is based on maintaining
close control and communication between the orbital and ground systems as
a primary safety system. This requires that the orbital microwave bear;
directional system and the phase control be locked into the receiving an-
tenna by means of pilot signal beamed from the Earth-based satellite con-
trol station. Such action would preclude the deviation of the microwave
beam beyond allowable limits. -In case of system failure, the.microwave.
beam phase control cannot be achieved and the beam demodulates and spreads
out such that beam density received at ground level mould approximate
current communciations signal levels and be acceptably low.

5.1.5	 Environmental Modification Factors

Several subsystems of the SSPS will, as a result. of. normal
operation, modify the environment by their operation. The degree of en-
virom^jenl:al modification (or environmental insult) will defend on what ac-
tions are taken to minimize -lie deleterious effects of the subsystems
The important SSPS subsystem requiring potential environmental modifica.
tion ;onsiderations include the shuttle operations, transfer from LEO to
GEL', or^.it keeping, ma;ntenance operations, microwave transmission and the
receiving antenna operati on.

The transfer of the partially assembled SSPS rom LEO to OEO is
cLirrently envisioned as bei ng accor^pl ished by the deployment of an advanced
ei ec-cr • i cal propulsion system. Mercury or cesium may be u '4i l i zed as the worik i ng
fluid in such systems ;althoug h argon is a more likely choler zhe impact
of ionic metal discharge at orbital. altitudes remains to be evaluated.
The frequency and quantity of ionic discharge and its reaction with the
environment will need to be established to complete the impact evaluation
in this category.
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Orbit keeping and maintenance operations will also require some
propellant discharge at GEO altitudes.	 Argon, mercury and/or cesium are
contemplated as potential candidate propellants.. Once again, frequency,
quantity, and interaction with the environment will need to be specified
to assess the degree of environmental modification achieved to judge
whether it is considered acceptable.

The effect of long-term local transmission of a microwave power
beam through the ionosphere remains an unknown.	 It is ex0ected that be-
cause of the rather low power densities involved in the beam the degree of
permanent environmental modification will be small.	 This impact category
should be evaluated experimentally before declaring the detailed assess-
ment "complete." g7.	 41

5.2	 SSPS Energy Payback
a

In an environmental impacts analysis of the Photovoltaic-powered
SSPS, it is enlightening to consider the rela i• ionship between the total i	 *_
energy used to manufacture and deploy the system relative to the energy ;4
generated by the system.	 This section summarizes these energy relation-

Y,<

chi s -For the on orbit elements of the SSPS 	 namely	 the photovoltaic so-
larparray, the transmitting antenna and the transportation systems to,place
the satellite at the operational location. A sirr:lar assessment of the
ground-based element (the rectenna) is required to determine total system
energy,economi.cs. A significant advancement in the technology permitting	 f

realistic definition of the materials and production processes for the rec-
tenna must be conducted before meaningful energy c6sts can be determined.
It is considered important however, to complete the analysis for those
sections where the materials and processes are viell known.

f

The payback period for the on-orbit elements of the SSPS is 1.6
years. Table 5.1 summarizes the energy contributions for the major system
elements including transportation, materials processing and overhead for
facilities operation. These data were compiled for a 5000 MW system using
the results of processing -energy requirements for SSPS materials (other
than the solar blankets and transportation energy requirements for Shuttle)
in recent studies by Battelle. Solar cell blanket energy for manufacture
is a projection of requirements from today's processes.based on data gener-
ated by industry (Spectrolab, Centralab and Tyco) as well as NASA agencires

i

The major contributors to SSPS energy requirements are the manu-
facture of the photovoltaic blankets and the transportation of equipment and
materials to low earth orbit. ninety-seven percent of the energy needs are
used by these two elements of the system.

The processes and energy requirements for manufacturing a silicon
solar blanket are listed in Table 5.2 using current technology and projected
technologies. Since.the power output of a solar cell,is a.function of s.ur•-
face area, each fabrication .process is presented 'in .terms of watt-hours
per square centimeter of cell.



Table 5.1	 Satellite Energy Payback Analysis

UNIT FACILITY
MASS ENERGY ENERGY TOTAL

ITEM KG X.106 REUMT REQ'MT KWH x 108 COMMENTS

SATELLITE
® SOLAR BLANKET :. 7.83: 2473 €CWH/ICG 4471CWII/KG 22,863 (1) 18 x 106 KG SATELLITE PLUS

(69.7 WHR/CM 2) (12.6 WFIRICM2} 5.3 x 106 KG SUPPORT EQUIP.

ALUMINUM 5.89 90 1{WI-1/ICG 135 KWH/KG 1,325 (2) 1.2 x 106: KG MERCURY

® :GRAPHITE RADIATORS 1.55 51 €CWH/ICG 128 ICWH/ICG 277 PROPELLANT''

o COPPER 0.65 35 ICWI •I/ICG 54 ICWH/ICG 58,5 (3) 1,990 KWH/KG OF PAYLOAD
TO LOW EARTH ORBIT0. 

KAPTON 1.23 58 ICWH/ICG 87 KWH/KG 178
(4} INCLUDED IN 1,990 ICWHI€CG

a OTHER 0.85 15 KWH/KG 23 32.3

TRANSPORTATION
TO LOW EARTH ORBIT. 23.3(1} 1,990 N/A(4} 45,J74 'CuRRENT DESIGN

ICWUI/ICG{3} USES ARGON

.TD GEOSYNCHRONOUS 1.2(2) 1.26 ICWii/ICG 189 KWH/ICG 378
ORBIT

TOTAL 70.6852
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Table 5.2	 Solar Cell Blanket Manufacture Energy Requirements

CURRENT, PROJECTION

WAFT-HRSI WATT-HRS/
CM2 CM2

• RAW MATERIALS PROCESS (2441 (304) (60)
- Si O2 - Si 4.0

- °ii - 5iHC13 . 70.0
-- SiHCI3 -- Si 230.0

+ 'SOLAR CELL BLANKET PROCESS (071 (93)
-- CRYSTAL GROWTH 17 1.7
- SLICING 6 .6
-- LAP & PALISH 8 .8
- DI FFUSE 15 1.5
- EVAPORATE METAL 12 1.2
- EVAPORATE A-R 3 .3
-• SINTER 6 .6 .6
- SOLDER 5 .5
- TEST 25 2.5.

+ FACILITY (149) (12.6)
AIR CONDITIONING 60 5

- LIGHTING 44 4
FUME SCRUBBER. 12 1
GENERAL SERVICE 15 1

- BACKUP 8 7
- MISC 10 .9

• TOTAL (550) (82.3)
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Requirements for producing semi-conductor grade silicon is the
largest energy-intensive process. A three-step process is used today.
Silicon dioxide is mixed with carbon and heated to produce metallurgical
grade silicon. Purification follows by converting silicon to trichlorosilane
which is the decomposed to yield semiconductor grade silicon. The energy
requirements for these steps have been estimated at 304 WH/cm2.

Cost of energy for producing semi-conductor grade silicon is a
significant proportion of the cost of the product. Currant goals.of the
producers (i.e., Dow, Corning, Monsanto, etc.) are to reduce these costs
to $10/kg by replacing the three-step process with a single step. Twenty
promising reaction processes are actively being investigated. To achieve
their goal, the energy needed cannot exceed 30 WH/cm 2 . A conservative
.60 WH/cm2 is used in these SSPS estimates as the projection for future
system processes.

The energy. requirements for fabricating the current solar cell
blanket were provided by several manufacturers who established energy use
by looking at their equipment power levels, the run process time and the
number of cells produced. The estimates provided by the manufacturers
varied considerably and, where reasonable, conservative estimates were used
in this assessment. The total solar cell blanket process requires approx-
imately 97 WH/cm2.

The "projected." requirement assumes that process energy can be
reduced by a factor of 10. Tyco's EFG (edge-fed growth) process technol-
ogy efforts, for eyample, already reduced the crystal gorwth step require-
ments'by ten. Automation in the remaining steps should.reduce waste, sig-
nificantly increase production volume and decrease energy requirements.

The facility's energy requirements for lighting, air conditioning,
etc. were taken from estimates by.Centralab,.which assumes 2 x 10

d
, 4 cm 

cells are produced annually. The projected estimate assume that the annual
plant energy service requirements will not vary but production for an equiv-
alent floor space will increase by a factor of better than ten.

Current studies of Shuttle energy requirements has established
an estimate of 430 x 10 9 BTU/Flt including energy required to produce the 	 1
propellants and airframe, and to support the launch facilities. This
equates to 4815 kWH/kg of mass to low earth orbit	 A deploy--only deriva
tive of the Shuttle could increase payload to low earth orbit by a factor
of 2.5 without increasing the amount of propellants or the extent of fa-
cilities used. Therefore, 1926 kidH,'kg was used in the transportation est.i-
mates for _he SSPS.

if no improvements in solar blanket technologies or launch op-.
erations take place, the payback per-^ -_d for the SSPS Mould "increase to six
years,

The study of energy economics is an issue requiring consider-
ably more effort than was applied under this contract. Energy economics is a
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This section summarizes the technology issues needing funding
to ;nsure development of the space-based power generation options in
the post 1990 time frame.	 Included are assessments of the technology
risk, technology background and recommended technology programs in the
following key areas:

9	 point design development

{

®. systems and economic studies
C

_	 microwave power technology
f	

^	 ,

e	 solar array technology
t

o	 large structures including manufacturing, assembly, A

maintenance and control

®	 environmental and other impacts. F

The technology status and development risk of major technical
areas have been assessed using the format adopted in the " v, ,:crowave Power
Transmission System Studies," NAS3-1/835.	 This provides c	 ,tinuity
of highly related effurts.

A risk rating, using the levels 1 	 through 5 shown in Table 6.1,
provides a backdrop for delineating the status of technology.	 Each key
area is addressed and technology programs and objectives suggested.

6.1	 Paint Desig n Development{

The present (p'actovoltaic) baseline design--as well as others
46

not included in this study--should be studied further.	 Special consider-
ations should be given to satellite design as this will provide the basis
for tradeoff studies and eventual subsystem optimization (from the tech-

r

nical and economic viewpoints).

Point design analysis of the solar array should project future
states of technology, i.e., 1980, 1985	 and' 1 990, as these are likely to
be key decision points in the.SSPS decision process-..

A point desi g n for the current "front-lit" concentration
approach should be compared with a "back-lit" desi gn to help identify
the cast-effective configuration,

Point design studies 0 structural arran gements should compare
the relatively standard approaches used in this study with approaches
that make maximum Lisp of tension supports. 	 An integral part of these
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Table 6.1	 Technology and Hardware Development Risk Rating Definition

RISK RATING

7 2 3 5

ON THE
IN TECHNOLOGY

IN USE DEVELOPMENT FRONTICR CONCEPTUAL INVENTION

STATUS ANTICIPATED TECHNOLOGY FULLY PARTLY KNOWN BUT NOT NOT KNOWN. NOT KNOWN.
^IIThI: DEVELOPED DEVELOPED DEVELOPED CHANCE OF IT CHANCE OF IT

a) SPECIFIC
BECOMING BECO!.*ING

MPTS•FUNDED
KNOWN IN TIME KNOWN IN T IME

PROGRA41 FOR MPTS 15 FOR MPTS IS
GOOD POOR

b1 OTHER
HARDWARE OFF-THE- FUNCTIONALLY FUNCTIONALLY NO HARDWARE H ARDWARE

KND^'II+!

PROGRAMS
SHELF ITEM EQUIVALENT EQUIVALENT IN USE OR WILL NOT BE
OR PROTOTYPE HARDWARE HARDWARE IN DEVELO P MENT AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE IN USE DEVELOPMENT BUT DEVELOP- UNLESS A
HAVING [OPERATIONAL} MENTIS BREAKTHROUGH
REQUIRED PROBABLE OR INVENTION
FUNCTION, IS DEVELOPED
PERFORMANCE
& PACKAGING

PROBABILITY OF DEVELOPMENT CERTAIN VERY HIGH HIGH LOW VERY LOW
COMPLETION WITHIN SCHEDULE { ALREADY
hNO COST E%ItiTI
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structural studies should be the point design development of the power

9

S

distribution system, including selection of ac or do transmission and
the system power level.

Point design options of the control system should consider
both centrally located actuators and distributed actuators.	 These w.
point designs should be used in detailed structural dynamics assess-'
ments.;

6.2	 Systems.and Economic Studies

Systems and economic studies should be directed to No ma-
jor areas,	 (1) the potential	 national	 (and world) economic benefits
that may accrue fruiil satellite power . stations (SPS) and (2) the selec-
tion of the cost-effective SPS system.

Studies that would provide information in the first area ^.

incl ude: ,,...
f

a	 Analys i s of the market (demand) for SPS-provided electric
power.	 Because the major Proportion of SPS generation .
costs are capital-related (88 percent), and.because the
SPS plants are expected to operate at very high plant
factors (95 percent), electric power cost (to the busbar)
may be forecasted with relatively hi gh accuracy over a

20- to 30-year period.	 The possibility raises the poten-
tial for the offering of long-term power contracts to
power-intensive users. 	 The consequences of this are

.	 only speculative at this point, but may include, the
restructuring of production to cao+-ire cost advantages
that may accrue from long-term power , contracts, location
of industry near ground station sites, and favorable
environmental effects which may accrue from higher pro
portions of electrical sources of power.

a	 The 95 percent plant factor of SSPS (arid presumably other
forms.of . satellite power generation) may allow for a . re-
structuring of the supply elements of electric power gen-
erati on. 	Currently there exist baseload 'plants, peaking
plants, reserve peaking plants and standby reserve plants.
Certainly, this is largely explained by the diurnal demand
for power, but to some extent it is a requirement imposed
by the system's reliability. 	 The very high reliability
of SPS plants coupled with the possibility that through
pricing policies the diurnal demand might be altered
(i.e., distributed more evenly throughout the day), the
power supply structure might be altered in a cost-saving

.	 Ways

Studies that are required to determine the most cost-effective

variant of SPS include:
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a	 The development of a cost model that includes the total

SPS work. breakdown structure and allows fcr the specifi-
cation and estimation of probabilities of costs, perform-
ance and schedules.

*	 Risk analysis to estimate the distribution of total program
costs and potential revenues. 	 This includes the analysis
of development, production and operational aspects of. the
PRS program alternatives. f^

a	 Insofar as al ternative PRS approaches may involve different
social and envi ronmental risks, these potential constraints
should be studi ed.

e	 For SSPS, future solar cell costs and technical character-
istics are. among the key uncertainties. 	 Therefore, a
separate programmatic and risk analysis of solar cell
development should be performed.

6.3	 Microwave Power Technology

The technical issues for the microwave power transmission
systems (MPTS) were developed through a risk assessment of all elements
of the concept as they impact the MPTS portions, and these were ranked
in an estimated order of importance.	 For the 24 items in risk rating

' category 4 the issues presented in Table 6.2 specifically relate to
the impact on the microwave portion.

Table 6.3 is a summary of cost estimates for the ground-based
development program which would advance technology to a level suitable
for the 1985 demonstration satellite. 	 The technology issues have been r

broken down into four tasks. The first task encompasses those technologies
associated with microwave transmission and conversion and is focused`
through a phased ground test program. 	 The second task consists of the
design, analysis, and test of a prototype rotary joint of sufficient
size for proof of concept.	 The third task -iti l i zes Arecibo to test
high microwave power densi ty impact on the lower altitude layers of
the ionosphere.	 The fourth task is a detailed examination of radio
frequency allocation issues and the selection of a frequency band
for space based power generation.

r

6.4	 Solar Array Technology

Major system considerations are the cost, mass and efficiency
of the solar cell blanket.	 Methods to achieve the goals needed fora
.cost-effective SSPS have been identified. 	 deeded is an active solar
C ell development program that concentrates on a low cost fabrication
and efficiency, improvement for the single-crystal silicon cell for the
prime program path, and an active research and proof of concept program
for alternate photovoltaic devices for a backup program . path. fi.

j



Tails 6.2	 Microwave Technology Requirements

TECHNOLOGY
RISK ASSESSMENT

RATING RANKINGITEM COMMENTS

DC-RF converters & 4 1 BACKGROUND: Pre-amplifier amplifier & filters convert the high voltage DC power to RF power
Fii•ters having low noise and harrnunic content. There are at 0:1 to 1.5 million identical devices in one

system. This is the highest single contributor to dissipation loss (15 to 19%) with .142 amplifier can-
tributing 90% of that dissipation. The simplest design concept still results in the most complax
Mechanical, electrical and thermal set of technology development problems in the system. This
combines with requirements for the development of a high production rate at low cost, resulting
in reliable operation over a long life. What the noise .& harmonic characteristics for the converters
are and haw they will act in cascade are not known. Filter requirements are to be determined.
Ability to develop all the parts, interface them with each other and with the slotted array and operate
them with full control and stability constitutes a high development risk and requires the longest lead
time in an ambitious development program.

TECHNICAL . OBJECTIVES: Provide: substantial data relating to technical feasibility, efficiency, safety
and radio frequency interference.

Materials 4. 2 BACKGROUND: Most critical and unusual requirements far materials in this application relate to the
presence of the exposed cathodes for the R F generators. In addition, it is desirable that structural thermal
strain be small so that distortions over the large dimensions are manageable. The waveguide distortions
must be small to permit efficient phase front formation. The waveguide deployed configuration result
in low packaging density so that it is desirable to form the low density configuration on orbit out of
material packaged for high density launch. Before meaningful technology development can begin relating;
to fabrication, manufacture and assembly. It is necessary to determine the applicability of the non-
metallic materials in particular as they relate to potential contamination of the open cathodes of the RF
generators. Due to the critical interaction of materials with structures, waveguides and RF generators,
the materials development risk rating should he a strong 4.

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES: Demonstrate cost effective use of non-metallic in terms of meeting
distortion free waveguide and minimum impact on open cathodes performance.

Phase Control 4 3 BACKGROUND: Phase front control subsystems projected scatter losses {2 U . '610 are second only to the
Subsystems microwave array lasses (19 to 25%) in the microwave power transmission efficiency chair[. The uncertain-

ty.associated with limiting losses to this value is significant. Phase contras, being essential to beam
pointing as well as focusing, must he shown to be reliable for power usin an6 safety purposes. Risk
rating should then be a strong 4.

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES: Demonstrate-phase control steady state accuracy.subject to error contrib-
utions of DC-RF converters and high power radio frequency environment.

I.i
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L!We 6.2	 Mict •mlave Technlll nrfl,, Itequirenlrm Lti 	 (conf.rrf)

-- WTECIINOLOGY
fiISRS ASSL-SSMENT

RATING FLANKINGITEM. COMMENTS

4 BACKGROUND: Slulted Wavcguides irtlurfaco svilh the RF rrrneratars in a high tempetatareWavegllidu 41,
cnvirtaunent. They must distribute tole power and Lrnit it unitutruly wilh low fosses. They
gall"Suill a lartlL w Of ilia weight uud are eorlacived to hir of .1020" Wall thithiless in alumiltu111
Of pussihly Shin nlehllic congrosite fayups vritk tnctallic cuaeing. The ahilily to nl lnufattulL,

- labriC41to and as"mille slSCll YJIvc 4uidC5 is not certain{. TU provide proper i111CrfaCing whip 
!lentraturs, to unlit disturliun so as to apoarL satislacturily as a suhartay of slotlea wavegiahlas,

- - amt to tin So LVIlllin eltinIaled Cost and schedillu c011stllnla5 hlgll davdal11ncilt risk. Risk Ealing

should Illukdo L• W a slivilg 4 1; ItoWdlIL'f,'Slgilil r-lilt 1ll:IUNWS WC111110tOgy 11CLCtullillent a11t1 v 1CU-
- - tion must pieced@ i11 11L11111 lechumIugy investlg.11 lolls. 	 -

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES: amdullstratu ca11:111ility Of 111455 p guducing r 3ro'lt WOnl1l, distugti011
free rvavur^uitles that I:alr sdlieicntly upctatein aharsh tiuunwl anvirnan"

Wolugical 4	 - J nACKEHIOUNII: The CW microwave licilimacy mid ljmvLr demitivs to lie investigaird ate
to l tlrr will esnrhlikiwil. h11eLt5 to 11L anticipated ill the 	 CSyet tU he 30=31111 ate IIIIIC14015

- .. of and p icof eululitiva and IIIL Isle ILlrlslt INCUliar IU EPIC rCViell end thole that are Iii transit. Most
Cemlinly alvas titre. the tlLSLrt StllrtllLVLSI fit dtU I.I.S. LVU n111 be Itilrtilllj Conlen jiffS SU Eliot CIIL•cts
oil Illinois anion alnlnAS SILnlild he InvLStrg.110d.	 DL• I:1d L•d InvLSIrg:ltlUnS 13111fdtll!1 Oil 611250 CUII-
dacred lug mule eidocral purpuses must hL eunthlctud Coinsure cunlpiefL untlerstanding (it lung•
wrul and transient Lltccls and to provide the Isasis for scruling rtaliunel and international

- :Igrevitival oil haquency aliomlions, IniumillL•s and exprisurc limils. Devulullnleot risk rating
should lie 4,

TEt:IINICAL OBJECTIVES: Dena - ntraia Sal t:Iy Of illlcrllWlYL• fretlimicy and power 1Ie11SItiCs
helag cunsid4mc! for SOS use.

Al Iil11tN Control 4 6 f3ACIWflOUN0: Crratrof of antlnnia lminling conceived to Ise aceumplislied by 111LChaulcaf
acliyn IILtVJrClI the antenna autl atala mist as w0l as lsatwcun 111L ends Of the Main mast and
Elie solar alloy prisu .uy 3WICIuru in fllo likinily Of Ilia 5111J rings. ThcsL art vary largo nlcnthce >,
of light mvighl construrtiun, having to transmit nlWILLmdauled pmver across OIL refailve illalinn
mlCrfatLS. +o elpuraIC ill thtl SpdCC 41111fite11tl1Cllt. With f Ilgh teliahillly Will Safety, at IuLV CO5t.
ridChagLd fur Itigh trellslty earth Iallnch, dI!p1nyCd Ur -iisconliled in Sllacu, fur a Very Initr! 111110 with

- Iintiterl upuralium anll Inii1111enarlce do Witinrs. 	 TI1L dC11111111ts to eitahhSh the I110tia11. 1110111aVillg
juints and the lltuvinlf nr flexirlll condnrauis ure Ilia largest and Illost con)plex S11achinitry Rill-
Iduytd in Ilia plsuiovuhaic lialveted staliarYand will Ili:1hL slrhiLLI ut loan critir;Il npLtatiulls and
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-	 - NuveltlIALSL it Itlrlst he 11115ignCll to prog ilil Illailimmillim UntlLr Illost adverse L• uilifitiuns of damane
an1E enviwnniLlll. OLVefopment risk raling sllntdd III: 1.

TECI3WICAL OBJECTIVES: OLmonstratL till: at:C1IML:y and life potential Of lire nlierolvale
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Table 6.2	 Microwave Technology Requirements (cont'd)

TECHNOLOGY
RISK ASSESSMENT

ITEM	 RATING	 RANKING COMMENTS

Ionosphere 4 7 BACKGROUND, Effects of the ionosphere on the please control link are not known definitively,
however existing data and analys is indicate that they are probably insignificantly small at the
frequencies. and power densities being considered. Tile effects on the ionosphere induced by the
microwave power beam are believed to be small. However, from the paint of view of other users
of the ionosphere and its participat'son in natural processes here may yet be limits imposed on
the power density: The theoretical approaches, to doing this are known but the limits that may r
yet be i;:tposed are unitnawn. Development risk rating should be 4.

TECHNICAL  OBJECTIVES: Mean+re effects of microwave radiation on the ionosphere and
determine Social impact.

Power Transfer 4 a BACKGROUND:. The electrical power transfer function, at this large size and power level across
flexing and rotating joints, cannot be separated from the mechanical and , attitude control functions
entirely. Although the technology for performing the functions is basically known, the large
scale will present significant ; new problems. Development risk rating should be 4.

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES: Select power best power transfer design for SSPS and demonstrate
performance.

Switch Gear 4 9 BACKGROUND: Switch gear had been conceived assuming multiple brushes from high voltage
DC source transferred power to a single slip ring. Extraordinarily high currents in the switch gear
resulted and would be the subje ct of a. high-risk (41 Itechnolog y development program. DeCISIOn
has now been made to make the multiple brushes feed multiple sliprings, bringing the individual
switch gear currents close to the region where the fiasic technology is known and the major ad-
vances would be in packaging for space operations. Risk rating should then be 4. Some aspects
of the packaging technology having to do largely with size are aot known, which leads to a
risk rating of 4.
'TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES. : Develop and demonstrate switch clear including protective elements
for spaceborne applications.,



Table 6.2	 Microwave Technology Requirements (cont`d)

TECHNOLOGY
RISK ASSESSMENT

BATING: RANKINGITEM COMMENTS

Radio Frequency 4 10 . BACKGROUND: Radio frequency and bandwidth allocation is normally a long process involving
national and international technology and socio-economic considerations. It will take 2 to 4 Bears
of QC-RF converters` and filters' technology development to mature the concept and make available
meaningful data. Convincing ilia national and international community involved that gigawatts
of power beamed from space at an allocated frequency with a specified narrow bandwidth will not
in fact result in significant interference requires a positive approach that is yet to be defined. When
it is shown convincingly that power from space would (a) be a significant answer to the national and
international future power needs and (h1 permit frequency allocation and bandwidth to be defined
without significant interference outside the band; then securing high priority for frequency allocation
will be a normal process. The appropriate risk rating is 4.

TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES: Investigate radio frequency interference and allocate band to SSPS
that would have minimum impact on other users, particularly Radio Astronomy.



Table 6.3	 Microwave . Technology- Resource Requirements, $ millions (1975)

Calendar Year

L6 77 78 79 80 81	 ,: 82 83 84 85TASK COMMENTS
r

1 DC-RF CONVERTERS
& FILTERS .5 .6 .4 .4 .4 .4
PHASE CONTROL .4. A .3 .2 .2
WAVEGUIDE .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .2
SWITCH GEAR .4 A .3 .2 .2
GROUND TEST
(INCLUDE 810 TESTS) 2.4 2.5 2.2 3.3 5.3 7.0

2 '+ ATTITUDE CONTROL .3 1.0 2.0 2.0 .4 ' A
p. POWER TRANSFER .2 2.0 3.0 6.0 1.0 .4

3 IONOSPHERE 11 ) REQUIRES MODIFICATION OF
ARECiBO

4 RA. D10 FREQUE.NCY .3 .3 3

TO t, L 6.3 9.4 10.7 14.3 9.7 10
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Table 6.4 summarizes the key technical areas with their
associated risk rating and ranking for developing a low-mass, low-
cost, highly efficient solar cell blanket for SSPS. 	 The technology
risks are rated in the categories outlined in Table 6.1. 	 The rankings

of the priority for the association technology programs are based on
the status (risk) and the economic impact the technology improvement
would have on the program.

Some of the technology issues identified in Table 6.4 are t
already being pursued by industry and ERDA.. 	 In ranking priorities,

_	 those technology programs that NASA might support are given higher
rank.	 For example, cost improvements for processing raw materials }
to semi-conductor grade silicon is alreading being actively pursued

"	 by industry ,	 Also, ERDA is supporting 	development of the EFC crystal e
growth process development. 	 NASA might augment this program to insure
that efficiency levels and quality control levels needed for a space- •'
based array are met.

Table 6.5 is an overview of recommended technology development
expenditures.assuming that SSPS goals should be met in the mid-1980s
for assurance of a 1995 operational plant IOC. 	 These suggestions are
in agreement with those recommended for.terrestrial applications outlined`
in the "Workshop Proceedings for Photovoltaic Conversion of Solar Energy
for Terrestrial Applications," held October 1973.	 NASA expenditures in
Tasks.1 and 2 should be minimal. . The unique requirements for space
qualified solar cells warrants NASA expenditures in Tasks 3 through 5.
at the same levels recommended for terrestrial applications.

k

Issues Requiring Further_Systems Study
k	

Y

Solar concentration is.shown to reduce SSPS cost.	 Lightweight
mirror design concepts and their implementation are needed. 	 New filter
designs for concentrators will help improve solar cell :life and per
formance.	 If high concentration is used, techniques for fabricating`
lightweight structure and contour control are needed. `"

1

The SSPS will generate high-voltage power in a relatively
stable thermal environment, but must maintain performance during a
30-year exposure to ultraviolet radiation as well as particulate
radiation.	 The objective is 6 percent degradation over five years.
Improvements in environment resistance cah .be achieved by improved
material, radiation spectral tailoring, high-voltage plasma protec-
tion, meteorite hardening and improved annealing techniques.

Multi-megawatt solar power generation requires switching
protection at high voltage and current. 	 Developmentment of high-voltageg	 g	 p
switches and blocking devices are needed.	 Circuit design must can-
s-ider induced magnetic moments.to reduce effects on the av,rall
spacecraft control.	 High voltage also leads to corona formation
that reduces component life.	 The power distribution system design I

j



Table 6.4	 Large Solar Array Technology Requirements

TECHNOLOGY
RISK ASSESSMENT

RATING RANKINGITEM COMMENTS .

1. Raw Material 3 4 BACKGROUND: The initial process in fabricating solar blankets requires three energy intensive
Process high temperature cycles. A single step process could result in savings of 3 to 5 over the $60/kg .to

$80/kg price paid today: Trichlorasilane used in the process is a large contributor to both energy
use and cost. Alternates to this process should be pursued. Presently, Dow Corporation is researching
more economical goals for producing semiconductor grade silicon. Dow is actively investir'ing 20
promising chemical reactions with the goal to reduce the cost to $10/kg.

TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES: Achieve a 3 to 5 reduction in cost for bringing raw mate 	 te+semi-
conductor grade silicon,

2. Crystal Growth .2 5 BACKGROUND. Three approaches to single crystal urowth being pursued today are: 1) Czachralski;
2) WEB and 3) EFG. ..The Czachralski method is characterized by large amounts of waste materials
and is projected to achieve at most a factor of 2 savings in cost. WEB process could be sealed up in
crystal growth speed and. geometrywitii the potential of achieving a factor of 5 reduction in cost.
The EFG process shows the promise for the most significant cost reductions (a factor of 10 to 100).
The major problems are to find die materials that can withstand tha.temperatures of the process and you
maintain the efficiency of the solar.cell produced. The current process work being performed by
TYCO fabricates a silicon ribbon 10E}µ thick approaching the 50,u SSPS requirement,

TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES: Develop the EFG process to the point where 50,u silicon ribbon can be
produced with 100% crystal and cell yield. WEB process should be continued as a program backup.

3. Blanket 4 2 BACKGROUND: Current methods for fabricating solar blankets is a slow, mostly hand-made
Processes process. A continuous process is indicated. An automated process that includes function formation,

installs contacts, performs etching, etc. is basically an engineering problem. A pilot plant and
verification program is.needed.

TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES: Formulate alternate concepts for blanket processing and demonstrate
most promising techniques.

4. Packaging 3 5 BACKGROUND: The requirement.for 30 year life in a space environment suggests that improve-
ments in cell encapsulation would be required. Materials technology , that improves the thermal and
radiation resistance of the cell must be developed and included in the overall automated fabrication of
the blanket.

TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES: Develop new materials that improve cell efficiency and radiation
resistance. Incorporate advanced encapsulation approach into the continuous cell fabrication process.



Table 6A large Solar Array Techgol ogy Requirements (coned).

TECHNOLOGY
RISK ASSESSMENT.

RATING RANKINGITEM COMMENTS

5. solar Coll 4 1 BACKGROUND:. Current industry space qualified solar cellft can achieve beginning of life conver-
Performance . sion efficiencies of 12 to 14%:. A program that strives to improve these efficiency levels to 18 to 20%
Improvement (AMO) is required.. This goal can be achieved through increases in fill factor, short-circuit current,

and open-circuit voltage. It would l ye desirable to decrease resistivity of the bulic silicon to 0.01 ohm-cm.
Lower resistivity gives higher open-circuit voltage. Increased short-circuit current could be achieved
by antireflective coatings that match across the cell spectrum. The major issue is to achieve these effi-
cicncy improvements in a mass produced light-weight solar cell blanket.

TECHNOLOGY 013JECTIVES: Improve solar cell conversion efficiency to 19% (AMD) and maintain this
efficiency in a mass produced light-weight solar cell blanket.

G. Alternate 4 3 BACKGROUND; .Investigations into alternate photovoltaic conversion devices are showing a great deal
Photovoltaic . of promise. Of particular interest is th[= Gallium Arsenside At GaAs/GaAs heterojunction cell. These
Devices devices shown high performance at concentration (1211. AMD at a concentration ratio of 300). An active

research and proof of co y -apt program on:aiternatc devices to the silicon cell should be pursued.

TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES: To identify and develop a#leas#:one new photovoltaic conversion'
device that can serve as an alternate to the silicon.



Table Requirement;6.5 Large Solar Array Technology Resource

$14 Terrestrial/($1Y) SRace)

TASK 76 77 .78. 81 82 83 84 85 COMMENT.

TECHNOLOGY -

t2^._i

PROOF OF CONCEPT

1. REDUCE RAW
MATERIAL PROCESS. 0.8 4 1.5 50 AUGMENT INDUSTRYIERDA

COST (0.4) (0.2) (0.3) (0.5) as--11) EFFORT

2. }SEDUCE CRYSTAL 2.5 4 3.5 5 30- AUGMENT INDUSTRY/ERDA
GROWTH PROCESS .: ' (0.5) (1,0) (1.0) (2.0) ^ (3). EFFORT

3. BLANKET: 2.5 2.5 . 3 4
5

NASA SUPPORT SPACE-8D
PROCESS (2.51 (2.5) (3) . (4) (5) (3) BASED BLANKET PROCESS

DEVELOPMENT

4. PERFORMANCE 4 4.5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 NASA SUPPORT SPACE-
IMPROVEMENT .(4) (4.5) (5) (5) ` (5) (5) (5) (5) BASED BLANKET IMPROVEMENT

5. ALTERNATE
PHOTOVOLTAIC 3 3 3 4 5 5. 5 5 5 5 NASA SUPPORT SPACE-
DE-VICES :. (3) '(3) (3) 1	 (3) (5)	 1 (5) (5) (5) BASED ALTERNATES

TO'T'AL 12,8 15 16 20. 220
(10.1) (11.2) 112.3) (14.5) • _ - (371
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must address long transmission distances on SSrS.	 A key trade is to
determine the extent to which the conducting buses can also be used
as structure.	 A tradeoff between ease of assembly, cost, mass,
reliability and electrical efficiency should be addressed:

A systems study summarized in Figure 6.1 should be performed
to delineate a technology development program that establishes realistic
goals in a phased program.	 The objective of this study would be to de-
termine the primary and backup paths for the demonstration satellite's
solar blanket.

t.

The tasks in the systems study have the following outputs:

Task 1:	 Configuration.Concept Design/Selection

er	 Candidate concept designs for the solar array using
various levels of concentration and solar cell type

}

a	 Structural thermal evaluation of the . array including the
solar blanket itself.

-Task 2s	 Programmatics

Evaluation of the costs of each candidate array

•	 A ranking of program options with final selection of
the primary and backup program path

.0	 Technology program schedule and performance goals.

Task 3:	 Operations

Identification and evaluation of solar blanket assembly
and maintenance operations

•	 Mission plan for Shuttle sortie demonstration flights.

Task 4:	 Supporting Design/Analysis
L	 1

a	 Documentation of those efforts on assembly support equip-
_

-

me.nt..designs, power distribution . in.terfaces ., etc., needed
to support the systems study.

6.5	 large Structures - Manufacturing, Assembly	 Maintenance	 and
Control.

The development of necessary technologies for deployment of
large structures in . space requires a broad range of investigation in-
`l using evaluation of materials characteristics, unique structural
designs that are lightweight and capable of being tightly packaged f'or
launch and development of logy cost space assembly equipments and tech-
niques..	 Table 6.6 is a tap Ievel.summary of these issues.



SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

TASK I TASK 2

CONFIGURATION CONCEPT DESiGNISELECTION PROGRAMMATICS

a► . CONCEAITRATION SUPPORTING PROGRAM TI=C6lNOLOGYRATIO
..SELECTION

STRUCTURAL/ COST & PROGRAM 
PHOTOVOLTAIC

TIiEFtMAL RISK AND DEFINITION
ANALYSIS RANKING

TECH ASSESSMENT.L Ft
TASIC 3 TASK 4

F
f5.

1
4

OPERATIONS	 1 SUPPORTING DESIGNIANALYSIS

* RELIABILITY
a FLIGHT MECH & CONTROL
* SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

DEFINITION
a POWER DISTRIBUTION
e ENERGY PAYBACK

T CCHNOkq OGY PROGRAMS
o EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT {74 	 1900

WEIGHT !'cEUUCTION {:525 -.282 I(GIM2}
o COST REDUCTION { -} 54 $/M2)

LIFE INCREASE'{ -; 30 YRS, 67. DEGRADATION IN 5 YRS}
IIIGFI-VOLTAGE CIRCUIT CONTROL (40 . 1(V 8% LOSS}

00

Figure 6 ..1 Large Solar Array Program Phase A Study
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Table 6.6	 Structures Technology Requirements

TECHNOLOGY
RISK ASSESSMENT

RATING RANKINGITEM COMMENTS

Structure , ; 4 9 BACKGROUND: Structure is characterized as being thin wall, law deployed density, high surface-
to-mats ratio, tie_ allie or possibly composite elements assembled into open space frame structural:
elements which is turn are assembled into yet larger space frames forming very large (approx. 1 km)
antenna and even larger solar arrays. After materials technology development and selection,
the new problems associated with low thermal inertia large dimension structures traversing the sun-
lightlshadowterminator at orbital velocities must be resolved. The resulting basic design,
recognizing high launch packaging density. limitations must be fabricated on urbit to achieve the	 .
final low density deployed configuration. Flow this should be done is not known and development
risk rating should he considered as a firm four.
TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES: Develop basic structural element with thickness of 0.02 inches
(0:0155 m) and less using aluminum and composites commensurate with required ground based
and/or s pace-based manufacturing and assembly techniques.

Manufacturing ' 4 2 BACKGROUND: The apacific technology for manufacturing modules is not known at this time,
Modules but shatild be relative ly ;.traightforward to develop once the basic design and materials have been

established for-We items to be manufactured in space. The major items are structural elements
(open space frame structures) and slotted waveguidesfor the subarrays. Materials technology must
be understood first and then engineering efforts for relatively automated manufacture must begin.
Several iterations are probably required so the development must be pr,ced to assure a reliable
economic process. Development risk rating should be a firm 4.
TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES: Develop modules for on-orbit manufacturing of waveguides and
structure.

Remote 4 3 BACKGROUND: The specific technology for remote manipulation modules is not (mown at this
Nfanipulatars lime. However, some investigations have been conducted in associated control systems. The

development of these particular remote manipulators should begin after the hardware.to be
maneuvered and joined has been defined. The control links will probably be through TDRS
so capabilities and limitations may begin earlier. Development risk rating $hould be a firm 4.
TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES: Develop remote manipulator modules for the assembly,
installation, removal, replacement, maintenance and operations in space.

c;
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Table 6.7 is an estimate of the near-term resource require-
ments needed to implement structural technology effort:,. 	 These tech-
nologies have been categorized under two broad tasks. 	 The first is
structural design and analysis which will provide the base upon which
the design efforts for the demonstration satellite will build. 	 The
second task will design, build and test through simulation and veri-
fication programs,.assembly/fabrication.equipmen •=.s and techniques.

Issues Requiring Further Systems Stkic y

T.	 Static and Dynamic Structural Response to Therrwij-:and
Load Environments

The orbital lead conditions which clay design the struc-
ture are solar pressure, gravity gradient control torques and
orbital station keeping control torques and orbital station-
keeping control forces.	 The dynamic responses of the large,
flexible lightweight space structure to these disturbances
require assessment to obtain a stress-time history over the

.	 30-year service life.

A significant contribution to t:ia thermal stress/distor-
tion is the induced thermal gradients resulting from the
eclipse of the SSPS by the Earth's shadow. 	 The SSPS exper-
iences eclipse during a 45-day period at the vernal and ,.,
autumnal equinoxes.	 The time in the Earth shadow, varies M

J."

	 0 to 72 minutes.	 As the satellite enters the shadow,
the temperature decrease in the thin structural members will
be rapid.	 Thos, the vehicle will experience significant
thermal gradients. 	 As the satellite . exits the shadow,_ the
thermal excitations will reverse.	 The entire thermal ex-
posure cycle can induce low frequency oscillations in the
entire flexible vehicle.	 The effects of these oscillations
on the overall system require assessment.

To study the control of a flexible structure in a
gravity-gradient field, it is necessary to accurately
determine the difference between the gravity force and > a
the orbital centrifugal force at each mass point.	 In
many existing computer programs these effects are computed
and -then subtracted;.however, the effects are nearly equal,
and it 's the small 'difference 4hich is of consequence.
This procaaure is considered tao inaccurate to be of value.. =	 i
To improve the procedure, the gravity and orbital cA-itrifuga7
effects should . .be expanded in a series,.ana.ytically sub-
tracted, and programmed in a general time-history structural
program,

It is likely.tha.t..the attitude control . jet.s will	 excite

4

a number of high-frequency, vibration modes as well as the
lower-frequency and rigid-body modes.	 These combined
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Table 6.7	 Structural Technology Resource Reau-irpmpnts

TASK 78 1 77 78 1 79 80	 81	 1 S2	 83	 $4 85
PRELIMINARY -, - - DESIGN--DESIGN DEN10 SATELLITE

1. STRUCTURE

• CONFIGURATION .5	 .5	 1.0	 1.0
• STRUCTURAL & CONT ROL

ANALYSIS .3	 .7	 1.0	 1.6
• THERMAL 13	 .7	 1.0	 1.0
• STRUCTURAL ELEMENT

DESIGN & FABRICATION .7	 1.0	 2.0	 3.5

2. ASSEMBLY &
OPERATIONS 2.0	 3,5	 7.0 10.0 .

TOTAL 3.8 6.4112
1,

17.1

I
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motions may result in waves which emanate from each jet and
damp out as they proceed through the structure. To accurately
predict the dynastic behavior of the structure, it appears that
an unusually la. •ge number of modes will be required; thus, the
computer time and storage requirements ,•;ould be excessive. For
these reasons a study is recommended to determine more effec-
tive dynamic-analysis methods for large flexible space struc-
tures. The improved techniques developed in this study will
also provide increased confidence in the ability of the control
system to achieve the required stability.

R suggested near term effort, that follows the logic
shown in Figure 6.2 would identify the extent of control
system/structural dynamics problems by starting with a
relatively small structural model and building up to a
point of confidence in the simulation. The task outputs
would be:

Task 1: Structural design for are JJFS array, antenna
and rotary joint with members sized for
operational load, transport loads and thermal
induced loads.

Task 2: Structural dynamics model of array rotary joint
and antenna in addition to model characteristics
needed in a control analysis simulation.

Task 3: Design and assessment of alternate control
system designs.for the solar array rotary
joint and antenna subarray mechanical pointing
system.

Taste 4: Design and analysis of an SSPS stationkeeping
system.

Task 5: Verification simulation of combined effect of
control system and structural.dynamics..

2. Manufacturing and Assembly Techniques	 j

The capability to fabricate and assemble large structures
in space is _a key issue. The design fabrication, assembly
and transportation of the large space structure presents many
signif=icant problems.requiring . advances in the state-of-the-
art of the related structural, materials, manufacturing-and . 	 ;
assembly technolog ies. The manufacturing and assembly tech-
niques studies under this contract were based on the use of
an automatic :fabrication module. The module.automatically
fabricates and assembles the major structural components
from raw stock in low earth orbit.

i

^y
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PASKd

STATIONKEEP
ANALYSIS
& SYSTE`d
CONCEPT OED N

STRUCTURAL DESIGN -
ITEiATION

- TASK i	 TASK2 TASK3 TASK 5

STRUCTURAL
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STRUCTURAL DYNAh1ICS
CONTROL
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1
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Figure 6.2	 Near -Term Structural Systems Study ^.
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It'is recommended that the above be studied together,
with alternate methods of manufacture and assembly to
establish the most effective and lightest configuration.

The manufacturing modules roll-form the basic structural
elements which are assembled and welded into the progressively
larger components.	 Investigations should be.made to assess
the use of other materials such as kev]ar composites, graphite/

r

epoxy composites, beryllium alloys, titanium alloys and various
a	 other aluminum alloys.	 These materials evaluations should be

coupled with the use of other structural.shapes and configura-
tions to obtain a more realistic trade study of mass, cost
and complexity.

3.	 Structural Verificatibn Techniques ^► .
a.

It is recommended that investigations be carried out to
evolve methods for verifying the structural integrity of the
SSPS vehicle.	 The application of ground test techniques
currently in use are obviously infeasible.	 It is proposed
that ground test techniques for scale model.s which are strut- r
trually and dynamically similar be developed. 	 This procedure .

..will provide verification of analysis methods`. 	 A second phase
of this activity would be to design, fabricate and flight
test an instrumented model of reasonable scale.

4.	 Maintenance.

Additional system level studies are required to delineate
technical issues and programs for maintenance operations.	 The
failure rates assumed in the maintenance assessment. in this r
study are soft at best;	 The failure rate for solar cells for 9
example is based on OAO where careful selection of high quality
components was the rule. 	 On SSPS, mass.production of.solar
blankets may preclude achieving as high a reliability. 	 If
the open-circuit failure rate for an<indiv-i ual solar cell
increases an or& - of magnitude (2.63 x 10 - /yr), 7.8 percent
of the blanket LRU will fail in.30 years,°requiring: at least
one replacement of the entire array ($112 M/yr) over the life
of the satellite. 	 A trend might also be demonstrated for the
microwave components; however, the assumed redundancy and
ampl i tro p tolerance to  ̀malfunction function inlay. .provide s gnif7 cant
relief..	 An across-the-board reliability assessment of the
SSPS is needed to mor e precisely determine maintenance cost.

The 5:6 percent power degradati o n lever before lowest
replaceable unit (LRU) replacement used to.determine mainte-
nance cost is driven by the assumed cost to repair (238 $/kg).
If transportation and maintenance cost double, the.point
where cost of.re.pair equals expected loss in revenue will
also double.	 A study that more precisely evaluates the

-
i^iiir
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tradeoff between Toss in revenue and the cost to repair is
needed for each major satellite component. Amortization of
support equipment costs for various approaches to maintenance
should be included in the analysis.

The initial investment for maintenance support equipment,
which .assumes that one 6-man spacestation is allocated to
each SSPS, appears to be excessive for the amount of mainte-
nance predicted.	 Modifications to the maintenance scenario
assumed.should be reevaluated. 	 Perhaps the space base and r	

.teleoperators assigned to each SSPS could be used to service
several satellites, thus reducing considerably the cost to
each unit.	 A second option would eliminate the use of
multiple,. manned-space stations.	 An on-orbit maintenance
"depot" facility would house spares and teleoperators and
the manned transport vehicle would be of sufficient size 'r
to allow maintenance of support equipments and other func-
tions requiring manned participation.	 In this manner, the
costs for the man-rated equipments could be shared by many
power stations.	 Additional study'is needed to determine
the

-'
most cost-effective approach.

.6.6	 Transportation

Transportation costs are potentially the most Significant
element in determining the costs of the SSPS.	 Transportation costs
vary as a function of the lift capability of the launch system and
the orbit inclination at which assembly is performed.	 The technology
base far.developing . the.la. unch . vehicle . is in -hand.	 Early SSPS: devei-
opment can be achieved with the Shuttle or derivatives of the Shuttle.
Studies are already underway that are evaluating conceptual designs
for heavy lift launch vehicles with payloads to low earth orbit of
183,000 kg (400.,000 lb) or greater. 	 The .orbit transfer stage,, which
will transport the SSPS totally assembled or as large assembled
modules to geosynchronous :)rbit

"
require more technology development

if cost . goals are to be met.	 Near-term system studies are required
to delineate the requirements and cost impact of transportation
options.

Figure 6.3 shows the relationship between orbit-to-orbit stage
...characteristics,.launch system performance, and electric power incremental

unit charge _rate.	 A high performance gas core reactor or ion stage would
be required for cost-effectiveness.	 The ion propulsion or other high per-
formance propulsion systems appear to offer the lowest cost approach for
orbit-to-orbit transport of material .	 The following is a list of signi-
ficant  issues for ion , propulsion:

I.. 	 of . a . large diameter thruster. 	 Current engine
i

development (LeRC) has concentrated on a.30 cm thruster
An extension of the ion thruster diameter to l meter
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seems within technical feasibility. The grid material
of the engine .will be the limit to the size.of these.
devices.	 As the thruster operates, the grids distort
thermally varying the spacing between the grids.

2.	 Selection and development of the power source. 	 The major`
concern is that the stage must transport materials through
the Van Alien Belts.	 The silicon photovoltaic power source ;.
may not be the best approach when performance. degradation
of the cell due to radiation while in the belts is more
precisely taken into account.	 Other power sources, such
as nuclear or solar thermal, could readily get around
the radiation problem but would . introduce other tech-
nology problems.	 What is needed ` is an across-the-board
system study of all options to better identify the more
attractive approaches.

M

3.	 Selection of the propellant.	 most current technology
development has concentrated on mercury propellants.
Use of this material on a scale needed for the SSPS may
not be acceptable in terms of the.potential contamination -,
to SSPS sensitive devices as the microwave converters and
solar cells.	 As in the case with selection of the power `.
source, an across-the-board systems study of the pro- >^
pellant opti ons is needed to clarify technology require-
ments.

.6.7	 Environmental	 Impact Analysis

As in the case with any project that may significantly affect
the human environment, all components of the SSPS and more generally,
SPS, systems should be subjected to a thorough evaluation of the impact
on the environment. 	 In planning the SSPS (or SPS) program, l . this task
should not be treated lightly for it is the issue of environmental
impact that has delayed construction of conventional nuclear reactors,
and liquefied natural gas:starage projects, and was an emotional issue
in the United States supersonic transport program.

Because of the magnitude of the SSPS (SPS) program, detailed
environmental impact assessments (EIA) and..environmental impact state-
ments (EIS) must be prepared for the major components and subsystems of
the SSPS (SPS).	 These assessments in aggregate will comprise the assess-
ment. of the SSPS (SPS) and will be used when comparing the impact of the
SSPS (SPS) with the impact of alternative power systems.	 Among the
major components and subsystems of SSPS are the launch and landing s
facilities for shuttle vehicles, the receivi ng antenna complexes, the

1 This study has been limited to the SSPS concept of satellite
power generation.	 Other systems are being studied and whichever ^
version of satellite power station (SPS). is selected must be sub- .

 to rigorous environmental analysis.
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corridors in the atmosphere through which microwave energy will be
beamed from orbiting satellites, the orbiting solar array and micro-
wave transmission systems, the terrestrial power grid, facilities
dedicated to the manufacture of components of the system, and all of
the SSPS support facilities. 	 Other variants of SPS such as solar
thermal and nuclear will have some . unique characteristics regardinq
environmental impact.	 There is, however, much commonality among these
systems.

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and the
+	 Council of Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidelines clearly state the

procedures whereby projects are subjected to environmental review;.-
The environmental impact assessment/statement (EIA/EIS) level of

_	 analysis must be in conformance with these requi rements.	 In broad
outlines the EIA/EIS format for all subsystems of SSPS will require:

Description of the SSPS (SPS) System. 	 Each subsystem project
must incl ude a general project description, and descriptions of the
construction phase, the operation phase and the eventual abandonment
phase.	 The general. project description shoul.d.include the nature of
the action, the location and the purpose of the action as it relates
to the total SSPS (SPS) system.

Descri pti on of the Existing Environment. 	 The physical,
biotic, and hum-f n environments at and 'in the vicinity of the pro-
posed project site must be thoroughly documented prior to the initia-
tion of the project.	 The . .description of the existing environment
includes such factors as real estate availability and tax structure,'
availability of . utilities and transportation, labor force, living and
recreational conditions, baseline environmental data, zoning laws,
building codes and..requ.ired permits,.and a justification for the
particular choice of site for the proposed SSPS subsystem.

Environmental Effects.	 A thorough description of the environ-
mental.effects that.are specific to the subsystem locational environment
interaction is the most important part of the EIA/EIS analysis and it
involves a.synthesis of the project description and the description of
the environment without the proposed project. 	 Impacts on the physical,
biotic.and human environments must be studied in a 'revel of detail
appropriate to the subsystem magnitude and operational mode.

Alternatives to the Proposed Project. 	 All reasonable alter-
natives to the SSPS	 SPS .must be evaluated from an environmental point
of view so that choice in the course of action can be made. 	 The alter-
native of taking no action or postponing the action must be considered.
This comparison of.alt}rnati_ve systemss.wll. not be made at the component
level of .the SSPS	 SPS	 but at the aggregate  level because of the magni-
tude of the SSPS (SPS). and the long time period during which it will be
developed.	 The discussion of alternative techniques for power generation 	

^kY

will continue as P. general. topic:amongst policy makers for man y.years. 
It i s obvi c"	 Z^7dt the di SCLiSS ion of alternatives to the SSPS . (SPS) wi 11
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be subject to criticism -by.all parties who ar.e adversely affected by
the action since they will be biased towards any alternative action
which avoids impacting them in either an environmental.or economic

sense.

Other Effects.	 in addition to the above four major areas
'	 of EiA/EIS analysis, the CEQ guidelines currently require that addi-

tional points be addressed. 	 Some of these points are very important
in the planning phases of SSPS (SPS}.	 Briefly these include:

0	 adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided: 7.

a	 relationships between short-term uses of man's environ-
ment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term
productivity

a	 any irreversi bl e or irretrievable commitments of
resources that would. be involved in the proposed action

x.

a	 an indication of what other.nterests and considerations
of federal policy are thought to offset the adverse en-
vironmental effect.of the proposed.action.

The comprehensiveness and objectivity of environmental impact
assessments are crucial to the success of any project.	 Review of impact .^

statements by public agencies and by the courts is often focused pri-
marily on how the analysis meets the terms of the law and the attendant
regulation,	 The actual substance of the report, although important, is
often less an -issue than the completeness and objectivity of the analysis.
Further, a thorough assessment provides an objective framework within
which the project can be considered by the public.

Preparation : of.an EIA/EIS . for the SSPS is . presently several
years away because the program is still in the planning and feasibility
stages.	 However, there are a number of environmental assessments that
should be undertaken during the early stages of such .a large and im-
portant program.	 An environmental definition study . phase should be

initiated immediately to:

1.	 Examine the environmental 	 regulations applicable to all
subsystems of the SSPS operation. in.order to ensure

t

compliance with the law and expedite SSPS realization.

2.	 Identify those technical areas where long lead-time
:environmental.studies.should be initiated.in order to

establish baseline data required for the support of
the environmental impact assessment. 	 Most notable

among these is the effect of .microwave radiation upon i

fauna, flora, and the land, water and atmosphere,.

i	 F.
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3.	 Identify the resources that must be allocated to de-
..	 J

velopmen't of the SSPS.	 Included in this asse$sment
should be land management factors, total energy re-
quirements for system construction, resource factors j

for long--term operation and maintenance, and other
R	 factors which represent an irreversible and irretriev-

able commitment of resources.

4.	 Identify the unavoidable adverse effects on the environ-
meet.

to the5.	 Identify technical and institutional obstacles
successful completion of the SSPS program in order that
they may be overcome.

Considering the importance of the SSPS (SPS) program, a multi--
man-year effort will be required of a team that has expertise in biology,
the physical sciences, social sciences, eng ineering, environmental affairs 4
and risk analysis, as well as a thorough familiarity with the technical
and operational details of the SSPS for SPS).
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Appendix A: Economic Methodology

A.i	 Introduction

The materials presented herein were developed for this study
over the Aeriod February through June 1975, and represent an important
project activity of ECON, Inc. Some earlier results have already been
disseminated [10, 11 and 121.

The purpose of this appendix is to present a detailed review of
the economic concepts and analytical constructions used in this report. The	 h^

objective is. iwofol.d:
x

a to provide the reader with the means to verify the study's
results and substitute alternative input data and assumptions
if desired, and

a to provide a reconciliation of the approaches used `i'n this
study with those of other energy-economics studies.

The basis for the first objective is clear. Regarding the
second objective, it is all too often that due to the lack of complete infor-
mation and inconsistency of approaches among energy-economics studies, com-
parisons are impossible. In this appendix, the minimum information required.
to make interstudy comparisons is established.

The following topics are addressed:

aI Methodology for Comparative Economic Analysis of.Electric
Generation Systems (A.1)

a : Computation of the . Present Value of Capital and.the.Equiva-
lent Annuity (A.2)

a Reconciliation of Alternative Approaches for Computing.the.
Present Value of Capital and Equivalent Annuity (A.3)

a Computation of Economically Justifiable SSPS Unit Cost
(A.4)

a DDT&E Payback Analysis (A.5).

A.2	 Methodology.for Com arative.Economic Analysis of Electric 	 r
Generation Systems

Figure A.1 illustrates the cash flow profile of a representative
electric power:generation.system. The cash flows required for the construction
of the system are represented by the Values, $110 x .105 per year (CO. over
the period 1991 to 1995. The capital payback (At) U represented by the values,
$41.7 x 106 per year over the 30-year operational life of the system.

t^
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In the example shown, the constant dollar cost of the plant
is $940 per Kilowatt and th se costs are distributed equally over the
4-year construction period 	 According to the -Formula provided for compu-
tation of present value, the (1975) present value of the cost of capital
is $368.40.	 The capital recovery payment (annuity over the 30-year oper-
ational period of the plant) is a value such that its (1975) present

j'	 value equals that of the present value of the capital: 	 Thus, at the sti-
pulated discount rate, 7.5 percent, the annuity (At) is a cash flow re-
ceived by the providers of. capital to the utilities (lenders and equity.
owners) such that they (in 1975) are indifferent to holding $368.40
or receiving a annuity of $41.70 per year over the period 1995 through
2025.	 This present value concept is expanded below with the use of
Figure A.2 which provides an additional example.

Assume that a particular technology subsystem of the SSPS were
estimated to cost $380 million and that the costs of development would be
expended--evenly-- -over the period 1985 through 1990.	 All expenditures r.
would be paid out at the beginning of each year, i.e., $76 million would be
expended at the beginning of each year for five years.	 lasing the formula
provided in i'igure A.A , 	 the present value of this expenditure is computed
to be $161 million.	 This is the value whi:;h is economically equivalent in
1975 to $360 million expended in the tray assumed,	 i.e., five equal payments.
That is, a "rational" economic being would be economically indifferent
between having a bank balance of $161 million. (in 1975) and receiving . $76
million per year for five years starting at the beginning of 1985,

As illustrated in f=igure A.2, a $380 million DDT&E expenditure
could be financed	 with an initial.bank balance of $161 million starting in
1975.	 The present value, $161 million, is a function of (1)	 the discount
rate, (2) the year that the expenditure begins, and (3) the expenditure pat-
tern.	 Higher interest rates and/or an earlier expenditpre.start would re-
duce the present value, and vice-versa.

As shown in Figure A.2, $161 million put in the "bank" would
compound at an,annual rate of 7.5 percent to $325 million at the beginning
of 1985 when the f i rst "vii thdrawal ` of $76 mi 11 i on i s made.	 This would:
reduce the "bank balance" which would; in turn, increase by the interest.
received over the year, and"then another $76 million payment would be made,
and so on.	 After the Iast $7.6-million payment, the balance would . be

reduced to zero.

The computed value of A, the economically equivalent annuity,
is a function 'of the parameters shown, i . e . , .tai; the . date of the beginning
of construction, N the date of the beg inning of operation, 0 the end of
operation and R, the discount rater 	 The most sensitive paramenter is Rte -

The assumption of.equal distribution of casts over the construction

a

period is only for purposes of example.	 Certainly, the present value
of capital:.may be.computed under any distribution of outlays...

I7
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the higher the value of R the greater the annuity must be to yield an egiva-
'lent economic value, and vice-versa.

To the value of A must then be added the "recurring „ costs of the ^l
electrical generation system, i.e., 	 values for taxes and insurance, opera- +,

tions and maintenance and, in the case of the terrestrial systems, fuels.

! ..A major point to be emphasized is that "constant dollars" not
"current dollars" measure the economic cost of a project.	 'Unless it can be ,
shown that there will be differential inflation among the cost components
of a plant, the correct approach is to use constant dollars.

While the recent experience has, indeed, evidenced a higher rate L'
of inflation for.fuels than other generating systems' cost components, the
historical data :show that over the long-run, relative price changes in these
categories have been essentially equal. 	 It is assumed, therefore, that the
recent dramatic (differential) inflation in fuels will be a short-run
phenomenon, and by the time period in which the SSPS or terrestrial systems'
would be constructed (around 1995) the relative prices will have readjusted
themselves to their long-run historical relationships.	 The issue is that we
do not know what the rate of differential inflation may be over-'the next
20 years, and it is deemed preferable to make the neutral assumption-- per3 =
which, again, is in line.with the historical trend--that over the long-
run the relative rate of inflation among the cost components will be approx-
imately equal.	 On the other hand, to the extent that it is believed that 1;,i
we may expect differential changes in the real economic cost, i.e., relative
prices of fuels etc., these should be introduced into the analysis.

The discount rate chosen for this study, 7.5 percent, is eco-
nomically conservative with. respect to the SSPS. 	 This rate.has the ef=fect
of placing a relative cost burden on the SSPS, since it is the most capital
intensive of the systems being compared. 	 Other studie9 2'have indicated a
required real average rate of return (between equity and debt capital) for
the future funding of, electric utilities.to be about 5 percent.	 We have
elected to use a higher discount rate for two reasons: 	 one, to introduce
a risk factor for uncertainties in the development and operations in the
SSPS system and two, to reflect the idea that SSPS--at least in its earliest
..stages--may be a mixed public/private enterprise. 	 Currently, a discount
rate of 10 percent is being used to evaluate public projects. 	 The 7.5 per- {
cent used would represent, therefore, an averaging between the real rate of
return that is required by a commercial venture (5 percent) . and that._which
is expected to accrue toureip	 y public ventures (10 percent). ^

2. U.S. Fede ra l ,Energy Administrat ion, Project Independence Blueprint g

Final Task Force Report - Finance, November 1974.

The Aerospace Corporation, Power Plant Economic Model, Program Descrip-
tiorn/User`s Gude.(ATR 74[7417-I.51-1 	 , June 1974.
Hass, J.E., E.J. Mitchell and B.K,.Stone, f=inancing the Energy Industry,
Cambridge:	 Ballinger Publishing Company, 1974.

{
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R.3	 Gauputation of the Present Value of Capital and the Equivalent
Annuity

Figure A.3 contains a summary of th^ methodology used for com-
puting the present value of capital and the (economically) equivalent
annuity.	 The numbers in parenthesis represent the step-numbers identified
in the figure.

The "constant-dollar cost" measured in units of dollars per
kilowatt (1) is divided by the "mature plant availability factor" (2j.	 This t,
equals the "adjusted constant dollar cost" measured in dollars per kilowatt
(3).	 This value, divided by the "length of the construction period" measured
in years (4) equals the "adjusted constant dollar cost" of capital per-year

-<	 measured in dollars per kilowatt (5). 	 This value and others (the discount ^	 "3
rate [R]	 and`the number off' compounding periods per year [ii]) as given in (6) a
are inputted to an equati3n (7) to compute the "present value of capital" at
t=0 (8).	 This result and the other parameters in (9) may be inputted into an
eouation (10) which.compu.es a value for the annuity that must be adjusted
to account for the waiting (construction) period.	 This adjustment is done
with the value generated in (11).	 This yields the equivalent annuity (PMT*)
whose dimensions are dollars per kilowatt per year. 	 1'his value if received
annually over the pay-,-i, period would yield a present value equal to the

42-

present value of the capital.	 If a result in units of "mills pez 	 kilowatt
hour" is desirable, the next step is to divide the result in (12) by the con-

8.76, given in (13).	 This equals	 (14) the annuity value in mills..scant,
per kilowatt hour.

As indicated in Figure A.3, the parameter PMT is the value obtain-
ed in (5), Y is equal to the.construction period in years . given in.(4),
N is equal to one (the number of compoundings per year) and R is the discount
rate.	 In (9) the parameter, PV, is the result obtained from (8), X is equal
to the payback period (assumed to be 30 vears), N is equal to one and R is .	 a
equal to 7.5 percent. 	 The value,.8.76, given in.(13) is the well-known
conversion factor used to adjust dollars per kilowatt year into mills per
kilowatt hour.`

A.4	 Reconciliation of Alternative Approaches for Computing the. Present
Value of Capital and Equivalent Annuity -

Figure AA ► llustrates a reconciliation between various approaches
that are used for determining the present value of capital and the equivalent
annuity. As will be shown, they yield the same economic results.

Method I is the approach used thro^:ghout this study. The
example given is for a 'direct coal-fired pl ant operating at a(mature) plant

-	 availabili ty factor of .75. As provided in the previous section, the ad-
justed capital costs for an environmentally controlled systern, is $440 per,
kilowatt. As. illustrated in Figure A.4, the capital . costs are assumed to
be distributed equally over the construction period, i.e., $110 per kilowatt.,
per year. The costs are then discounted back to the start of thc^ construction
period, t=0. The present value at t =0 given a 7.5 percent discount rate equals
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$368.40 per kilowatt.	 The equivalent annuity over the operational period
equals $41.7 per year or 4,8 mills/kwh.

According to Method II (which is the approach that JPL has
chosen-the present value calculations are evaluated at t =4, the end of
the construction period.	 According to this approach, the present value of
the capital would be $492.1 per kilowatt, 	 The numerical difference in
present value between Method II and Method I is represented by the shaded
area in the illustration for Method II, and this is usually referred to as
"interest incurred during construction." 	 The equivalent annuity evaluated #	 `^
at t=4 is $41.7 per year, the same as Method I; and hence, the approaches
used by ECON and JPL yield identical results.

The reason that the numerical results for the equivalent annuity
are equal in approaches I and II is explained as follows: 	 In Method I the
present value of capital outlays is calculated at t=O and revenues do not
accrue until after t=4.	 Thus, there is a period of waiting (varying for ^►
each dose of capital outlay) before revenues accrue to pay back the capital
expenditure.	 In Method II there is no waiting period, revenues are re-
ceived in the period immediately following t=4, the reference date for which
the present value of capital outlays has been computed. a^

Method III is Method II plus a factor provided for inflation
during the construction period. 	 As seen, the capital cost in constant
dollars is the same.	 There is, additionally, an escalation factor-- <,.
assumed for the exampl e to be 6 percent per year--that would raise the total
capital costs by $41.2 per kilowatt. 	 Added to this is the interest accrued
during construction, and considering inflation, thi s would be $104.0 per
kilowatt. .	 Total capital cost evaluated at t=4 is $585.2 per kilowatt.	 In
order to compute the equivalent annuity, the "nominal	 interest rate" of
13.9 percent is used. 	 This is the product of the real interest rate,
7.5 percent and the inflation rate, 6 p ercent (1.075 x 1.06 = 1.1395),
Thus, under this approach with a 6. percent per year inflation assumed to
be sustained throughout the 30-year payback period, it : requires $83.3.per
year (9.5 mills/kwh) to generate revenues with a present value equal to
that of the capital, and provide for a reap rate of return of 7.5 percent
or $41..7:.per year in constant. dollars. 3

Each of these methods are economically equivalent.	 AIthough
the numerical results may differ, each evaluates the systems to cost the
same amount in terms of economic resources, a

A.5	 Computation of Economically Justifiable SSPS Unit Cost

Figure A.5 provides the methodology used for computing the
"economically justifiable" unit cost of a 5,000 Mtn! SSPS.

3
Doane, J.W. and R.P. O'Toole,	 "Baseline Economic Analysis for Solar

3^

and Conventional Central Power Plants," Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Engineering Memorandum, September 3, 1975.
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The first input in Figure A.5 is a value for electric generation
costs (in mills ,per;kilowatt hour) of an alternative (competing) system, item

(1).	 This value must then be scaled up to the annual revenues at a level
of 5,000 MW.	 The sQaling factor is given in (2.).	 This equals the annual
revenues from the generation of 5,000 MW per year, and it is this revenue
which serves as the basis for the computation of the SSPS allowable unit
Cost.

Before the capital can be.repaid, the SSPS has to pay its mainte -
nance costs, calculated to be $136 million per year (See Section 3.1.3.2.1) and
taxes and insurance which are assumed to be 32.2 percent of the revenues.
The use of this latter constant requires . an explanation. z r',

"	 According to our working assumption, annual taxes and insurance
are equal to 5 percent . of capital.	 This is in line with a "rule-of-thumb"
which is currently used for terrestrial pl ants.	 We cannot; however, .use
the 5 percent constant in this exercise, since it is the capital itself
that we are trying to estimate. 	 To eliminate this problem, a "trick" has
been devised.	 This is to assume that the cost for taxes and insurance
would be incurred in the same proportion to revenues as comp uted with the
original SSPS unit cost estimate (cf.	 p.	 107).	 Hence, when we first esti-
mated the capital costs of SSPS to be $7.6 billion, using the 5 percent
constant,, the value for taxes and insurance was estimated to be .$377.mii-
lion per year.	 Summing the annual cost of capital	 ($657 million per year),
the value for maintenance ($136 million per year), and $377 million per
year, the total annual SSPS cost was $1170 million per year. 	 The propor-
tion of.annual. costs`for taxes and insurance is 32.2 percent,of the total.

Subtracting the value for taxes and insurance and operations and
maintenance from the . annual revenues, a value may be obtained for the maximum
economically justifiable annual revenues for repayment of the SSPS unit
cost.	 This.value is designated as the parameter, "PMP , and with the other ^.
parameters shown in , (7) are inputted into the equation (8) to obtain the
economically justifiable present value (at t=0) of the unit cost (9).	 In
order td` convert the present values.into undiscounted dollars., the result
in (9) is inputted along with the parameters given in (10) into the equation
shown in (11).	 This provides a value for the economical ly ,justifiable annual 1

construction cost.of the SSPS.	 To.obtain the totaleconomically justifiable . .
unit cost, this result i s multiplied by the value of the parameter "X" given

a

in (10) which is the length of the construction period--in years. 	 The.

product of the result in (11) and (12) is the economically justifiable
(5,000 M41, SSPS unit cost given in (13).
A.6	 DDT&E Payback Analysis,

Tha methodology:.fbr performi ng SSPS DDT&E Payback Analys is is.
illustrated . in Figure A.6.	 Inputs to the analysis are the SSPS bui ldup

profil e (1) and the present Value of the 	 SSPS DDT&E (2).	 Although the exact
date to which the DDT&E is discounted is arbitrary, it is, in this example,
1975.

:ab
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The SSPS buildup profile has been originally presented in Section

.	 and is given again as Figure A,7,	 As indicated in Figure A.7 with an
initial operational capability (IOC) of (end of) 1995, by the (end of) 1996
there would have been one SSPS revenue-year. 	 According to the build-up
profile there would be a build-up rate of two SSPS per year until 2000, and
after that, four per year through 2025. 	 The cumulative number of 5 GW
operational units at the end of a given year, t, would be as indicated in -	 t

Figure A,7.

The second . input to the analysis is the present value of the SSPS
DDT&E (2).	 This value (provided on pages-109 and 110) in undiscounted

values	 is	 $44 billion.

The next step (3) is to .solve for "Delta Revenues"	 (R*) per SSPS
Ff

such that the (1975) present- value of R* equals the (1975) present value of
the DDT&E.	 Examples of the calculations of R* for 1996, 1997 and 1998 are
provided in Table A.1.

Table A.1 contains.examples of the method for computing the SSPS
DDT&E Payback . Function.

By (end of) 1996, t--which for purposes of discounting back to
1975--is valued at "21."	 There is one SSPS operating for one year. 	 To rte'

solve for R*, the present value of R* is set equal to the present value
of the . SSPS DDT&E.	 The computed. value is, of course,.a relatively large
value; and we would not expect that a single operational SSPS could ever
repay the DDT&1=. 	 In 1977 (t+1) there would have been one SSPS operating
for two years and 'three SSPSs operating for one year (the original SSPS r`
would be operating for two years and.the two additional SSPSs with a 1996
IOC would have been operating for one year). 	 The method would be to solve
for an R* such that its present value would be equal to the present value'
of the DDT&E.	 in 1998 (t+2) there would be one SSPS operating for three
years; three SSPSs operating for two Years and five SSPSs operating for
one year, and so on.

As indicated in Figure A.7, the values of the DDT&E Payback
Function do not begin to.fall.into a reasonable "range" until 	 about
2005 when 29 SSPSs will have been operating for at least one year; 4
leading to a value of R* of about 20 mills per kilowatt hour.

As stated in the report; the DDT&E'Payback Function.becomes
asymptotic to the x axis as the alternative electric generation costs ap-
proach 27 mills per kilowatt hour.	 This i's explained by the discounting
phenomenon which reduces the present value of future revenues.

Tothe value of ` R* is added the unit 55PS costs shown in (Q)
as (R) and has been estimated to be 26.7 mills per kilowatt hour. 	 R*--
which is a unique,..interes.t rate-dependent value--is added to the value,
R, which is constant, and the result is. given in Figure A.6 as (5'), the cost
of electric generation of alternative system such that the SSPS DDT&E is
recovered by year t. 	 This is the ordinate of' Figure A.7. 	 The reason that
the . ordinate and the result in,.(5) 	 is given as the cost of alternative

i
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Ta bl e A. 1 	 Method for Estimating	 the..SSPS ODT&E Payback Function

(END OF) SOLUTION FOR (R*) I	ANNUAL REVENUES
YEAR S$PS BUIL D-UP SCENARIO PER OPERATIONAL 	 :7,x103 1 .1tj	 SSPS2

.1996(t) . 1.SSPS,operating for 1 year
*

(1975)PV=	 $1.6.5x109°	
i+r	 t•

1 . 997(t+1) 1 SSPS operating for 2 years (1975)PV= $16.5x109-	
R*	 * 3R*

- T,l+rTt I1+r t+1•3 SSPS operating for 1 year

1990(1+2) 1.S5PS operating for 3 years (19:75)PV=	 $16.5x10 9 -	 *	 t+	 3R*	 t+l
.F.5R*	 tat.

rl r^T1 +r	l+r3 SSPS operating for 2 years
5 SSPS operating for 1 year

2025(1+29) 1	 SSPS operating For 30 years (1975)PV=	 $16.5x109=	 1Rr	 t +: 3R*	 t+l+	 ..,	
+109R*t+29

3 SSPS operating for 29 yeaa•s

109 55PS operating for 1 year

I.	 R* =Required annual	 revenues per SSPS	 in year t+.N for DDT&E	 recovery.
To convert. to mills per kilowatt	 hour, divide	 result	 by:	 11.76(5.106),

2.	 r = .675 (7.5"),	 t=21
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APPENDIX B:	 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURES SSPS AND PRS SYSTEMS ..

1	 -

B.1	 Satellite Solar Power Station

6.1.]" cork Breakdown Structure and Program Schedule

A preliminary SSPS Work Breakdown Structure JWBS) and program
schedule have been compiled to establish a "strawman" for pro g rammatic anal-
ysis.	 A three-ster program (cf. 	 103).	 Figure 3.40 was utilized.	 A small

LEO Process Development; and Tess; Facility was planned for deployment in.1985`
A geosynchronous-stationed 1 GW pilot plant might be scheduled with a 1900
IOC, depending upon its economic merit, and a full	 capability plant (5 GW)
is scheduled for 1995.

Figure B.1 is the WBS used as the roadmap for cost accounting 	 M ,

and program planning.	 There are 1I Level --2 elements identified-

*	 Pi ofect Management
#	 System Engineering and Integration
s	 Transportation
o.	 Assembly
e	 On-Orbit. Assembly Support Equipment
a	 Transportation and Assembly Ground Support Equipmentsp	p 

LEO Development and Test Satellite Program
*	 Pilot.Plant
a	 °Operational Plant
•	 System Maintenance
s	 Facilities.

Project management (-01) 	 r

This element of work accounts for the technical and administra-
tive planning, organization., direction, coordination, control and approval.'
mechanisms to accomplish overall program objectives.

System Engineering and Integration !-02)

This element includes.all the necessary engineering and systems
management efforts needed to achieve an integrated program.	 It includes
engineering management,.systems engineering, design engineering, support
engineering and the assurance technologies, namely, reliability, quality.
assurance maintainability, safety, environmental protection as well as im-
pact and assessment.

Transportation { 03}

This element includes the development, production and operation
of all.systems that transport materials, equipment and personnel from launch
through deployment at the designated mission orbit. 	 Figure B.2 is a 'program
schedule for the transportation elements used in the programmatic analysis
of the SSPS and includes the following elements:
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{- 03-1) Shuttle (IOC 1981)
(- 03-2) Deploy Only Launcher (IOC 1987) - A derivative of shut-

tle using External Tank, Solid Rockets and a payload
shroud which is integrated with a propulsion package
of SSME's.	 This launch system is fully recoverable with

n
a payload to low earth orbit of 72,640 kg (150,000 lb).

(- 03-3) HLLV (IOi. 1992) -New Heavy Lift Launch Vehiclt, . fully
'	 + recoverable with 181,600 kg (400,000  l b) payload to Low

Earth Orbit,
(- 03-4) Large Cryo Tug (IOC 1987) - An orbit transfer vehicle

for transporting materials, equipments and personnel
between 1 o earth orbit and geosynchrcnous.	 The vehi-
cle baselined for this study is a derivative of the
external tank and SSME.	 It requires in-orbit refuel-
ing. .

03.5) Advanced Ion (IOC 1992) - A large high performance
stage with the capability to transport assembled SSPS W.

from LEO to geosynchronous orbit.
03-6) Propellant Farm	 1987) - A set of propellant stor-.(IOC

age tanks and support equipment for st-;-;rig and trans-
ferring propellants for the Large Cryo Tug and Advanced 4w-.'^

Ion Stage. L	 ..%

(- 03-7) maneuver Tug (IOC 1987) - A Tug used to maneuver and
transport large equipments, materials, propellants,
etc.	 in the vicinity of the assembly site and propel ., ``y~
lant farm.

Assembly (44)
z

This WBS element includes all equipment required in the assembly
operation for the fabrication, joining and integration of the SSPS.	 Figure
B.3 is a development schedule for the equipment included under this IBS ele-
ment.	 This element includes:

(- 04-1) Fabrication Modules (IOC 1983) - A highly automated
devise that isbricates structural beams in orbit.

04-2 Teleoperators ;IOC 1983) - A remotely controlled mod-
ule used to assemble structure, microwave components,
solar blankets, etc.

(- 04-3) Manned Manipulators (IOC 1983) - A manned-rated maneu-.
vering vehicle with manipulator arms Used in assembly.

(- 04-4) EVA Equipment (I0C 1983) - Space suits and equipment
for an EVA mode of assembly.

{^-	 04.5) Logistics Equipments (IOC 1983) - A small Tug used to
move equipment, materials and personnel in the vicin-
ity of the assembly site.

. .On-Orbit Assembly Support Modules and Equi pment (-05)

Equipment needed in support of assembly operations 	 Thisin-
cludes space stations, Shuttle ancillary equipment and crew transport.mod-
ules	 Figure:B.4 is a schedule for the .dep1oyment of these equipment.	 The
following summarizes the Level-3 I4BS elements:

_	 _
3

j

Ji
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ELEMENT
YR

76:177 178 179 180 181182 1113 184 185186 187 188 1 89 190 191 192 193 194 Es
FABRICATION MODULE IOC

• TELEOPERATORS IOC

• :MANNED MANIPULATOR
F7-MODULES:

o EVA EQUIPMENTS IOC

Figure B.3 Development Schedule Assembly
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- 05=1)	 LEO Space Station (IOC 1987) 	 A modular, 6-matt space
station used to house the assembly crew, maint-:Ianc^
facilities, large elements work area (hangar), and
assembly equipment in low earth orbit.

(- 05-2)	 SO Space Station (IOC 1987) - A modular, 6-man space
station to perform functions similar to those for LEO
Space Station but on geosynchronous orbit.

(- 05-3)	 SO Transfer Module (IOC 1987) - A crew transport mod-
ule used to house crews for transport between LrO and
synchronous orbit.

Transport and Assembly Ground Su pport Equipment ^!
IOC 1983, 1987 and 1992)	 (-06) "'	 a-

The ground equipment required to support launch and mission op-
erati ons incl udi ng development of communications centers and networks '-;This
WBS element has not been included in the programmatic analyses because more
depth . of definition of the satellite, assembly equipment and operations is
required to define this WBS element to sufficient depth for costing. 	 I n the
interim; this is considered to be included in the 20 percent task factor
applied for cost uncertainty.

LBO Development and Test.Satellite (IOC 1985) (-07)

Figure B.5 is a conceptual design for a 15 MW (transmitting an=
tenna output power) demonstration and test satellite. 	 The solar array is
layed-out at.a concentration"ratio.of two. 	 the silicon solar cell blanket
efficiency was established using the projected efficiency for the SEPS arra y.
(12%) and then degrading efficiency for the operating temperature at a con-
centration ratio of two.	 A power distribution system efficiency of 82 per-
cent was utilized to compute the array output power.

The array mass. estimates used the projected SEPS solar blanket'
masses (0.525 kg/m2) and the 0.5 mil aluminized Kapton masses projected for

•^^'the 1995 mirror system.	 The mass per unit length of structure for the 1995
i

satellite was usedto establish the non-conducting structural masses. 	 The
column lengths for this design are approximately the same as the 1995 system.
The mass of the conducting structure and central mast are sized by electri-
cal requirements in the 1995 system; but are si zed by structural require-
ments in this system. 	 The rotary joint is scaled down (1/10 size .) from the
1995 system.	 The total mass of the satell ite is 228,343 kg (503,1+8 16).

The 1985 development and test satellite is assumed to be a de-
velopment spacecraft placed in low earth orbit by the Shuttle; 	 The final
configuration is envisioned to be assembled through a series of sortie tech-
nology flights started as early as 1981.	 Figure 8.6 is a preliminary mis-
sion schedule leading to deployment of the demonstration and test satellite.

The first Sortie mission evaluates different methods for deploy-
ing and fabricating structural elements.	 Options for assembly operation of
the basic structural beam are demonstrated in Mission 2 and 3. 	 Waveguide.

t ,.



CHARACTERISTICS

• SO LAR BLANKE T
- CONCENTRATI ON RATIO W 2
— CELL EFFICIENCY = 9.7%

POWER DISTRIBUTION EFFICIENCY=92%
MICROWAVE CONVERSION EFFICIENCYa.827o
WEIGI ITS (228,343 KG)

ARRAY
0 BLANKET = 39,571 KG (0.525 KG	 2)
• CONCENTRATOR = - ^ 3,014 KG (0.02 K	 M2)	 -
a NONCONDUCT. STRUCT. 16,692 KG (2.76 KG/M LEINGTH)
6 CONDUCT. STRUCT. 2,633 KG (2.76 KG/M LENGTH)
• MAST =	 1,049 KG (2,76 I(GIM LENGTH)

SUBTOTAL; _ 62,986 KG
ROTARY JOINT = 12,670.ICG (1110 WT OPS SYST)
ANTENNA
• STRUCTURE =	 9,083 i(G (.43 kglm2)
• CONTOUR CONTROL =	 :.3,648 KG (,38 kg/in2)
• POWER DISTRIBUTION = 10,648 KG (RAYTHEON EST)
• CONTROL ELECT =	 5,632 KG (RAYTHEON EST)
O TUBES =	 2,848 KG (RAYTHEON EST)
• WAVEGUIDE = 95,296 KG (RAYTHEON EST)

SUBTOTAL =127,155 KG .
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MISSION 81 82 83 84 85 COMMENT

1	 - GEO HI VOLTAGE A DEPLOY A REVISIT
TECH SAT.

SORTIES-
2	 - STRUCTURAL 65"W 4 FLTS

FABRICATION 1
5 KW CONVERTER L PIGGYBACK ON 1ST FLT
TEST

^' "^3	 - JOINT & FASTENERR 5 FLT ADD SIC. MODULE &
(ASSEMBLY) LEAVE IN ORBIT

4	 WAVEGUIDE 5 FLTS ATTACH TO STRUCTURE
FABRICATION &LEAVE IN ORBIT

5	 - ELECTRONIC _-;, ^*,.> 5 FLTS
INSTALLATION

6A	 - SUBASSEMBLY TO 6 FLTS ADD TO MODULE IN
SUBASSEMBLY ORBIT

613	 -- COMPLETE ANTENNA 24 FLTS
ASSEMBLY

7	 -- ROTARY JOINT .' ADD SIC MODULE &
ASSEMBLY LEAVE IN ORBIT

8	 --. ROTARYJOIN7 LEAVE IN ORBIT
TO ANTENNA

9	 CENTRAL MAST & 2 FLTS ADD TO ASSEMBLY
INTEGRATION TEST IN ORBIT

DEMO SATELLITE:
14	 - SOLAR ARRAY :.cam';,:'"^" z^: ' r	 18 FLTS ADD ANTENNA TO

ASSEMBLY COMPLFTE
DEMO SATELLITE

11	 - . ASSEMBLY
.

TRANSFER
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CHARACTERISTICS.

e SOLAR BLANKET

— CONCENTRATION RATIO = 2

2.97 Kh7	
CELL, EFFICIENCY = 11%

— POWER DIS'T'RIBUTION EFFICIENCY = 92%

MICROWAVE CONV1=RSION EFFICII= NCY - 57°o RECTIFIED AT AROUND

WEIGHTS

ARRAY	 KG X 106	COMMENT.
i BLANKET = 	2.82	 (7.04KM21 (0.4 KG/M')
• CONCENTRATOR=	 037	 (15 .4 KM 7 1.(.02 KG/M')

	

+ NONCONDUCT STRUCT = 0.51	 II8.5 KM' 1 (0.033 KG/M-)

s CONDUCTINGSTRUCT = 	 0.07 118 .5Ki1i2)(0.004KGIM'1
1.5 KM	 • MAST	 0.38	 (7.4 KM) (0,052 KGIK 0I)

83 KMI	
4.19

ROTARY JOINT	 0.20	 (SAME AS 1395 SYSTEM)

MW ANTENNA	 3.94	 (SAME AS 1995 SYSTEM
_.WITH REDUCE n OF TUBES)

TOTAL	 8.33	 (8.23 x 1 G6: Kg)
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ELEMENT

YEARS

76 77 78 7 g 80 81 82 83 84 1 85 1 8G 117: 118 113 90 91 192193 94 95

_. 4	 ) DEVELOP 9.7% EFFICIENT BLANKET G^ 0.525 ICG/M2• SOLAR ARRAY a

C)CVEL 11%EFFI Cl ENT B LAN KETCa.4ICG/M2

DEVI=L 13.7;6 EFFICIENT BLANKET @.282l(G/M2

ANTENNA INTERFACE ^,	 ^=^`^^ ^' , ,'a	SCALE- 1/10

FULLSCALE

TRANSMITTING ANTENNA 7	 MW ARRAY, 1350%,EFFICIENT CONVERTER

1 GW ARRAY, 87% EFFICIENT CONVERTER

5 GW ARRAY, 90,5 EFFICIENT CONVERTER.

• RECEIVING RECTEPINA F _',	 EXPE11IMENTAL FACILITY, B4V. EFFICIENT

'	 9i ICM INSTAL LATION, $T% EFFICIENT

_	 , t	 UPGRADE TO 90°lo EFFICIENT
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deployment and/or fabrication is addressed in Mission 4; while installa-
tion of the microwave components and electronics integration is addressed
in Mission 5.	 Mission 6 is a series of frights that builds on the single
18 x 18 m subarray, left in orbit in Mission 5, up to the desired antenna c
size for the Demonstration Satellite. 	 Missions 7 and 8 assemble the Rotary
Joint and interface it with the Antenna. 	 Mission 9 assembles the central 4
mast and joins it to the rotary joint,	 Mission 10 assembles the solar array
and installs the microwave antenna to complete the assembly of the demon-
stration satellite. 	 Mission 11 transfers the assembled satellite to its
operational orbit.

Pilot Plant (IOC 1990)	 (-080)

Figure B.7 is a conceptual design of a l GW, ground-output
pilot plant for operation in 1990 at geosynchronous altitude. 	 Whether
this 1 GW plant should be built depends upon its economic merit. 	 The
assumptions used to size the configuration are included. 	 The total . . 'Op
system mass is 8.33 x 106 kg.	 The transmitting antenna on this config-
uration is the same size as that for the 1995 SSPS; however, it is
assumed to transmit	 operational power level.

Operational 	 Plant (IOC 1995) . 	(-09) ,.

The operational plant is a 5 GW facility which utilizes an
advanced solar blanket and the same antenna size as the 1990 facility.
with full complement of rf generators.	 A system description of this
plant can be found: in Section 3.1,1.	 Figure 8.8 is a schedule of key
development for each Level 	 III WBS element.	 The -following summarizes
the subdivision of work: .

^- 09-01)	 Solar Array:	 A large photovoltaic array operated at
2:1 concentration with the following elements:
(-01.1)	 Solar Blankets

u	 (-01.2)	 Concentrators
(-01.3)	 Conducting Structure
(-01.4)	 Non-Conducting Structure
(-01.5)	 Power Distribution, Control and Switching
. (-01.6)	 Attitude Control and Avionics

(- 09-M... Antenna Interface:	 A large diameter rotary joint for
fine pointing the antenna and transferring power with
the following elements
(-02.1)	 Slip Rings and Flex Harness
(-02.2)	 Control Drive

-

(-02.3)	 Structure
(-02.4)	 Povi{?r° Pistribution
(42.5) .	 Calitrol	 and Aricir:ics

{- 04-03)	 Transmitting Antenna:	 A large phased array that uti-
lizes slotted waveguides and crossfield amplifiers.
The following elemfnts are included:

-•03.1)	 Power Interface .
-03.2)	 do to rf Converter

_	 (-'03.3)	 Slotted tdaveguide
(-03.4)	 Phase Front Control
(•-03:5)	 Support Structure

:
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(- 09-04)	 Rectenna:	 A large solid state receiving and rectify-
ing antenna for conversion of rf power to do electric.
The following cost elements are included:
(-04.1)	 RF--OC Subarrays
(-04.2)	 Power Interface
(-04.3) 	 Site Preparation
(-04.4)	 Real Estate
(-04.5)	 Support Structure
(-04.6)	 Phase Front Control.

Systems Maintenance.(-10)

_	 This includes those equipments for on-orbit maintenance of the
satellite, and the cost of spares and the equipments necessary to maintain
spares.	 The cost of the on--orbit equipments and spares have been included r
in the cost estimates.	 The cost of the ground equipments and the ground
spares have not been included in the cost estimates of Section 3.1.3,2,1.. "
It is assumed to be covered in the 20 percent cost uncertainty allotment. '.

Facilities (-11)

This WBS element includes the facilities required for support
operations and the manufacture of the major hardware elements of the sated-.
life,	 Cost estimates far facilities nave not been included 'in the overall
program assessment in this preliminary study.	 These are assumed to be cov-
ered in the 20 percept cost uncertainty allotment.

B.1.2	 Cost Estimates

Cost estimates for the SSPS program have been made using exist-
ing cost estimating relationship'(CEK's). 	 The Koelle model (presented at
the International Academy of Astronaut cs, October 14, 1972) was used to ,.

establish development and unit production estimates for the transportation
systems, and support equipments,.	 The aerospace."Spacecraft System Cost

"newModel", augmented with the Koe;le model trends as a function of 	 tech-;
nology" required in the program, was.used to estimate the SSPS subsystem
development cost.

Table B.1 is a compilation of cost estimates for the SSPS pro-`
gram...Costs . are listed by SIBS element.

Estimates of the SSPS subsystem costs required an extensive
extrapolation from .the existing data base. 	 Considerable "grass roots" es-
timati ng based on detailed engineering: defi nl tion of the subsystem should;
be performed to refine the estimates presented here,

The major subsystem development cost is the solar array where

cysts vary as a function of system power level and weight.	 Devel,opment...
costs for a 10 CW operational plant solar array could increase as much as

$1 billion over that for a 5 GW system.

l

a

a



?able B.1 : System Cosi Estimate

Was WBS LEVEL 1 !?1185 ELEMENTS

1-DEVELOPMENT 2--PRODUCTION 3-OPERATIONSNO. IDENTIFICATION IUC COMMENTS

---01 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 40:5 OF TOTAL

--02 SYST EN  & INTEGRATi0N COST OF Was
ELEMENTS 02
THRU --11

-03 TRANSPORTATION
-03-01 SHUTTLE 1981 NIA $ 200	 MIUNIT $12M/FLT

-03-02 DEPLOY ONLY LAUNCHER 1987 $ 3B0 M 150	 MIUNIT $13M/FLT
-•-03--03 HLLV 1932 6,540 P4 400	 MIUNIT S9M/FLT
-03--04 LARGE CRYO TUG - 1987 165 M 15	 MIUNIT $1M/FLT.
-0305 ADVANCED ION 1992 3,847 M 190	 MIUNIT $1M/FLT
-03-06 PROPELLANT FARM 1987 223 M .16	 MIUNIT

--03-0 MANEUVER TUG:' 1967 21514 2.6 MIUNIT

-04 ASSEMBLY
-04-01 FABRICATION MODULES 19B3 S 271 M . $	 12	 MIUNIT
-04-02 TELEOPERATORS 1983 19 M 2.5 MIUNIT
-•04-03 MANNED MANIPULATORS 19B3 365 IN 11	 rLI/UNIT
--04--04 EVA EQUIPMENT 1963 20 M 1.5 MIUNIT
--04--05 LOGISTICS EQUIPMENT 1983 44 M 2.5 MIUNIT

-05 ON-ORBIT ASSEMBLY
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

--05--01 LEO SPACE STATION 1967 $2,225 M S	 62	 MIMAN
--05-02 SO SPACE STATION 1987 224 M 62	 MIMAIV
--05--03 SO TRANSFER VEHICLE 1987 190 M 23 MWAN

--06 TRANSPORT & ASSEMBLY TBD TED INCLUDE IN U*

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT CERTAINTY
FACTOR

-07 LEO DEMO SATELLITE 1985 $1,108 M .3,461	 S/KW 1376 S/KG 113 (1) ASSEMBLY
OPERATIONS

-07-01 SOLAR ARRAY 1,108 M 3,461	 SIKW
-07-m ANTENNA INTERFACE 383 IVI 2,670	 $IIZW

-X07-03 TRANSMIT ANTENNA 610 M 386	 SIKW
-07-64 RECEIVING RECTENNA 59 M 1,099	 SIKW

i_

i

i
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Table B.1	 System Cost Estimate (Cont'd)

WE3S WBS LEVEL 1 WBS ELEMENTS

NO. IDENTIFICATION IOC 1---DEVELOPMENT 2-PRODUCTION 3-OPERATIONS COMMENTS

--€I$ PILOT PLATT 1930 1086 $IICG 2 (21 TRANSPORTA-
TIGR & ASSEMBLY
OPERATIONS

-oil--01 SOLAR ARRAY $2,46310 765	 $AKW
_013-02 ANTENNA INTERFACE 446 M 105	 $11(W
-08-03 TRANSMIT.ANTENNA 320 M 144	 $11(W
--08-04 RECEIVING RECTENNA 1,218 M 392	 $/ICW

"09 OPERATIONAL PLANT 1996 .180 $11(G (2) (3) INCLUDED IN
CONDUCTING-09-01 SOLAR ARRAY .1995. $3,104 M

--09--01.1 SOLAR BLANKET 55	 $/M2 STRUCTURE

-09--01.2 CONCENTRATORS 1.1 $IM2 ESTIMATE

-00--01.3 CONDUCTING STRUCTURE 81	 $/KG
-09-01.4 NONCONDUCTING STRUCTURE 81	 $1KG
-09-01.5 PWR DIST CONT'L & SWITCH (3)
-09. -01 .6 ATT'D CONTR'L& AVIONICS $2.1 M/THRUSTER

-09--02 ANTENNA INTERFACE 1995. $ 149 M. 18	 $/ICW

-09--03 TRANSMIT. ANTENNA 1995 $ 260 M
-09-03.1 POWER INTERFACE 18	 $/1(W
--09=03.2 DC TO IMF CONVERTER 26	 $IICW
-09-03.3 WAVEGUiDl: 14	 $IICW
-09-03.4 PHASE FRONT CONTROL 26	 $IICW
-09-03 .6 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 15	 $IICW

-09--04 RECEIVING RECTENNA 1995 $ 403 M
-00-04 .1 RF TO DC SUBARRAY 76	 $11(W

-09--04.2 POWER INTERFACE.: 47	 $IICW

-09_q_ 04.3 SITE PREPARATION .. 8	 $/KW
-09-04A REAL ESTATE 19	 $/ItW

09---04.5 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 114	 $IICW
--09-04.6 PHASE FRONT CONTROL 5	 $II:1V

y dJ
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Table 6.1	 System Cost Estimate (Cont'd)

WE3S WBS . LEVEL 1 VVBS ELEMENTS

1-DEVELOPMENT. 2-PRODUCTION 3-OPERATIONSNO.. IDENTIFICATION IOC COMMENTS

—10 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE (4) SEE SECTION
—10--€11 LEO DEMO 1085 TBD TBD TBD 4.1.2.4

--10--02 PILOT PLANT : 1900 TBD TBD TBD
--10-03 OPERATIONAL PLANT 1905 $919 MWISSPS $87.7 MIYR{4}

—10-03:1 SOLAR ARRAY 42.7	 /YR(4)
—10-03.2 ANTENNA INTERFACE 0.4 M/YR(4)
-1.0-03.3 TRANSMIT ANTENNA 1	 M/yR(4)
—10-03.4 RECEIVING RECTENNA 4.G MIYR

--11.. FACILITIES TBD TBD TBD
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Coss: Sens i tiv ; =,y studies indicate that the SSPS rotary joint
with its associated control system could be a major development cost driver.
To limit maintenance cost (Section 3.1.2,4), the desi gn life of the rotary
joint and control system is of major importance. 	 These development cost es-
timates assumed a rotary joint and control system design life of five years.
If the design life were increased to 30 years, development costs for the
first full. scale rotary joint (used in the 1990 Pilot Plant, if built) could
run as high as $1	 billion.

.	 The cost estimates for structure are considered to be low, 	 The
i

CER's used to establish these estimates are based on a history of spacecraft
launched as a single unit.	 The added complexity of space assembly on the ,.
design and development of the structure could impact the costs considerably.

Eighty-five. percent of development costs for supporting systems
is spent to develop three major systems. 	 The major support system develop-
ment cost is for the heavy Lift Launch Vehicle with DDT&E of over $6 billion. •
The Advanced Ion propulsion stage is estimated to cost in excess . o.f.$3.5 bil-
lion while the Spare Station is estimated at slightly above $2 bil:iion.

B.2 	 Power Relay Satellite

B.2.1	 Work Breakdown Structure and Program Schedule

A "strawman" PRS Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and program
schedule has been formulated to support programmatic studies. 	 A two--step
program was utilized. 	 A geosynchronous demonstration satellite was sched-
uled for 1985 requiring the development of a Low Earth orbit and Synchro-
nous Orbit space station over the next tent years..	 A refined version of the
demonstration system was scheduled for 1990.

All elements of the WBS outlined for the SSPS in Section 8.1
apply with the exception of elements (-07) LEO Demonstration Satellite
(-08) Pilot Plant and (-09) Operational Plant. 	 Figure B.9 is a WBS replace-
ment and used for accounting PRS costs.s

The l GW system for 1.985 is. assumed to be assembled and. trans-
ported using the'following major elements:

d

*	 Shuttle (IOC 1981)
a	 Full.Capability Tug .(IOC 1983)
a	 LEO Space. Station (IOC 1983)
a	 SO Space Station (IOC 1983).l
The 1990. system, rated at 10 GW, is assumed for: purposes of the

"strawman" plan to be assembled and transported using the major elements:

h	 a	 Deploy Only Launch (IOC 1987) i

a	 Large Cryo Tugs (IOC 1987)
•.	 LEO Space Station (I0t 1983)
a	 SO Space Station (IOC 1983)
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B.2.2 PRS Cost Estimates

Table B.2 contains a compilation of costs using the same rela-
tionships used in the SSPS estimates. The cost to develop a -full scale (1 km)
reflector and place it into geosynchronous orbit using a Full , Capability Tug
(P/L to SO 4 5000 kg) appears to be excessive. The development plan.that	 z
solves the assembly technology problems with a small low earth orbit demon-
stration satellite should be a lower cost approach. The use of Shuttle de-
rivatives (i.e., DOL and Large Cryo Tug) significantly reduces transportation
and assembly costs. The requirement for an HLLV and advanced ion stage still.
must be evaluated, though the relatively small mass to orbit for the PRS re-
flector may not justify the development of these advanced systems.	 r

'-

	

	 The dominant cost for the transmitter is the slotted waveouide 	
a'

which must cover an area of almost 100 km 2 wi th a precisely dimensioned sur-
face. The receiving antenna costs are the same as those used in the SSPS
estimates.

The transmitter and receiving antenna maintenance costs are
based 'on the assumption of l percent per year replacement on hardware and
the following personnel (at each site):.f

Control - monitor Crew	 10/shift x 3 = 20
Maintenance Frew	 8/shift x 3 = 24
Support Personnel	 2/shift x 3 = 6

60

The important repairable items for the transmitting antenna are:

Wavequides	 $ 35 x 105
(taken as 109p repairable)

Phase Control	 $ 20 x 105
DC-RF Converters	 $330 x 105
Power Interface	 $410 x 105

For the receiving antenna, these are:

Wport . Structure	 $ 23 x 105
(taken as 50% repairable)	 f.

RF-DC Subarray	 $ 31 x 106
Power Interface	 $ 47 x 106
Phase Front Control	 $ 3 x 106

The yearly costs are then:

PRS.Transmitting Antenna 0 and M

Equipmentnt	 $705 x 10 x 0.01 = 57.95	 1001year
Personnel	 60MY/yr x.$60K/yr = $3.60 x 106/7ear

TOTAL	 $11.55 x IOC /yLar	 J

i



Table B.2	 PRS System Cost Estimates

W13S WBS LEVEL 1 WBS ELEMENTS

1---DEVELOPMENT 2-PRODUCTION 3--OPERATIONS:NO. IDENTIFICATION IOC COMMENTS

-08 PILOT PLANT 1985 3624	 $/ICG (1) (1)TRANSPORTA-

-03-01 TRANSMITTING ANTENNA $1140 M N/A TION & ASSEMBLY

-08-=02 REFLECTOR 1521 M -- SHUTTLE

_00- 03 RECEIVING RECTENNA 317. M - FULL CAUL .
$IL.ITY TUG

-- LEO & SO
SPACE
STATIONS

—09 OPERATIONAL PLANT 1990
--09-01 TRANSMITTING ANT5NNA $980 M .$11.6 M/YR .MAINTENANCE

-09-01.1 POWER INTERFACE 41	 $/ICW
-09-01.2 DC-TO•RF CONVERTERS 33	 $/I(W
--0901.3 WAVEGUIDE 354	 $/1(W
-09-01.4' PHASE FRONT CONTROL 2	 $/1(W
-09-01.5 SUPPORT STRUCTURE. 36	 $/ICW
-09-01.6 SITE PREPARATION 14	 $11(W
--09--01.7 REAL- ESTATE 8	 $/ICW

--09-02 REFLECTOR $30 M 1086	 . $/I(G TRANSPORTATION

-09-0-2.1 PHASE FRONT CONTROL 16.3 $$ICW $90	 M/YR & ASSEMBLY.

-09-02.2 STRUCTURE 94	 $/ICG MAINTENANCE

-09-02.3 CONTROL $2.8 M/UNIT

-09-03 RECEIVING RECTENNA $280 M $4.6 M/YR MAINTENANCE
-09--03.1 RF-DC SUBARRH'Y 76	 $/ICW
--09--03.2 POWER INTERFACE 47	 $/I(W
--09--03.3 SITE PRFI)ARATION 8	 $/ICW
--09=03.4 REAL ESTATE 19	 $/ICW
--09-03.5 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 114	 $/1CW
-09-03.6 f'IIASE FRONT CONTROL 5	 w11C4V



PRS Receiving Antenna 0&M

Equipment	 $104 x 10 6 x 0.01 = $1.04
Personnel	 60MY/yr x $60K/yr = $3.60

TOTAL.	 $4.64
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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL. UNITS AND ABBREVIATIONS 7

ac alternating current.

AMO air mass zero

amp,	 (A) amperes
to

BTU British Thermal Unit
ar

cm centimeter (10
-2
 meters)

i

dB decibel

P:

do direct.current s-

e/cm2 electrons per square centi-

i

meter

g,	 ( gm ) gram (10-3 kilograms) ^.

GHz gigahertz (109 cycles per
second)

GW gigawatt (109 viatts)

efficiency (deciiaal frac-
tion)

I electrical	 current

I xy moment of inertia (kg-m2)
{5

I5 specific impulse (seconds)

kg kilogram (2.2046 pounds
mass)

km kilometer (103 meters)

kW kilowatt (108 watts)

kWH kilowatt-hours

m meter (3.2808 feet)

micron,	 (um) millionth (10-6).of a meter

MHz megahertz.(10S cycles per
second)
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mm
-	

millimeter (10 -3 meter)

MW megawatt (106 watt)--except
in Chapter 4 where it is
used to denote "microwave"

MW mi l l iwatt (10' 3 watt)
z

N newtons (1N=0.2248 pounds
force)

nm nautical mile(s) Yj

PSI pounds per square inch
r,

rf radio frequency ;..;.

RFI radio frequency interfer-
ence..

solar f1+lx 1353 megawatts per souarA 4

kilometer Y^

scf standard cubic foot

>..
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